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The SPEAKER (Hon. S. J. Plowman) took the chair at
10.05 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
The Clerk - I have received the following petitions
for presentation to Parliament:

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
This petition of certain residents of the state of Victoria
expresses their great concern that funding shortages have
meant that the Austin and Repatriation hospital has had to
cancel elective surgery for two months, as well as other cuts
to health services provided to the community.
Further we are seriously concerned about the decision by the
state government to privatise the Austin and Repatriation
hospital. Privatisation puts public health care at risk. It will act
as an incentive for the Austin Repatriation to treat patients for
profit rather than according to need.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the state government acts
on this request for more funding for the Austin Repatriation
hospital and that the state government reconsiders its decision
to privatise the Austin Repatriation hospital.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Ms GARBUTT (Bundoora) (84 signatures)

Capital punishment
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
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The humble petition of undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth strongly object to the decision by the
Kennett government to privatise the Austin and Repatriation
Medical Centre and call on the government to protect the
local residential area from the effects of the massive
overdevelopment
Reports that the development will accommodate the Austin
and Repatriation hospitals, Larundel Psychiatric Hospital,
Mercy Private Maternity Hospital, medical and research
institutes, seven universities and TAFEs, a motel!hotel,
multistorey car park, a possible shopping centre, various
ancillary services and possibly the Royal Talbot Hospital are
of grave concem as the proposal will: further increase traffic,
impact on our residential amenity and devalue our properties.
Your petitioners therefore call on the state government to:
Reconsider its decision to privatise the medical
centre;
Protect the Red Cross Centre, bowling green and
memorial gardens from any future works;
introduce measures to protect the local area from
any ill effects of the massive overdevelopment of
the Repatriation site,
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr LANGDON (lvanhoe) (6 signatures)

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
This petition of certain residents of the state of Victoria notes
with concern the decision by the state government to privatise
the Austin and Repatriation hospital. Privatisation puts public
health care at risk. Moreover, the North Eastern Health Care
Network report on privatisation rejected the government's
proposal for privatising the Austin and Repatriation
[hospital].

What is justice?

The judicial system of Victoria needs modifying. We, the
people of Victoria seek the power and the right to demand
harsher penalties, including a referendum for the
reintroduction of capital punishment for murders of the most
brutal and atrocious nature where there is absolute proof of
guilt
Your petitioners therefore pray that the state government will
let the people decide what is best for us, by allowing a
referendum on capital punishment and by legislation
according to the wishes of the majority, and your petitioners,
as in duty bound, will ever pray.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) (5465 signatures)

The Red Cross Centre, memorial gardens and bowling green
at the Repatriation Hospital should also remain in their
current locations, properly honouring those who have served
Australia in war.
Your petitioners therefore request that the state government
reconsider its decision to privatise the Austin and Repatriation
hospital, and act to ensure that access to the hospital continues
to be on the basis of health, and not wealth.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr LANGDON (lvanhoe) (53 signatures)

Planning: review
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

The petition of the undersigned citizens of Victoria calls on
the state government to review the current planning system
and the Good Design Guide to ensure:
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urban amenity, neighbourhood character and
heritage values are protected from inappropriate
developments;

preventing police being seconded away from
Heidelberg and Heidelberg West police stations by
providing sufficient police numbers at all stations;

the building and demolition permit system operates
effectively with proper enforcement controls and
that all demolitions must have planning permits;

taking action to reduce police response times;

ministerial powers are properly defined to ensure
that the minister's power cannot be used to
undennine good planning processes and that there
is a greater accountability to Parliament and the
community;
that residents have the right and are encouraged to
participate in urban planning and are able to defend
that right;
that council planning powers are properly defined
and protected, which will create appropriate
working partnerships with all involved.
a stronger environmental planning practice and that
the protection of the natural and urban
environment, heritage, and vegetation, are at the
forefront of decision making;
that the problems of appearance, site coverage,
overshadowing, setback, quality design and noise
are addressed.

providing resources to enable police to undertake
crime prevention in the community;
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) (3 signatures)

Cemeteries and crematoria
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The hurnble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth:
that all existing and future Victorian cemeteries and
crematoria will be publicly owned;
that management of Victoria cemeteries and
crematoria remain under the control of the
Victorian government
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Ms CAMPBELL (pascoe Vale) (56 signatures)
local governments are allowed greater freedom in
introducing local variations.

Juvenile justice: Broadford

Your petitioners therefore pray that the current system be
thoroughly reviewed as it cannot be fixed by the current
cosmetic changes.

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth:

By Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) (30 signatures)

Police: Heidelberg stations
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The petition of the undersigned citizens of Victoria call on the
state government to honour its 1996 election campaign
promise to increase the number of police in Victoria to
I1 000. Reductions in police numbers have placed at risk
community security and safety.

that no new youth training centres be built;
that government ceases consideration of sites in the
Mitchell shire;
that the government publicly state that it will not
build a youth training centre in Broadford.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Ms CAMPBELL (pascoe Vale) (541 signatures)
Laid on table.

It calls on the government to increase safety and security in

the community by:
providing Heidelberg West police station with its
entitlement numbers of I senior sergeant, 2
sergeants, and 10 seniorconstableslconstables;
guaranteeing the survival of Heidelberg West
police station;
honouring the government commitment to improve
the Heidelberg police station, ensuring adequate
conditions for Police;

LAW REFORM COMl\1IITEE
Technology and the law
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) presented report, together with
appendices and minutes of evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report and appendices be printed.
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SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE

Variation of the Code of Accepted Fanning
Practice for the Welfare of Livestock- Transport
of Livestock (1985)

Alert Digest No. 6

RMIT University - Report for the year 1998, together with
an explanation for the delay in tabling

Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) presented Alert Digest

No. 6 of 1999 on:
Police Regulation and Fireanns (Amendment) Bill
Royal Park Land Bill

Swinburne University of Technology - Report for the year
1998, together with an explanation for the delay in tabling
Victoria University - Report for the year 1998, together with
an explanation for the delay in tabling.

together with appendix.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Laid on table.

Adjournment

Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Australian Food Industry Science Centre - Report for the
year 1997-98
Ballarat University - Report for the year 1998, together with
an explanation for the delay in tabling
Deakin University - Report for the year 1998, together with
an explanation for the delay in tabling
Environment Conservation Council Act 1997 - Notice of
amendment of request to the Environment Conservation
Council to cany out an investigation of Victoria's Marine,
Coastal and Estuarine Areas
La Trobe University - Report for the year 1998, together

with an explanation for the delay in tabling
Melbourne City Link Act 1995 - Order pursuant to
section 8(4) increasing the Project Area
Melbourne University - Report for the year 1998, together
with an explanation for the delay in tabling
Monash University -- Report for the year 1998, together with
an explanation for the delay in tabling
Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 - Response of the
Minister for Fair Trading on action taken with respect to the
recommendations made by the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee Report on the Carriers and
Innkeepers Act 1958
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 Code of Practice for the Land Transport of Horses
(Victoria)
Code of Practice for the Land Transport of PoultIy
(Victoria)
Code of Practice for the Land Transport of Pigs
(Victoria)

Mr W. D. McGRAm (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourn until a day and hour to be
fixed by Mr Speaker, which time of meeting shall be notified
in writing to each member of the house.

Mr BRACKS (Leader of the Opposition) - I
move:
That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the expression '(a) the house, at its
rising, adjourn until a day and hour to be fixed by
Mr Speaker, the day being within seven days after the receipt
by the Clerk of the house of a copy of the report of the
Longford royal commission pursuant to clause 4 of the
Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill; or (b) the house,
at its rising, adjourn until a day and hour to be fixed by
Mr Speaker, whichever is the first to occur, which time of
meeting shall be notified in writing to each member of the
house'.

The amendment, if passed, will enable the Longford
royal commission report to be debated in the Parliament
seven days after receipt of the report. Why should the
Longford royal commission report not be debated in
this Parliament? EveI)' royal commission report in other
states and the commonwealth, almost without
exception, is debated fully in the Parliament. When
debated in the house the proceedings are subject to
privilege. Such debate ensures there is full discussion,
debate and dialogue on the matter.
What an absolute sham it is to close Parliament after
ramming through 15 bills this week. The government is
not prepared to return to debate something as important
as the report of the Longford royal commission. The
government does not care, it could not give a damn
about something as important and crucial to the state.
Two workers died and several others were injured as a
result of the incident. The government simply wants the
Premier to announce and talk about the commission. It
does not want proper debate. It has no regard for proper
procedure and no regard for what happened at
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Longford If the government had regard for what
happened at Longford there would be a full-day sitting
for consideration of the Longford royal commission
report. The report would be debated and dissected. Its
findings would be subject to privilege, not simply
through legislation but by proper debate in the house. It
is an absolute sham that Parliament is being closed
down this week and will not return to debate this
important report.
Talk about the secret state; how secret can it be? The
Premier will go to such lengths about secrecy that he
will not even have the royal commission report tabled
in this house in the future. It is an absolute debacle. The
findings of the royal commission are crucial and that is
why the opposition wants the house to come back to
debate them.
The opposition has moved the motion because it
believes the final report of the Dawson royal
commission is crucially important to the people of
Victoria. The Longford disaster was perhaps the most
significant and far-reaching industrial accident in
Victoria's history. We cannot forget, of course, that two
people died at Longford and eight others were seriously
injured. The severity of the incident cannot go
unnoticed. We also cannot forget that Victorian
industry incurred a $1 billion bill as a result of the
two-week disruption in gas, and Victoria's reputation to
do business was severely damaged because of the
interruption to gas supplies.
We cannot forget that thousands of Victorian workers
were laid offbecause of that industrial accident. We
cannot forget that that event put the lives of elderly
Victorians at risk and left 1.3 million households
without gas over that period We cannot forget that it
provided the clearest demonstration of the vulnerability
of all Victorians to essential services that have been
taken for granted in the past. However, under this
government one cannot take for granted those things
that have always been there. Supplies of gas, electricity
and water cannot be taken for granted under this
government.
Eight months ago it was considered an important
enough issue for the Premier to establish and spend
$2 million on a royal commission. At the time of
calling the royal commission the Premier is reported in
the Age of 13 October as saying:
Victorians are owed nothing less than the most serious
investigation.

The Premier himself referred to it as 'the most serious
investigation'. The article continues:
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I cannot think of anything that I have elevated to a higher
plane of seriousness than the disruption to our gas supplies
that rendered industry incapable of producing and denied the
citizens of this state gas for heating for water and for cooking.

That is how serious the Premier considered the incident.
But it now seems that the investigation we had to have
is not serious enough to bring back Parliament to debate
the report. What arrogant behaviour. The Premier could
not give a damn about Parliament. He just loves to be
the executive ruler of the state; he loves to arrogantly
rule the state. He does not want to pay due regard to
proper debate in this house. Why should the house not
come back to debate the royal commission report?
Every other state ensures royal commission reports
come back for debate. Why are government members
letting the Premier get away with it? Why are we not
coming back to debate this important matter?
Government members know how important it is. We
should be debating it before a full parliamentary
chamber.
When the people of Victoria demanded a royal
commission it was expected the fmdings would come
before Parliament. Funds of$2 million were put into
the royal commission. I will indicate the significance of
the royal commission and its importance to Victoria.
Some 14 different parties appeared at the commission,
including 11 Queen's Counsel, 18 junior barristers and
14 law finns, including some of Melbourne's largest
law fIrms. That reflects the importance of the
commission to the state.
Dr Naptbine - On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
draw your attention to the fact that order of the day
no. 3 is the Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill.
That would give the Leader of the Opposition and all
members of Parliament ample opportunity to canvass
issues with regard to the royal commission, including
how many parties were represented and the matters
raised by the royal commission. This debate is about
the adjournment of the house and when the house
should be recalled. The Leader of the Opposition will
have ample opportunity later today to canvass issues
with regard to the Longford royal commission. He
should confine his remarks to the adjournment of the
house and when the house should be recalled rather
than matters that can be adequately canvassed later
today.

The SPEAKER - Order! I do not need to hear
argument on this. I do not accept the point of order. The
Leader of the Opposition is establishing the urgency of
his motion and seeking support for the recall of the
house seven days after the report of the Longford royal
commission has been received by the Clerk. I do not
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accept the argument that that can be debated during the
Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill. As
honourable members know, it is possible we may have
little time for debate on that bill; I am not sure as that is
in the hands of the house. This is a separate motion and
I do not accept the point of order.

Mr BRACKS - Thank you, Mr Speaker. I
appreciate and accept your ruling. I am not surprised
the minister wants to shut down debate. He is trying to
do the bidding of the Premier. He wants to jockey for a
frontbench position. He wants to ensure he becomes
shadow Treasurer!
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the Leader of
the Opposition he is now straying from the motion. I
would like him to stick to the terms of the motion,
which I have supported his right to do.

Mr BRACKS - Mr Speaker, I appreciate your
previous ruling. As I was saying, the importance of the
Longford royal commission cannot be overestimated.
The importance of the house reconvening is highlighted
by the fact that the royal commission sat for 53 days
and called 63 people as witnesses. A total of
6569 pages of transcript were produced. Some
members of Parliament were there throughout the
commission's sittings; they pored over the transcripts
and came to know them backwards. Vencorp, on behalf
of the government, had a team offive lawyers and other
PR personnel. That company acknowledged the
importance the government attributed to the royal
commission.
If the motion is not passed, the people of Victoria will
be short-changed. There will not be a full and proper
debate of the matter. There will be no opportunity for
the people's representatives in this house to discuss the
fmdings of the Dawson royal commission. There will
be no opportunity to discuss the findings or the best
way to ensure such an event never happens again. The
opposition wants to contribute to that debate and ensure
its views are put clearly and squarely on why such an
event should never happen again and how the problem
can be fixed. I am not debating the Longford royal
commission report.
Honourable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable member
for Swan Hill is intetjecting from out of his place, good
point or otherwise.
Mr BRACKS - Here is another one jockeying for
a position on the frontbench - always the bridesmaid,
never the bride.
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Not allowing full debate on the Longford Royal
Commission (Report) Bill is another attack on the
democratic processes of the state. It is another example
of the secret state Victoria has become under the
Premier and coalition government. It goes to the heart
of the purpose of the Parliament. Labor members
believe Parliament should be a forum for full and frank
debate of key issues affecting Victoria The other side
of the house is clearly subservient to the Premier and
will do whatever he wants.
It is not news that the house sits the least number of

days of any state Parliament in Australia Last year
there were 42 sitting days. This year, if there is a full
sitting procedure in spring as we have had in autumn,
the house will have sat only 35 days. The motion
proposes that Parliament be recalled.
This week we will have the spectacle of 15 bills being
rammed through by Friday in only four sitting days.
Why should Parliament not be reconvened? The
opposition is asking that seven days after the receipt of
the Longford royal commission report Parliament be
reconvened for one day to debate the report. That is not
too much to ask on behalf of the people of Victoria
\\I'hat has the government to hide? Why is it worried
about ventilating the issues and openly debating the
Longford royal commission report?
In this same week the government is trying to gag

debate on the Longford Royal Commission (Report)
Bill. It also wants to gag any proper scrutiny of the
freedom of information laws that will be rammed
through the house later today. In addition to the plea
from the Auditor-General in the two reports tabled this
week for more open, accountable government in
Victoria, we notion the notion of the secret state. The
attempt to adjourn the house today and not return to
debate the important Longford royal commission report
is part of the secrecy.
In highlighting the importance of reconvening after the
receipt of the report, I point out that the Premier has

desperately tried to blame everyone else for the
Longford disaster. He has said it was not the
government's fault and that the government had
nothing to do with it - it was Esso, the unions or
anyone else he can blame! That is why the Premier
does not want to come back and have a full debate of
the matter.
Mr W. D. McGrath - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, the Leader of the Opposition is straying
from his motion. He is starting to debate what the
Premier has been saying, this, that and the other, which
has nothing to do with the motion. The motion is about
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whether Parliament should be recalled seven days after
the tabling of the report. It is not an opportunity for him
to debate the matter. Sir, I ask you to ask him to speak
on matters of relevance to the motion.
The SPEAKER - Order! One of the
responsibilities of the royal commission is to establish
the cause of the accident at Longford. The apportioning
of blame as discussed by the Leader of the Opposition
is a part of that Clearly, that would be relevant to
discussion of the report when it comes to the house. I
do not uphold the point of order. The Leader of the
Opposition is relevant to the motion he has moved.

Mr BRACKS - Thank you for the ruling,
Mr Speaker. As the Speaker and most honourable
members know, it is important that the right of the
Parliament to scrutinise such matters be upheld.
Therefore, I am pleased with your ruling on that matter.
One of the key reasons we need to come back to debate
the matter here is to expose the hypocrisy of the
Premier who has tried to blame everyone but himself
for the Longford disaster. He will not talk about
Vencorp whose responsibility it is to scrutinise what is
happening with the gas supply and ensure a secure
supply in future; he does not want to talk about the
Workcover Authority that has the responsibility of
scrutinising the safety of the site.
The Premier does not want Parliament to reconvene
because those points will be raised in debate: we will
talk about Vencorp, the Workcover Authority, and the
government's responsibility to ensure safe and reliable
gas supplies in future. We need to debate whether we
will have a secure supply in future, based on the
findings of the Longford royal commission. We need to
debate why, for example, the government chose to
build a small, garden-hose-size interconnect from New
South Wales and not a fire-hose, as it were. As a result
of that decision, when the Longford gas disaster took
place less gas was available than might have been and
we need to debate why that decision was made. Why
can Parliament not be reconvened for a full day to
debate the fmdings of the Longford royal commission?
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition is now starting to canvass issues that are not
appropriate to this motion.

Mr BRACKS - The reality is that the government
is desperate to avoid scrutiny on the matter; it is
desperate to avoid debate. The Premier wants to present
only a one-sided view on the report of the Longford
royal commission. He wants to make his view known
but he does not want the Parliament to debate the
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report, although that is the convention for dealing with
every royal commission report in other states in the
commonwealth. It is an absolute disgrace that the
Parliament will not be reconvening to debate the
findings of the royal commission. It shows the
contempt in which the Premier holds this parliament: he
could not give a damn about this Parliament or about
proper scrutiny of the government.
The amendment to the motion to adjourn should be
supported. We should come back and debate the
Longford royal commission report seven days after its
receipt by the Clerk of this Parliament We should
adhere to the conventions of other parliaments and
ensure that Sir Daryl Dawson's report is discussed
properly.
I urge government members to adhere to the principles
of other parliaments and not to back down. On this
occasion in their own interests and those of all
Victorians members opposite should stand up to the
Premier. They should support the motion and ensure
that we come back to debate the report fully. Members
of the government seem to be running and hiding from
something. They should not be doing that; they should
be debating the matter. I urge those members of the
government who have doubts about the Premier's
position to support this good motion so that this
Parliament will be back here having a full debate seven
days after receipt of the report of the royal commission.
It is a very important principle for democracy in this
state, and we must ensure such an accident never
happens again.
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - I am pleased to
join the debate on the motion because the Longford
facility is located within the electorate I represent.
Accordingly, it is a matter of crucial concern to the
people of my constituency. All members of this
chamber ought to keep in mind that we are debating the
issue in an important context. It should not to be lost in
this place or among the people of Victoria that on the
day the Longford incident occurred two men, Peter
Wilson and John Lowery, died and eight other people
were seriously injured and are still suffering from those
injuries to differing degrees. Therefore, a debate such as
this ought to take place about the fall-out from that
terrible event and its continuing effects on the families
involved.

I commence my remarks by putting them in that
context, because under the government's proposal
everybody will have available to them the report on the
day it is published. The bill provides for the report to be
published by the Government Printer after it is
received, which is anticipated to be on 30 June. The
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report will have the usual privilege of a document
tabled in the house and it will be available to the people
of Victoria and all those who have been waiting for the
outcome of the royal commission so that everyone will
know what it means for them individually and their
respective families.
In its own way that is a very healthy process. One of the
concerns I have - and I know from speaking with my
constituents that I am not alone in this - is that this
personal tragedy for those people will be politicised
even beyond the extent to which it has been already.
One of the things this house must be careful to avoid is
that the people who have borne the brunt of the
tragedy - that is, the families of those who have died
or who have been injured - do not become a political
football by the very nature of the royal commission
which was established to determine the issues that gave
rise to the tragedy. That is fundamentally what we are
talking about here.

If the process proposed by the Leader of the Opposition
were agreed to, it would simply lead to this house
debating the issue seven days after the report has
effectively been tabled. The reality is that the report will
be available for all to read as soon as it is presented some few days later, in practical terms. As for
Parliament debating the issue, as historically has been
the case in all jurisdictions around the nation, that is no
problem for members on both sides of the house. Of
course we can talk about it. The fact is that the report
will be published - as I said, it will attract the usual
privilege under the process contemplated by the billand will be available to people who want access to it,
most particularly those who have been affected by it in
the first instance. It can be discussed in all the forums
where the Leader of the Opposition is concerned that it
be discussed. As soon as Parliament resumes it can be
discussed here. Nothing is lost by what is contemplated.
Parliament is due to resume in September and the
debate on the report can take place then. We are talking
about 60-odd days before we will actually be back here
able to discuss the document in the forum that
Parliament provides.
Therefore the motion moved by the Acting Leader of
the House should be supported.
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I usually listen
with some interest to the contributions of the
honourable member for Gippsland South, but his
contribution this morning was little more than
intellectual acrobatics. He argued that 7 days was too
long but 60 days was all right, which is an impossible
argument to sustain. He said that the way previous
royal commission reports had been handled was
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appropriate but went on to say that the government's
proposal to interfere with the way royal commission
reports are handled is also all right.
He cannot have it both ways. He must either argue for
the current provisions, as the opposition does, or say
there is no need for those provisions, as the government
seems to be saying, and throw everything out. That is
what is attempted to be done here. The honourable
member for Gippsland South missed the point that, if
the government had any goodwill at all, it is still
possible to deal with the report in the same way as royal
commission reports have been dealt with in the past.
Under the rules proposed, when Sir Daryl Dawson
hands over that report it could be tabled in Parliament
and debated on the same day. It is the government's
lack of goodwill that makes it impossible - nothing
else, and certainly nothing in any proposed procedure.
It could be arranged for this Parliament to sit on the day
the report is tabled, as has happened in the past. The
government of which the honourable member for
Gippsland South is a member simply does not want to
do that. The only thing stopping Parliament from
debating the report after it is tabled is the government's
desire not to do so.
The opposition concurs with most of the arguments
presented by the honourable member for Gippsland
South about the relevance of the report to the
consequences of the Longford disaster, including the
tragic deaths of two workers, the injuries to many
others and the effects on their families, and its overall
impact on the Victorian community. The royal
commission was established for all those reasons.
The honourable member for Gippsland South also
spoke about an inquiry at the highest judicial level
being asked to conduct the review in a way that
accorded the issue the sensitivity it deserved. However,
having done that the government now proposes to
release the report by grabbing hold of it and spinning it
out through its media unit. That is not appropriate. In
doing that the government is not treating the injured
workers and their families in a dignified and sensitive
way. The government is not proposing to treat the
report in a way that would accord with the customs and
traditions of Parliament or allow proper consideration
of it.
A point that has been overlooked is that the report does
not belong to the government. It is the people's report,
and traditionally reports of royal commissions have
been presented to Parliament. However, the
government does not like to operate that way. It has no
regard for Parliament as the voice of the people. It is
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arrogant and contemptuous of the parliamentary
processes and tries to avoid them at every opportunity.
The government has tried to avoid its responsibilities
and any scrutiny of its actions, or its lack of action. For
example, the Premier washed his hands of the hydrate
incident in June oflast year and said, 'It has nothing to
do with the government We have no responsibilities' .
He used the same line after the Longford explosion and
had to be dragged kicking and screaming to the royal
commission. Further, the government did everything
possible to avoid scrutiny by narrowing the terms of
reference of the commission. People tend to forget that
initially the findings were scheduled to be handed down
in February. There was an attitude of its all being done
in a couple of days - over, bang and out. It was only
after Sir Daryl Dawson requested further time that the
date was extended to 30 June.
The government's handling of the report is another
example of executive government trampling over the
rights of Parliament and the people of Victoria
Parliament is not only entitled to see and debate the
report, it has an obligation to do so, and to exercise its
judgment and express its considered opinion. The
government's obsession with secrecy is standing in the
way of that obligation, and that lies at the heart of the
issue - there is a clash between the proper processes
of a democratic state and a government obsessed by
secrecy.
It is important to remember that Parliament is the

appropriate place to consider and debate the report,
given that the honourable member for Gippsland South
talked about debating it outside, in the press and in
other places. The opposition wants to consider and
debate the report It is not appropriate just to rush out
and make statements through the government's media
unit. It is extremely important that the report and any
actions that might flow from it be given proper
consideration. There is no reason why Parliament
cannot return to consider and debate the report, yet the
government is removing its right to do that
The government tries to avoid facing up to its failings at
any cost That was clearly revealed in the introduction
of Gas Industry (Further Amendment) Bill and the
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill to fIx
failings discovered during the Longford crisis. The
government has failed Victorians in the way it has set
up the gas industry.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable member
for Geelong North is straying from the motion before
the Chair.
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Mr LONEY - The point of my contribution is that
the Longford royal commission has looked at matters
relevant to the operation of the gas industry and one
would expect that it will report on those matters. The
government has admitted it has failed in many ways
and it should face up to its responsibilities and address
those failings. It is unfortunate that the opposition has
had to move an amendment to try to do what the
government should be doing.
It should be saying when adjourning the house, 'We
will recall you, not seven days after but on the day the
report will be available for tabling in the house'.
Members of the opposition want to change it only if
that is impossible to do. The provision should not be
used to create a new precedent; it should be used only
in the event that the Longford royal commission report
cannot be released in the normal manner through
tabling in Parliament.

It is the government's lack of goodwill and the
opposition's lack of trust in the government acting in
the public interest that is behind this. I urge government
members to think carefully about the opposition's
amendment and their responsibilities and obligations to
the broad Victorian community. The Longford event
affected pretty well every single person in Victoria.
Government members should exercise their
responsibility to the community, not their
responsibility, as they see it, to protect the government.
I have explained what the amendment is about, and it is
worthy of being carried in the house.
Mr E. :R SMIm (Glen Waverley) -It is evident
from the contributions to the debate of the two
opposition speakers that the opposition knows very
little about the forms of the house. The honourable
member for Geelong North demonstrated that fact in
just the past few minutes when he said, 'Let us call the
house back within one day of the Premier getting the
royal commission's report' .

Everybody knows the Premier does not run what is
happening in the royal commission - the royal
commissioner does. Sir Daryl Dawson will decide
when to present the report. He will do so in his own
independent manner when he is ready. When the
Premier gets it he has no say on when he puts it out,
except by virtue of this bill. As other honourable
members have already said this morning, the people of
Victoria are crying out to know the fmdings. The
quickest way to make the fIndings public is for the
government to have the ability through the bill to put
the report out straightaway.
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The SPEAKER - Order! I think the honourable
member is anticipating debate on the third order of the
day, government business, which is the bill to which he
is now referring. The house is now debating the motion
for resumption of the house after the recess and the
amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr E. R. SMITH - Thank you for your guidance,
Mr Speaker, and naturally I will accept such fine
guidance.

The SPEAKER - I should hope so.
Mr E. R. SMITH - The whole point of this debate
is deciding whether the house will resume on a date
determined by Mr Speaker or a date determined by the
Labor Party - that is exactly what its amendment is all
about.

As I said, opposition members do not understand the
forms of the house. They are saying that by not sitting
the government is trying to avoid scrutiny. The whole
point of the royal commission is to put everybody
under scrutiny. The last thing the government wants is
to hide the royal commission's report - it wants to get
the report out to the public.
The Leader of the Opposition argued that this is nothing
but a secret state. For goodness sake! All the opposition
wants to do with this matter is to make it a political
football or a political circus that will stir up media
frenzy. That is what its amendment is about.
The government wants to be able, in a considered,
measured and calm manner, to put out the royal
commission's report on the day it is received. It does
not want to have to wait six days, which it would have
to do if it followed the forms of the house. The
government wants to put the report out straightaway.
That is the whole point.
I cannot understand the opposition wanting to oppose
such a sensible move. The only way the house can be
recalled is by giving six days notice. The government
does not want to wait the six days; it wants to put out
the report on the day it is received. It does not want to
allow time to start doing anything with the report; it
simply wants to put it out to the people of Victoria, who
are waiting for it with bated breath.
The SPEAKER - Order! I again caution the
honourable member for Glen Waverley that he is
anticipating debate on item no. 3 on the notice paper,
which relates to when and how the report will be
released. The debate now before the house should be
about when the house is recalled and whether it should
be recalled for the release of the report.
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Mr E. R. SMITH - Thank you, Mr Speaker.

I conclude my remarks by saying that the Labor Party
continues to judge everybody by its own standards.
When it was in government it adhered to its own low
standards, and at that time the normal procedure was to
wait for six days. However, the government wants to
ensure that the report goes out straightaway so that
through the media the people can judge exactly what is
in the report and draw their own conclusions without
the political shenanigans of the Labor Party, which is
always ready to turn anything into a political football
because of its own ineptitude and failure to develop the
policies Victorians want.
The opposition wants us to wait six days before
resuming sittings, but the government believes we
should give the people the right to judge for themselves
the moment the report comes out.
Ms DELAHUNTY (Northcote) - I congratulate
the honourable member for Glen Waverley on his
assessment that the Longford royal commission report
will put everybody under scrutiny. That is exactly what
the royal commission set out to do. However, where the
honourable member made a serious error was in not
acknowledging that the government has not been put
under scrutiny because of the narrow terms of reference
and the short time the royal commission was given to
debate and scrutinise in the first place. Everybody
except the government has been put under scrutiny by
the royal commission. The government has washed its
hands of the commission.

Mr E. R. Smith - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
the whole point of the royal commission was to put the
government under scrutiny. That is exactly what the
royal commission is about.

The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. I remind the honourable member for Northcote
that the terms of reference of the royal commission are
not the subject of the motion or the amendment now
before the Chair.
Ms DELAHUNTY - I return to the point that the
Longford royal commission was intended to scrutinise
what occurred on 25 September last year and why it
occurred, but there was some limitation on exactly how
widely it could cast its net in scrutinising responsibility.

The honourable member for Glen Waverley made
another point which I challenge. He said the
amendment would stop the expeditious publication of
the Longford royal commission's report. I contend that
that is not so. The opposition is not saying we have to
wait six or seven days. The amendment uses the
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words - I direct them to the honourable member's
attention - 'being within seven days'.

occurred on private land, so it is not the government's
responsibility' .

It does not say we must wait for six or seven days to
elapse, but that the house must resume within that
period. The opposition argues that there would be no
diminution of the ability to get the report out to the
public and that Parliament should be able to debate the
findings of the royal commission. The opposition is not
trying to stop the public from debating the report; it is
adding to that debate - it is value adding! The
amendment reinforces the primacy of Parliament in the
Westminster system.

As the ramifications of the Longford disaster permeated
Victoria and spread interstate - for example, when
2700 worker lost their jobs at Toyota and 130 workers
lost their jobs at SPC - -

I know that gives great discomfort to government
members. They would like to see Parliament close
down, but I remind government members that the
people's' representatives in the house have a
responsibility to debate issues of public importance. We
should be allowed to debate the issue in the house in a
considered way before or at the same time as the report
is made available to the public. However, the
government wants to put its own spin on it. It does not
want any careful or infonned analysis - it simply
wants the media spin. Unfortunately, that is consistent
with the approach the government has always taken to
the Longford disaster.
I remind the house of what the Premier said when on
25 September 1998 two men unfortunately lost their
lives and eight others were seriously injured in honific
circumstances. I, like many people, sat through the
many days of the Longford royal commission to hear
about the horrific injuries those men suffered and the
terror experienced as a result of that explosion. All
honourable members would be extremely relieved that
they were not on or anywhere near that site on that day.
Both the opposition and the government have an
obligation to ensure that that sort of horror, terror and
death never occurs again.
What did the Premier say when $1 million of state
revenue was lost as a result of the state being shut down
for two weeks? What did he say about the difficulties
experienced by the many aged care facilities or elderly
citizens being frightened and puzzled about the lack of
gas for heating and cooking? What did the Premier say
when during those early days following the disaster
children were scalded when parents boiled water in
unsafe conditions? The Premier said, 'We will wash
our hands of those matters because they occurred on
private property'. At least the government is consistent
in its approach to the Longford incident. When the
explosion occurred the Premier said, 'It has nothing to
do with us. Like Pontius Pilate we will flick pass it. It

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable member
for Northcote is straying well beyond the motion. It is a
narrow motion and she should return to it and the
amendment.
Ms DELAHUNTY - I will limit my remarks and
stop perambulating.

The government is consistent in its view that it wants to
avoid any scrutiny of its responsibilities concerning that
disaster. When I sat in on the Longford royal
commission I heard honific evidence being presented
day after day, including that given by control room
workers, who said that 8500 alarms went off - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable member
for Northcote is again starting to deal with the details of
the disaster, which are not the subject of the motion or
the amendment. I remind her that it is a very narrow
debate.
Ms DELAHUNTY - It is quite clear that the
government wants to - Mr Steggall intetjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable member
for Swan Hill should not refer to the honourable
member for Northcote by her first name. Ifhe wants to
interject he should use the correct terminology, but I
remind him that intetjections are disorderly.

Ms DELAHUNTY - The government should not
be able to avoid scrutinising its own actions before and
after the Longford disaster, but that is what the motion
is about - avoiding that scrutiny. It should be about
bringing the report of the royal commission before
Parliament in accordance with the basic principles of
democracy, which I know upset the government.
Notions of democracy, scrutiny, freedom of
information and freedom of speech disconcert the
government. The government must be made to answer
for its lack of attention to its duty of care to ensure
safety on hazardous sites and the security of supply.
The royal commission has investigated various near
misses, as they were called during the hearing. They
were warning signs.
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What was the Victorian Workcover Authority or
Vencorp doing - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable member
for Northcote is again delving into the detail of the
Longford royal commission. The motion concerns
whether or not the house should again discuss the
issues. It does not concern the issues.
Ms DELAHUNTY - The honourable member for
Gippsland West said the matter can be discussed in the
media That is right, but the essence of democracy is
that the people's house should be allowed to conduct a
debate on such a critical report. The government has an
obligation to give a considered response to Parliament
about the actions of the statutory authorities for which it
is responsible. The government also has a responsibility
to assure Victorians that an incident of that sort will not
occur again. That is one of the reasons the report must
be debated in the house. The government cannot wash
its hands of the matter because Victorians will not
allow it. The government has set out to bury the tragedy
of the Longford disaster and it will try to quash the
report of the Longford royal commission.
However, it will not be able to quash the fears of
Victorians about safety on hazardous sites and security
of supply, particularly the security of the gas supply this
winter. Victorians are nervous about that, and with
good reason. The government must allow the report to
be debated in the house so it can assure Victorians that
action has been taken to ensure that an accident of this
gravity will not occur again and that it can guarantee
that Victoria will be supplied with gas this winter.
I support the amendment.

Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott,Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
Jolm, Mr
Kilgour, Mr (Teller)
Lean,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall,Ms
McGrath. Mr 1. F.

The SPEAKER - Order! We have now had
50 minutes of debate. There have been three speakers
for and two against the original motion, and now a
motion to put the question has been moved I am
prepared to accept the motion.
House divided on Mr Steggall's motion:

Ayes. 52
Andrighetto, Mr
Ashley, Mr
Burke, Ms
Clack, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davies, Ms
Dean, Or
Dixon, Mr (Teller)

McGrath, Mr W. D.
McLellan,Mr
Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
PhiIlips,Mr

Plowman, Mr A. F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe, Mr
Ryan,Mr
Savage, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr E. R. (Teller)
Spry,Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Wade,Mrs
Wells, Mr

Noes. 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks'Mr
Brurnby,Mr
Campbell,Ms
Carli, Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Delahunty, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett,Ms
Haerrneyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Hulls, Mr

Kosky,Ms
Langdon, Mr (Teller)
Leighton, Mr
Lim,Mr
Loney, Mr
Maddigan, Mrs (Teller)
Micallef,Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Robinson, Mr (Teller)
Seitz, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson,Mrs

Motion agreed to.

The SPEAKER - Order! I shall now put the
amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition.
The question is that the words proposed to be omitted
stand part of the motion.
House divided on omission (members in favour vote no):

Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill) - I move:
That the question be now put.
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Ayes. 50
Andrighetto, Mr
Ashley, Mr
Burke, Ms
Clark, Mr
CoJeman,Mr
Cooper. Mr

Dean, Dr
Dixon, Mr (Teller)
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott,Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kilgour, Mr (Teller)
Lean, Mr
Leigh,Mr

McGrath, Mr W. D.

McLellan,Mr
Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan. Mr
Napthine, Dr
Parerson,Mr
Perrin, Mr
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A. F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr E. R. (Teller)
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
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Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall,Ms
McGrath, Mr 1. F.

Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Wade,Mrs
Wells, Mc

Noes, 29
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mc
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr
Brumby,Mr
Campbell,Ms
Carli,Mc
Cunningham, Mr
Davies, Ms
Delalnmty, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett,Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Hulls,Mr

Kosky,Ms
Langdon, Mr (Teller)
Leighton, Mc
Lirn, Mr
Loney,Mr
Maddigan, Mrs (Teller)
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mc
Robinson, Mr (Teller)
Savage, Mr
Seitz, Mc
Thwaites, Mc
Wilson., Mrs

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.

ROYAL PARKLAND BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 27 May; motion of Mrs TEHAN
(Minister for Conservation and Land Management).

The SPEAKER - Order! As a section 85
statement has been made in relation to this bill, I advise
the house that I believe that both the second and third
readings must be carried by an absolute majority.
Ms GARBUTI' (Bundoora) - The bill is not what
it seems. There is a lot behind the Royal Park Land Bill
that has not been revealed. There is a difference
between what the Minister for Conservation and Land
Management says the bill is about and what it really is
about.
The minister said in her second-reading speech that the
bill was about redeveloping the State Netball and
Hockey Centre and she listed the legitimate reasons for
upgrading the existing facilities. She talked about the
poor quality of those facilities and what the
redevelopment will provide. The second-reading
speech had just a hint of a doubt about the project the minister said the bill provides for any doubt to be
removed.

Mrs Tehan - Doubt about the purpose.
Ms GARBUTI' - Yes, as set out in the
explanatory memorandum, clause 4 provides for the
removal of any doubt. However, what the bill is really
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about - which the minister did not talk about at allis the legal action that has been put in train by the Royal
Park Protection Group. The matter will be heard at the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal next
Thursday, which is a significant date.

Mn Tehan intetjected.
Ms GARBUTT - I knew that. However, the
minister should have told the house about that. The
main purpose of the bill is to head off the legal action,
and that is why the bill has been introduced. However,
the minister did not talk about that, so her
second-reading speech goes very close to misleading
the Parliament. She talked about all sorts of general
reasons for introducing the bill this week, which have
nothing to do with the main reason. There was not a
single word in the minister's speech about why the bill
has to be pushed through in one week. Notice was
given on the first day of sitting; it was first-read on the
second day of sitting; it was second-read on the third
day of sitting; and is to be debated and pushed through
today - bang - complete! That is an extraordinary
process.

Mrs Tehan intetjected.
Ms GARBUTI' - I will tell the house more about
what the bill is about than the minister will! The
minister told us nothing about what the bill is about.

Mrs Tehan intetjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The minister's
second-reading speech was heard almost in silence. I
ask her to afford the honourable member for Bundoora
the same courtesy. I remind the minister that she will
have the opportunity to respond when she closes the
second-reading debate.
Ms GARBUTI' - The bill is about heading off the
legal action instigated by the Royal Park Protection
Group. The government wants the bill rushed through
the house before the legal action is heard
It is obvious that the Royal Park Protection Group,
which instigated the legal action, has seen right through
the government's actions, because a spokeswoman for
that organisation group is reported in the Age this
morning as follows:
'It was to be a one-day hearing. Obviously, it's aborted now',
Ms Munro said yesterday.

It is obvious to the whole world what the bill is about
and why the house has to rush it through.
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At the briefing I received in a great rush yesterday
immediately after the bill was second-read it was made
clear that the government's main purpose was to get the
bill through to fix up the mess that the minister has
found herself in and to avoid and head off the legal
action. It was also said that the government was very
confident about winning the legal action, that on
established precedents it would win the action, and that
the State Netball and Hockey Centre development was
appropriate for the park.

Another feature of the minister's pattern of behaviour
are misleading second-reading speeches, stating what
she claims bills are about but hiding what they are
really about. Consider the bill that excised a slice of
land from the Alpine National Park; was that mentioned
in the minister's second-reading speech? No, it was not.
There was nary a mention of the fact that the bill was
providing for land to be taken from the Alpine National
Park. It was part of another feature of the pattern of
behaviour by the minister.

If that is so, a question arises about the need for the bill.
Why would the minister not simply allow the legal case
to proceed so the government can win it? The minister
should have mentioned all those things in her
second-reading speech. She should have talked about
her desire to head off the legal action by preventing the
VCAT hearing from proceeding next week. She should
have talked about the legal implications of the bill and
the legal advice that she has received. One would have
thought that she would release the legal advice that led
her to take the extraordinary action of rushing a bill
through Parliament in just one week.

The minister's second-reading speech should have
provided a full explanation of why she was doing what
she was doing, what was the need for the bill, and why
it had to be pushed through in one week. Pushing the
bill through in one week under those circumstances is
reprehensible, and, as I said, goes close to misleading
the house. The minister is certainly not revealing the
whole story. As the bill is designed to head off legal
action, the minister has obviously taken legal advice,
which should be released.

The project has been proceeding for a number of years:
a feasibility study was conducted two or three years
ago; announcements have been made; contracts have
been let; a fence has been erected around the entire site;
the bulldozers have moved in; and workers have been
building. Now is not the time for the minister to be
announcing the project in the house and saying she will
provide for the redevelopment to go ahead. That was
obviously a sham and a smokescreen to allow the
minister to avoid admitting she was fixing up another
bungle. That has become the pattern of behaviour of the
minister. Time and again honourable members have
found themselves debating bills to fix up a mess made
by the failed Minister for Conservation and Land
Management. As recently as this week we have been
debating changes to the ambulance service - we know
what the minister did to that service when she was the
responsible minister. Every day in the house there is
talk about the health service that the minister
undermined and sent into a crisis.

The SPEAKER - Order! The bill is about Royal
Park, not about health or ambulance services.
Ms GARBUTT - Certainly, Mr Speaker.
However, the same minister is responsible for this as
was responsible for health and ambulance services and the same pattern is being followed as was then.
Honourable members are back in the house yet again
debating a retrospective bill - just as we did with the
heritage rivers and the catchment management
authorities - to fix up a bungle by the minister.

At the briefing on the bill I was advised that legal
advice had been given to the Crown; that legal advice
should be released. Honourable members should have
such advice available when debating a bill. The Royal
Park Land Bill is a serious measure that alters the
constitution and removes people's rights to appeal and
to seek compensation. Those are serious matters that
the Parliament should be fully informed about by the
responsible minister, and the opposition should be
afforded ample time to scrutinise the information
provided and seek advice on it. That has not happened.
The minister should release the legal advice.
The bill symbolises the government's approach to
governing this state. It governs with excessive secrecy
in an attempt to avoid scrutiny. That approach has been
the agenda for the week. It was addressed in an earlier
debate about the release of the Longford royal
commission report outside the usual parliamentary
procedure, without the possibility of Parliament
scrutinising it carefully.
As was heard in debate yesterday, the government will
clamp down even more on the release of information
through FOI. The government does not pay attention to
the forms, traditions and practices of the house. By the
end of this week alone 15 bills will have been pushed
through without adequate scrutiny and consultation. No
time has been allowed for consultation on this bill.
Again the house is being asked to fix up the results of
the mismanagement and ill-considered changes of the
government. It does not matter whether legislation
deals with food, rail, gas, electricity or freedom of
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infonnation, the pattern is the same - the government
arrogantly jackboots bills through without proper
scrutiny and Parliament has to fix up the mess later.
That is exactly the case with this bill.

The opposition is concerned that the bill will result in
the loss of rights. Clauses 5 and 6 deal with
compensation. Clause 5 states:
5.

The facilities at Royal Park have been in place for
many years. The hockey facility has been there for
50 years - I remember taking part in a school athletics
carnival there - and although I do not know how long
the netball facilities have existed, I played there
30 years ago. The facilities have not changed much in
that time, except that some of the older courts closer to
Flemington Road have gone and the area has returned
to parkland I must say I had the fiercest elbow in
netball and was involved in many games that were won
and lost there. The facilities were pretty rugged.
Mr McArthur inteIjected.

Ms GARBUTT - Yes, I will give you a
demonstration. I did not live anywhere near the inner
suburbs. I came in to play at the facility, which has
always been a netball centre. Although the facilities
were pretty poor the centre was attractive because
players enjoyed competing with people from all over
the state. I also attended national and international
games at the centre. The significance of netball has not
been adequately recognised. Although it has the highest
participation rate of any active sport, netball facilities in
the city and suburbs are inadequate. They are certainly
inadequate in my area and I am constantly told by
teams and associations that they need better facilities.
However, the bill is not really about the need to
upgrade sports centres for significant sports so that state
teams can showcase their talents. The bill is about
taking away people's legal rights. Underlying the whole
issue is the approach of the Commonwealth Games.
Although the opposition strongly supports the games
coming to Melbourne because they will provide great
opportunities, in the context of this bill the question
arises: can the government deliver those opportunities
or will the minister mess them up? The house is being
asked to fix up a mess of the minister's own making,
which she failed to confess in the second-reading
speech. The broader question is: can the government be
trusted to deliver the Commonwealth Games?
The government has resorted to bypassing proper
planning processes to rush the bill through. One
wonders why it does not use the proper planning and
consultation processes and involve the community.
There is huge support for the Commonwealth Games
and the government has resorted to taking extraordinary
measures to keep preparations for them on course.
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No compensation payable

No compensation is payable by the Cro\ffi in
respect of anything done under or arising out of

section 4.

Clause 6 states:
6.

Supreme Court -limitation o/jurisdiction

It is the intention of section 5 to alter or vary
section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.

Because the bill is going through in such a rush the
opposition does not yet have firm legal advice on the
effect of those clauses. It is seeking such advice and
hopes to be able to consider it while the bill is between
houses. If after such consideration the opposition is not
satisfied about the effect of the provisions it intends to
move amendments in the upper house.
In summary, it is a shame the minister was not prepared
to admit that the real intention of the bill is to remove
doubts about legal action and was not able to provide
some proper legal advice to the house. As the minister
has stated, the project is a project of significance. It is of
major concern that she should be in charge of or have
anything to do with such a project. The opposition does
not intend to delay the project, but advises the minister
to be a bit more honest with the house.
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - The government
welcomes the opposition's not opposing the legislation
and recognises that in doing so the opposition has stuck
to what has until now been a bipartisan approach to the
development of the state netball and hockey centre at
Royal Park. The centre has been proposed for many
years. It will provide world-class facilities in place of
what the honourable member for Bundoora described
as antiquated, clapped out and run-down facilities that
are currently there. The government welcomes the
continuation of the bipartisan approach.

However, I am disappointed that the honourable
member for Bundoora chose to have two bob each way
and tried to curry a little favour with a number of
people by saying that although she is not against what
the bill does she does not like the way it is being
handled. I can understand the politics in that. Perhaps
the honourable member for Bundoora is trying to shore
up a few votes among ALP supporters in the Royal
Park area, around the edges of Carlton and Parkville.
She is a little sensitive about that. Although the
government understands that that is practical politics, I
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am disappointed that the honourable member has been
influenced so much. It is important that honourable
members recognise what the bill does and not listen to
the honourable member for Bundoora, who talks about
what it does not do, as I am sure do the people who
oppose the state netball and hockey centre.
The bill removes a small amount of doubt that exists
about the current project. There is a question in some
people's minds about the legitimacy of certain actions.
That question can be resolved in two ways. One option
is to resolve it through the legal processes. I am
confident, and I have received good advice on which I
base my confidence, that if that process were followed
the matter would be resolved in favour of the project
and the public - that is, the courts would decide that
the project is consistent with the use of Royal Park and
is in the public interest, and that it should proceed. That
is one option by which the matter could be resolved.
However, if the government chose that route it could
look forward to weeks, probably months and perhaps
even years, of legal wrangling before it had a definite
outcome. I suppose that is the option the honourable
member for Bundoora says is preferable when she
speaks about it publicly. The government has
considered that option and rejected it. I will go into the
reasons for that later.
The other option is that which the house is now
debating. The bill simply removes the doubt by saying
that the use of the land described in the schedule for the
pUIpOses proposed is consistent with the reservation for
Royal Park, that it has always been consistent with that
reservation and will continue to be consistent with it.
The bill takes the short way home. It acknowledges that
small amount of doubt and provides a way to fix it. The
Parliament can decide that because it is in the broader
community interest to do so and the project is
consistent with the reseIVation of the land at Royal Park
and should proceed.
As I said yesterday in the procedural debate about the
period of the adjournment of this debate, the bill is very
simple. It contains six clauses and a small schedule and
can be read in 5 minutes by anyone with a reasonable
grasp of English. It is not complex or difficult to
comprehend and is not decked out in legal jargon.
Clause 4 provides:
For the removal of doubt and despite anything to the contrary
in any act or any regulation or other instrument made under
any act, that part of the Royal Park land that is the State
Netball and Hockey Centre land may be used and is deemed
always to have been able to be used for-
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(a) the purpose of sport, recreation, entertainment or social
activities; or

Cb) purposes connected with the purposes in paragraphs
(a); or

(c) the erection of buildings or structures or the canying
out of works for those pwposes.

That simply means the land can be used for the State
Netball and Hockey Centre, that the centre can be
constructed on that site and that people can use the
facilities and enjoy them once they are built. There is
nothing complex about that.
Clauses 5 and 6 provide that there will be no actions in
the Supreme Court over the matter. They limit the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and provide that the
matter is resolved here and now and for all time.
That is the short way home, as I said before. We could
allow access to the Supreme Court, and we could
debate the project for weeks or months. Even if that
were the course taken, however, the government
believes decisions of the court would be in the
government's favour. On the other hand, we can simply
do as is provided for in the state constitution and as has
been done many times in the past by governments of
both political persuasions and declare that Parliament,
as the supreme law-maker in the state, has decided that
the matter is resolved and that the Supreme Court shall
not interfere in it. That is the action I recommend to
honourable members. It is not an unusual action.
The honourable member for Bundoora has spoken of
the denial of people's rights and oflimits to access to
playing courts, and she has stated or implied that
provisions in the bill are regrettable. I remind the
honourable member, however, that the same thing has
been done, and by no less a defender of democracy than
John Cain, for a whole range of other major projects.
You would remember, Mr Acting Speaker, the debate
in this place on the construction of the Great Southern
Stand at the Melbourne Cricket Ground The then
Premier, Mr Cain, decided with the support of
Parliament that building the new Great Southern Stand
at the MCG represented a substantial public benefit and
warranted the denial of access to the Supreme Court by
the opponents of the project who wanted to test it. His
legislation included a section 85 statement, just as this
bill does, and the house agreed to it. The statement was
to the effect that the Supreme Court shall not enter into
the issue. The people who go to the football on Friday
nights and Saturdays, Sundays and Mondays agree with
him too. He got it right.
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John Cain also partitioned some public parkland just
opposite the MCG for a tennis centre - and promised
to return the equivalent amount of land or more to the
people for passive recreation. Melbourne wanted a
world-class tennis centre, he said, and would use that
piece of public park: to build it on. He considered the
project to be of such public importance that the
Supreme Court should not enter into the issue and delay
the project. Therefore, he again proposed a section 85
restriction on the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, and
again Parliament supported him.
The provision is not unusual and has been used a
number of times for major public sporting and
recreation facilities such as the Great Southern Stand at
the MCG, the Melbourne Tennis Centre and the
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre. It is a well
trodden path.
The difference between the Melbourne Tennis Centre
and the State Netball and Hockey Centre is that there
has been a hockey and netball centre at Royal Park for
almost 50 years. It has been used by many people over
decades, even by the honourable member for Bundoora
who, as she told us, wielded her trusty right elbow in
defence of her team at that centre. There are no
swprises.
What the public gets out of the bill is a world-class
facility equal to the standards now expected at peak
sporting levels, and the facility will be well received. It
will be capable of hosting events of the World Masters
Games in 2002 and the Commonwealth Games in
2006. When those events take place thousands of
Victorians, young and old, urban and rural, will love the
facilities and enjoy the chance to see world-class
competition in a world-class facility.

I recognise that in making sure the project succeeds the
government is limiting some people's opportunities and
their access to courts oflaw. Those people are,
understandably, upset about it; but it is a matter of
balance. Parliament should weigh up the benefits to the
broad community involved in competitive netball and
hockey across the state - a very broad community. I
am sure the centre will host teams from other states as
well as Victoria, and from overseas too. That is to the
benefit of the tens of thousands of people who
participate in competitive netball and hockey, which
must be balanced against the loss or denial of access to
others who oppose the project.
There are some, a relatively small number, who hold
their rights passionately, and they are entitled to do so.
Parliament, however, must make a decision about
which set of rights and benefits is to be supported. It
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cannot sit on the fence: it can please one group or the
other. If it allows access to the Supreme Court and the
Royal Park Protection Group takes the matter to court
and argues it point by point, issue by issue, months or
years might pass before the court finally comes to a
decision. That would jeopardise the project, stop the
World Masters Games happening there and perhaps
even affect the availability of the centre for the 2006
Commonwealth Games.
It is an unacceptable cost for the community, and
regrettably for the Royal Park Protection Group the
general public benefit outweighs its loss of access to the
Supreme Court.
Earlier I spoke to the Minister for Sport about the
number of people involved in netball and hockey
throughout Australia The minister is a great supporter
of competitive and participatory sport at all levels and
ages and for all groups in the community. During the
past seven years that he has been the minister, he has
done much to improve sporting facilities and provide
opportunities for people to play and reach the peak
level of those sports. The latest figures from the
Australian Bureau of Statistics for 1997-98 reveal that
some 285 000 women and 54 000 men, almost 340 000
people, play competitive netball in Australia.
I support a local netball competition in my electorate on
the basis that the activity is good for people and that it
improves their health and their lifestyle. I hope some of
those people who play at Bayswater North in the
competition at Arrabri Community Centre at some
stage get the opportunity to play netball at the new
facility at Royal Park. If and when they do I am sure
they will see the benefits that facility will provide. The
1997-98 ABS figures for women's hockey is 41 000
and for men's hockey 38 000, a total of 81 000 people
playing hockey nationally. Australia is in the top three
teams in the world in men's hockey, and it is the best
team in the world in both women's hockey and
women's netball. The Australian men's hockey team
seems to fall at the final hurdle in Olympic Games and
has not yet won a gold medal. The men and women
hockey players are among the best in the world and
they deserve world-class facilities to improve their sport
and to attract overseas teams for their competitive
programs, and the bill will ensure that occurs.
This simple piece of legislation is required for a major
project that will provide significant community benefits
for a wide range of people. It will restrict access to
some sections of the park for a much smaller group of
people, and they will be disappointed about that. I said
earlier I would indicate why I believe if the matter ends
up in the civil courts it would be found that the new
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sports centre is consistent with the reservation applying
to Royal Park. I refer honourable members to a decision
handed down by Mr Justice Gillard in 1961 during an
inquiry into the Albert Park parkland. Mr Justice
Gillard states:
... the amount of exclusion of the free and unrestricted use by
the public must be one of degree. " some fonn of organised
athletics the spectacle of which may be enjoyed by the public
is not inconsistent with a duty to provide for recreation by the
public. But the exclusion of the public must clearly be
ancillary to the management of the park. It has always been
accepted that the establishment of sporting facilities may be
established in a park as part of its recreational facilities.

Thirty-eight years ago Mr Justice Gillard decided in
favour of organised sporting activities which would
exclude the general public from passive recreation
activity at Albert Park. That situation has not changed.
No legal ruling has overturned Mr Justice Gillard's
detennination. As I said earlier, the existing state
netball centre at Royal Park was built in 1969. Earlier
the honourable member for Bundoora said the facility is
run down and needs refurbishing. The government
decision that it should be replaced is supported by the
Labor Party, and the government welcomes that
support.
In 1988 the City of Melbourne developed a Royal Park
strategy plan which provides for the redevelopment of
the state netball and hockey centre. That strategy plan
was developed following extensive community
consultation. People who oppose the project do not
believe there was sufficient consultation, but the City of
Melbourne undertook extensive consultation. A number
of planning decisions add weight to my view that the
matter would be determined in favour of the
government if it went to the courts. In 1997 the urban
camp located in Royal Park was the subject of a
planning application and an appeal before the then
Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAn. The grounds
of the appeal at that time included:
... that the use was inconsistent with the principles of the 1987
Royal Park master plan and ... detrimental to public parkland

The AAT decision was that the use of the area for an
urban camp was consistent with the reservation at
Royal Park. In that decision it went on to say:
... the use (urban camp) is ancillary to the park and is an asset
that complements the park and its use.

In another appeal concerning Royal Park, again in
1997, in case nos 1997/25393 and 1997/34537 the
AAT states:
Public open space encompasses more than open parklands.
Within public open space reselVations and in addition to open
parkland, gardens and ovals, fenced-offtennis courts, croquet
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lawns and football grounds can commonly be found. All
these have been held by this aibunal and the courts to be uses
consistent with public open space reservations.

The Supreme Court and the fonner AAT, now the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal, have
consistently found that the use of reserved Crown land
such as Albert Park and Royal Park for organised
sporting activities, including fenced-off sporting
activities that may restrict general public access for
passive recreation, has been and continues to be
consistent with the reservation and with community
expectations of reserved parkland.
The bill does not change that reservation in any way. It
continues the use of the land for those purposes. It
simply removes any doubt about the project at Royal
Park. It has no effect on any other reserved parkland in
Royal Park, Albert Park or any other park.

In addition, despite what the honourable member for
Bundoora said, the passage of the bill will not prevent
the current application lodged at the YCAT by the
Royal Park Protection Group about a week ago from
proceeding. If the group wants to take its application to
its conclusion, it can do so. That decision is in its hands.
In voting for the bill honourable members will not be
denying the members of the protection group their
opportunity to argue their case at the YCAT; I think
they will lose, but they are entitled to take their case to
its conclusion. Honourable members should support
this bill because its benefits to the public far outweigh
any deficiencies.
Mr PANDAWPOULOS (Dandenong) - In his
concluding remarks the honourable member for
Monbulk said the government is in denial- he means
the government is not telling us the truth about the bill!
That was evident in the minister's second-reading
speech when, almost by chance, we discovered that
there is a VCAT application and, also by chance, the
bill is being rushed through this house without
consultation with affected parties.

The bill was read a second time only 24 hours ago,
allowing no time for the opposition to get legal advice
from constitutional lawyers, affected communities and
organisations around Royal Park or from the park's
users. That is typical of the way the government hides
behind issues. Had the government dealt with the Royal
Park issue through an open, accountable and proper
process we would not be in this mess. Unlike Midas,
the minister is finding that not everything he touches
turns to gold!
Since 1991, when the Labor Party was in government,
people have talked about upgrading the hockey and
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netball facilities at Royal Park. At that time no decision
was taken about what upgrades were necessary. I have
spoken to the then sports minister, Neil Trezise, and to
representatives of the hockey and netball associations. I
inquired whether any agreement had been reached in
1991 about the need to upgrade facilities. However, the
Kennett government has adopted the line that
everything should remain secret; that nobody should
know anything; that, 'We have total power; don't worry
about consultation or proper processes'.
That is what annoys people about the government - its
attitude is that this secret state, Victoria, should not be
worried about the Auditor-General and that the
community should not be consulted about anything.
Rushing the bill through Parliament is evidence of the
government's attitude. After eight years of planning it
could be said that publicity about the bill could have led
to its becoming a barrier to upgrading any facilities at
Royal Park. Maybe the government would prefer it that
way, as normally happens with other controversial
legislation - ram it through in the hope that nobody
will notice it rather than having everything out in the
open.
The honourable member for Monbulk highlighted
projects, including the construction of major sporting
facilities on parklands, in respect of which exemptions
similar to those detailed in clauses 5 and 6 allow limited
compensation and appeal rights to the Supreme Court.
That happened with the redevelopment of the
Melbourne Cricket Ground and the National Tennis
Centre - but all that was out in the open! It was not a
matter of hiding things in Parliament and not
consulting.
We know of precedents when bills have been
introduced at short notice: on occasions the opposition
has accepted legislation that was regarded as urgent, but
only after proper consultation between the government
and the opposition, and after advice had been taken.
Unfortunately, that has not happened with this bill.
The opposition does not want the Kennett
government's $150 million public relations machines
saying that the opposition is opposed to the staging of
the Commonwealth Games in Melbourne. Although the
opposition is concerned about the way the government
has handled the bill, it will not allow itself to be accused
of not supporting the games. We have actively
supported the staging of the Commonwealth Games in
Melbourne.
The blame for community unrest about the bill rests
with the government because it has mismanaged the
issue and is ramming the legislation through
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Parliament. The opposition is awaiting advice, but has
been unable to get it in time for today's debate. As the
honourable member for Bundoora said, the opposition
will consider the advice while this technical bill is
between here and the other place.
I will detail some of the history. In 1991 discussions
were held about the inadequate facilities at Royal Park.
As the honourable members for Bundoora and
Monbulk said, it is important to have adequate netball
and hockey facilities at Royal Park. The house has
heard that netball is a major participatory sport in
Australia; it is a growth sport because it is accessible.
Unlike, for example, a cricket match, which can take
two weekends to play, a netball match is played and is
over and done with. That scenario fits in well with
modern lifestyles. Families play netball. Honourable
members would know of mixed-sex teams, with
husbands and wives on the same teams. It is good to see
sport being played in that way.
We need to examine ways of rationalising the Royal
Park facilities so that, for example, outdoor netball
courts which cannot be used all year do not occupy a
large section of a park. We need to consider the
establishment of multipurpose sporting facilities. The
Royal Park proposal includes the construction of five
indoor and four outdoor netball courts on less space
than that now taken up by netball courts.
The opposition has been approached by people
representing netball clubs from the northern and
north-western suburbs of Melbourne who have said,
'We want more outdoor courts than are planned for
Royal Park'. We have said, 'We and the government
are not keen on that; we would like to have the facilities
rationalised'. The opposition acknowledges that Royal
Park is used by netball teams from the northern and
north-western suburbs, but they are forced to travel
long distances to Royal Park to play their matches.
Netball Victoria understands the need to locate netball
facilities closer to where competitors live. I have seen
teams from Keilor playing netball at Royal Park, where
95 per cent of the use of facilities is by grassroots
sporting clubs.
I understand about the hockey and netball facilities
being available for state, interstate and probably
international competitions, but I emphasise the urgency
about rationalising facilities. The Melbourne City
Council commissioned a Royal Park master plan but,
unfortunately, that happened when the MCC was
governed by commissioners who, like the government,
were not prepared to be open-minded or to consult the
community. Nonetheless, a plan was put in place. In
discussions the MCC continues to tell the opposition
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about its commitment We hope it is committed to
increasing passive open space and to rationalising
facilities across Royal Park.
Royal Park has a number of old facilities co-located
with other sporting clubs. It has old huts used by MCC
workers. All those buildings should be rationalised
along with the car parks, because at the moment car
parks are located on the tops of hills so they can be seen
for miles. Car parks should be less intrusive; they
should be located at more suitable places. The
opposition agrees on the importance in a Royal Park
master plan of rationalising open space and facilities.
When in government, the Labor Party will support the
creation of such a master plan.
Earlier in the year the council reviewed the master plan
and reaffirmed its original position. The opposition has
taken advice from the City of Melbourne because local
government is responsible for residents and user groups
in the area and is in a better position to know the needs
of those people.
The Minister for Sport has assured the opposition that
the reorganisation of the facilities will add 0.4 hectares
to the parcel of land. However, the design and the
footprint continues the trend of secrecy. Despite the
restoration of democracy in the City ofMelboume I
was advised that the footprint would be made available
only under an FOI application. Honourable members
require such information to enable them to better
inform their constituents on issues of public interest.
The hockey centre will become the headquarters for
Hockey Victoria. It will have 1000 undercover seats
with a total capacity of 8000 seats at pitch 1, together
with two wet synthetic pitches, which are great
improvements on the current facilities. The netball
stadium will comprise 3000 seats at the exhibition court
together with five indoor and four outdoor courts.
The local residents are concerned about traffic and
parking problems at a large event. The Commonwealth
Games bid committee has assured the opposition that
netball competition will be held at the venue but the
finals will be held at a larger, more central venue in
Melbourne. However, there will be occasions when the
venues will be filled to capacity and the government
should establish suitable public transport links. During
the Commonwealth Games and other major events
focus should be placed on the use of public transport
The site already has major parking problems on
Saturday mornings when junior netball is played there.
At the Jells Park facility games are staggered and
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played at different times of the day to ensure traffic
throughput without causing car-parking nightmares.
The government has messed up the issue. Tenders have
been let and work has commenced on the site and now
the government has obviously discovered a major
problem which has caused it to rush the bill through.
Clauses 5 and 6 of the bill reduce the rights of
Victorians; I hope there are no unintended
consequences of that in the future. The opposition is
concerned about what lies ahead but will not allow
itself to be caught in any position where the
government's public relations machine accuses it of
opposing the Commonwealth Games. The mess-up is
on the government's head.
The Parliament of Victoria does not operate in an
accountable way as other Parliaments do, nor is its
upper house comparable to those in other states where
proper analysis of bills is undertaken. In Victoria
legislation is rammed through. The opposition cannot
change that situation. I ask members of the public to
express their anger at the government's
mismanagement at the ballot box. The opposition in
government will convert more of Royal Park into
passive open space and will encourage users of the
sporting facilities to travel to them predominantly by
public transport.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and Land
Management) - I thank all honourable members for
their contributions to the debate on the Royal Park Land
Bill.

As I said yesterday during the debate on time, the bill is
a simple bill, the purpose of which is clearly spelled out
in the second-reading speech and confirmed in my short
contribution yesterday. For the purpose of the debate
today the second-reading speech quite clearly states:
Due to the importance of this facility to the public and major
events such as the 2006 Commonwealth Games and
2002 World Masters Games, it is appropriate that it is ensured
that there is no risk of this state-significant project being
delayed through any doubts whether the redevelopment
complies with the reservation over the land.

No words could be clearer than those. Given the lack of
opposition to the bill, the honourable member for
Bundoora has been nothing short of hypocritical in
saying that the house has possibly been misled and that
what was not said should have been said. At best the
honourable member has shown a total failure to
understand the legal implications.
The position was clearly spelt out both by the
honourable member for Monbulk and in the briefmg
that the honourable member for Bundoora received
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yesterday. The opposition is in a catch-22 situation: it
wants to make political mileage out of the issue but it
also knows that it is reasonable and proper for the
government to ensure that the law is clear. The issue
should be especially clear when the project is one of
state significance, is costing taxpayers in the order of
$27 million, and has such widespread community
support. The opposition is caught between a rock and a
hard place. It knows that the government's action on
the development of the project is right, proper, timely,
appropriate and should be proceeded with. Those are
the reasons for the opposition not opposing the bill.
Instead, it is tIying to wave some sort of flag and
describing it as a bill that takes away people's rights.
That is absolute rubbish! The bill clarifies the law.
As the honourable member for Monbulk said - -

Ms Garbutt interjected.
Mrs TEHAN - That is in the second-reading
speech. How many times must I read it? Clause 4 is set
out on page 2 of the bill: it provides for the removal of
any doubt about what the State Netball and Hockey
Centre land has always been able to be used for and
will continue to be used for. There is no doubt that the
whole purpose of the bill, as outlined in the
second-reading speech, is to clarify the law.
There is one principle that applies in any legal
system - that is, the absolute necessity to have
certainty in the law. The government believes there is
certainty in this case. I do not know when the Crown
Land (Reserves) Act was first passed but I imagine it
was over 100 years ago. Any responsibility the
government might have for the development of that law
would be nebulous, to say the least. There are many
precedents that clearly state that the development of the
centre is consistent with that law.
The honourable member for Monbulk has spelt out the
planning precedents. A small group is opposed to the
development, and has been opposed to it since it was
first suggested. Opposition to the project has taken the
form of physical protests on the site to stop building
taking place and legal means. That is fine; those actions
are within peoples' rights.
An article by lan Munro in today's Age states that the
Royal Park Protection Group:
... was seeking an order to stop construction and to return the
area to parkland.

The group does not want to delay or amend the
construction - it wants to stop construction and return
the area to parkland. That is the defined purpose of the
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protests that have taken place. Action is being taken in
the Victorian Administrative Appeals Tribunal (VCAT)
to stop construction and return the area to parkland The
argument is that the development is inconsistent with
the reservation under the Crown Land (Reserves) Act.
The government is confident that the development is
consistent with the law, and there is a range of
precedents to suggest that that is so. However, the risk
is the delay in proceedings and any appeals that may
come out of those proceedings.

I am told by my colleague the Minister for Sport that a
similar legal protest and concern has been raised about
the development of the urban camp, which is also in
Royal Park and which is being redeveloped to
accommodate school children during the
Commonwealth Games, and for other purposes. That
matter was taken to the VCAT by the Royal Park
Protection Group. VCAT found that the redevelopment
was quite consistent with the reservation of the land and
the matter has now gone on appeal to the Supreme
Court.
There has been a delay in the redevelopment of
approximately nine months. As a result costs continue
to increase and the anticipated employment the project
is expected to generate has been put on hold. It is
anticipated that any delay in completing the
development of the hockey and netball stadium - a
project worth $27 million - will cost taxpayers more
than $500 000 a month. It would be ludicrous for there
to be a penalty of $500 000 a month because of protest
action by those who oppose the project and who want
the area returned to parkland
Had this not been the last sitting week the normal
two-week process for consultation and consideration
would have taken place. However, it will be a
minimum of three months before Parliament resumes
and it would be possible - unlikely, but possiblethat because of the matter being considered over the
next few days at the VCAT there could be a delay in
the project of at least three months.
As the honourable member for Monbulk said, the
government had two options. It could have let the legal
process take its course and incurred the penalty of
having ongoing uncertainty and all the costs involved in
protracted legal proceedings, including appeals.
However, there is no doubt that the project is needed
and is in the public interest. The opposition recognises
that and will therefore not oppose the bill.
The principle of certainty is a vital component of the
law. The bill provides clarity and certainty in relation to
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the definition in the Crown Land (Reserves) Act that
applies to Royal Park.
There has also been argument about loss of peoples'
rights to compensation from the Crown. Clause 5 has
been drafted as narrowly as possible. It clearly provides
that:
... no compensation is payable by the Crown in respect of
anything done under or arising out of clause 4.

It relates only to the provisions of clause 4. Clause 4
provides for the removal of any doubt that the centre is
consistent with the purposes allowed under the Crown
Land (Reserves) Act. It has been drafted narrowly as
part of the whole section 85 statement process. It is at
least hypocrisy and at most ignorance on the part of the
opposition to say that this is part of a cover-up or
conspiracy. It is an indication of the opposition's lack
of policies that in every debate its arguments come
down to questions of conspiracy, cover-up, and a secret
state. Let us at least debate the bill on its merits.
Fortunately the opposition recognises the value of the
development proposal and realises that the greater right
of the Victorian public is to be able to access it Huge
benefits will flow from the investment of$27 million in
the new netball and hockey stadium. As I stated
yesterday, more than 270000 people are expected to
use the new facility on a regular basis, and it will
proyjde a national and international standard facility for
those two sports. I am pleased the opposition has at
least recognised that the purpose of this small bill is
supported in the community.
There is no conspiracy or secrecy. The government has
made it clear from the start that the purpose of the bill is
clarity and certainty. The government has done that to
ensure that the development can proceed - to protect it
from those who do not want any development there at
all. The protestors want the whole area to go back to
parkland and are suggesting that facilities could be built
in other places. That is not supported by the
government, the opposition or the community at large.
To ensure that the wishes of the majority are served, I
commend the bill to the house.
The SPEAKER - Order! As the required
statement of intention has been made pursuant to
section 85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act 1975, I am of
the opinion that the second reading of the bill requires
to be passed by an absolute majority. As there are not
45 members of the house present I ask the Clerk to ring
the bells.
BeUsrung.
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Members having assembled in chamber:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third reading.

Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

RAIL CORPORATIONS AND TRANSPORT
ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Government amendments circulated by Mr COOPER
(Minister for Transport) pursuant to sessional orders.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 May; motion ofMrCOOPER
(Minister for Transport).

The SPEAKER - Order! While the amendments
and the bill are being circulated I advise members of a
statement under section 85(5Xc) in relation to the bill,
so the second and third readings must be carried by an
absolute majority of the Legislative Assembly.
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - The bill is
presented to Parliament in a disgraceful way. It is best
described as a dog's breakfast. It jumps all over the
place and has no single legislative intent other than to
illustrate mistakes made by the Department of
Infrastructure. The bill seeks to clarify the situation and
rectify mistakes of omission and commission in
legislation and policy settings. The government's
approach is typified by the circulation of amendments
at the commencement of this debate. The opposition
opposes the bill because of the way it is presented, if for
no other reason.

It seeks to amend 13 pieces oflegislation: the Rail
Corporations Act, the Transport Act, the Public
Transport Competition Act, the Financial Management
Act, the Environment Protection Act, the Local
Government Act, the Constitution Act, the Rail
Corporations (Amendment) Act, the Rail Corporations
(Further Amendment) Act, the Borrowing and
Investment Powers Act, the Docklands Authority Act,
the Melbourne City Link Act and the Office of the
Regulator-General Act. These are diverse,
wide-ranging pieces of legislation.
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The bill will make amendments of varying degrees of
complexity and importance to the legislation already on
the statute book because the government has made
mistakes. In its rush to tidy up these mistakes the
government seeks to draw them together so they can be
presented to Parliament before the end of the sessional
period - the last before a general election.
The government is also responding to the need to get
the legislation through before an election. Before the
last election the government promised that public
transport in Victoria would not be privatised. It is ironic
that on the eve of the election following that promise,
the government is putting through major legislation to
enable the privatisation of public transport. Again, the
government has demonstrated that in public transport it
cannot be believed. The people of Victoria could have
no better proof of that than the fact that the bill is before
Parliament on the eve of the 1999 election. It is the bill
the government said it would not introduce during this
session, the bill that will complete the privatisation
process.
When we come to the election there will be no reason
for voters to place any credence in the promises that
will be made by the government. The Australian Labor
Party has expressed its opposition to the break -up and
fragmentation of the public transport system and its
subsequent privatisation.
The bill will set in place the last mechanisms to tear our
public transport asunder by introducing a set of
institutional arrangements under private ownership that
are even more fragmented than was originally
anticipated.
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his election promise. He said the privatisation process
would be completed by the end of last year. It is still to
be completed. I hope that delay drags on further so that
it becomes an election issue. If the privatisation process
has not been completed by the time of the election, the
labor Party has given an undertaking that it will not
proceed with it. That is one reason opposition members
will vote against the bill.
The opposition will also vote against the bill because a
number of the proposed changes - such as
privatisation, ticket enforcement, the extension of quasi
police powers to private companies and tolls on the
Melbourne City Link project - have been voted
against by the opposition in the past and it feels it is
incumbent on it to vote against those proposals now.
Although some of the proposed changes are an attempt
to clarify and remedy the bungling that was evident
then, and has subsequently become evident after the
relevant principal acts were established, it is appropriate
that the bill should be voted against.
The opposition will vote against the bill even though it
contains some sensible changes - particularly the
Spencer Street Station Authority. The Spencer Street
Station Authority has been set up to develop the
transport precinct at Spencer Street. However, it is
another one of those transport initiatives that the current
government has stolen from the labor opposition. It
was a clear and detailed proposal set out in the
Melbourne Access 2000 document. The government
has been terribly slow in picking it up. It is another one
of labor's initiatives it has adopted, just like the
Nightrider bus and the bridge over the railway yards.

Mr Cooper inteIjected.
Another dimension to the bill, which is a combination
of mistakes, mismanagement and bad legislative
planning by the minister and the Kennett government,
is that it will amend provisions of other measures, such
as the Rail Corporations (Amendment) Act and the Rail
Corporations (Further Amendment) Act.
The government has attempted a number of times to
introduce legislation to privatise public transport. It has
set in place the mechanisms, and on each occasion it
has got it wrong and has had to come back again to
Parliament. We are seeing that again. The opposition
does not want to be party to it because it has no
confidence that this will be the last time the government
will put privatisation proposals before Parliament. One
cannot trust the government to get it right. It has been
trying for more than three and a half years to get
privatisation right. The proposals have dragged on and
even under the government's timetable have gone well
beyond the deadline set by the Premier when he broke

Mr BATCHELOR - The funding of the City
Circle tram and the widening of Tullamarine Freeway
were other labor initiatives. I remind the minister that
the labor Party floated those ideas and the government
picked them up. The government has misappropriated
those ideas and introduced them. It stands condemned
for its sloppy administration. The government has run
out of ideas and mechanisms.
It should be clearly understood that the opposition will
be voting against the bill. There are components of the
bill that it finds acceptable, such as the Spencer Street
Station Authority, but there are other parts it does not
find acceptable at all. The government should have
given the Spencer Street Station Authority the status
and dignity it deserves by introducing a separate bill
dealing with the authority. It has done that with other
authorities and there is no reason why the new Spencer
Street Station Authority should have been dealt with in
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this way. The government wants to downplay it, to hide
it away and play politics with it. It has been included in
the bill because the government knows it is a Labor
idea to improve the Spencer Street Station area. The
government wanted it in the bill to use it as a
smokescreen to hide the other much more dangerous
components of the bill.
The Spencer Street Station Authority, set up under
clauses 6 and 7 of the bill, will protect the transport
needs of the Docklands development. It is a good
initiative. The opposition needs to acknowledge good
initiatives as well as recognising when the government
gets things wrong. The Spencer Street redevelopment
will cater for the transport needs of both intrastate and
interstate trains and the possibility of the Very Fast
Train coming to Melbourne, no matter how remote that
might be, and contingency plans for the crucial role the
station will play in servicing the Docklands area,
particularly the new football stadium and entertainment
complex being built.
Mr Cooper interjected
Mr BATCHELOR - The Docklands was a Labor
idea, that is right. Has the minister got it down? Has the
minister enough paper? The minister will run out of
pages. He will need a lot more pages to take notes
about the Labor initiatives that the government has
stolen. The Spencer Street precinct forms a crucial part
of the metropolitan network.
Mr Jenkins interjected.
Mr BATCHELOR - I have already said that.
Obviously you were not paying attention. You are
renowned for your hearing problems.

Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr BATCHELOR - I well understand it. I have
been with him when he has required assistance,
probably more often than you, Minister. I would have
thought the minister would have more respect for the
honourable member. This is the last transport debate he
will have the privilege to hear in this Parliament. I
thought the minister would have been more
sympathetic and understanding of his colleague, who
has taken a keen interest in transport matters.
Mr Cooper -

There is no need to make fun of him.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham)Order! Interjections across the table are disorderly.
Mr BATCHELOR - The real problem with the
bill is that it attempts to set in place the latest of the
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government's ever-changing array of institutional
arrangements for privatisation. The government has
decided not only to privatise public transport but also to
set up arrangements that will work against the future
interests of public transport. The government has put
forward a bizarre concept driven by ideological
arguments coming from the Department of Treasury
and Finance and not one driven by transport needs, with
arguments coming from the Department of
Infrastructure.
When the idea of privatising and breaking up public
transport into a competitive set of arrangements was
first mooted, the justification given was that the
government was adopting the Hilmer principles of
competition and providing a separation between the
provision of infrastructure - the track and
signalling - and of public transport services.

Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr BATCHELOR - We have so provoked the
Premier that he has come in to listen to the debate.
Mr Kennett - To be quite honest I was not even
sure the house was sitting today!
Mr BATCHELOR - The Premier did not want
the house to be sitting today. He has accidentally come
in! What an arrogant man the Premier is. That
arrogance is reflected in the provisions of the bill before
the house.
In a clause-by-clause examination of the bill we find
that it allows each corporate entity that will make up a
bidding consortium to be declared a train or tram
operator. That provision typifies the ultimate break-up
and fragmentation of our public transport service. It
takes us yet another step closer to the Thatcher model
of privatisation of public transport, and miles away
from the model represented by the Hilmer principles for
competition. When in this debate or a later debate the
government suggests the bill encourages greater
competition by enabling privatisation to occur and uses
competition as the justification for that privatisation,
people will know that is not true - nothing could be
further from the truth. The institutional set of
arrangements being put in place today are almost the
same as those that operated in Britain for the
privatisation of its public transport service.
Clause 5 provides that not only are those that undertake
franchise operations to be declared train or tram
operators, but the government takes this one step down
the organisational flow chart to declare other corporate
components of a franchise bid as train and tram
operators. The government seeks to put in place rolling
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stock leasing companies and give them the same
powers and privileges as those in the Rail Corporations
Act that were intended to be given to the successful
bidder - the overall franchisee. In a typical
configuration of the bids currently being considered by
the government not only will rolling stock leasing
companies be provided for but also, typically,
maintenance and engineering companies.
Instead of going from an integrated, coordinated public
transport network of trams and trains with single
ownership - owned by the people and to serve the
people - to a private company setting with the train
network run by two train companies and the tram
network run by two tram companies, franchised
corporate identities being the only ones with special
transport privileges, the government is going one level
below that. Individual companies and entities that put
up bids will have those privileges bestowed upon them.
That is exactly the same as the model used in Britain.
One need only look at the report of the British
Auditor-General of March 1998 to see the
consequences of that move. Britain went for this
segmented model. The privatisation of British Rail
produced a huge windfall- not for the government of
the day and not for the people of Britain, but for the
smart operators who got in early. Those rolling stock
leasing companies, after a couple of years involvement
in the public transport and rail industry, were on-sold
for massive profits, with sale prices being 40 per cent,
56 per cent and in one instance 58 per cent higher than
the prices the government of the day and the taxpayers
of Britain got when rolling stock leasing companies
were first privatised
The government has finally succumbed to putting in
place the institutional arrangements that will allow that
misappropriation of public wealth to take place. The
opposition believes that proposal is totally unacceptable
and oUght to be rejected. People have seen in glorious
detail what was done in Britain. Many of the companies
to which the government will give our public transport
systern away will be overseas companies that would be
familiar with what happened in Britain and with the
huge profits made. A rolling stock leasing company
bought from the government in November 1995 for
around $528 million was sold in February 1997 for
$826 million - huge profits! That is just one
component of what is being set up here.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.05 p.m.
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Auditor-General: appointment
Mr BRACKS (Leader of the Opposition) - I refer
the Premier to the 1993 report of the joint Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee, which states that:
The appointment of the Auditor-General on the
recommendation of the executive is inconsistent with the
Auditor-GeneraI's role in ensuring the accountability of the
Executive to the Parliament

I also refer him to the two independent reports by Alan
Talbot and Fergus Ryan that recommended that the
Auditor-General should be appointed by the
Parliament. Will the Premier agree that the next
Auditor-General must be a bipartisan appointment, or
will he continue his obsession with the secret state here
in Victoria?
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - The government will
continue to use the practices former governments,
including Labor governments, have used.

Small business: government policies
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) - Will the Treasurer
inform the house of evidence that is available on the
benefits of the government's economic policies to
Victorian small businesses?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - Since 1992, the
government has been pursuing policies designed to
improve the business climate in this state. They are:
strong leadership and consistency of policy; the
reduction in state debt from Labor's disastrous
$32 billion; the restoration of Victoria's AAA credit
rating; and the cutting of taxes and charges. They have
all created a better environment for business.

The government has also created a competitive
economy which was well able to adjust to the Asian
meltdown and the government has set a clear
pro-growth course. As a result, we are seeing a
continuing stream of evidence that small business is
more confident in Victoria We are seeing motor car
registrations, building approvals and retail sales all
rising strongly relative to the national figures and the
level of business investment is very strong in Victoria

Last Wednesday, the Yellow Pages Small Business
Index gave a strong indication of the confidence of the
small business sector. Small businesses are more
positive about the position in Victoria than any other
state. Sixty-one per cent of small businesses that
responded thought that the local economy was growing
strongly. The next highest state was New South Wales
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at 48 per cent. Fifty per cent of small businesses were
not only confident at the moment but they see the
economy maintaining that strength over the next
12 months. Thirty-nine per cent actually saw the
economy improving from the current very satisfactory
performance. A net 10 per cent expected to make new
capital investment over the next quarter.
Those attitudes are not the result of accident or chance.
The confidence of Victorian small businesses is higher
than in other states because of the policies that have
been pursued and the attitude of small businesses. The
number of small businesses supporting the
government's policies was 27 per cent higher than the
number not supporting them. They supported the
government for reasons they gave, such as its ability to
get the economy moving, helping the small business
sector and bringing confidence to investors.
Small businesses told us what they think not only of the
Kennett government but also of the alternative
government. The opposition is not only recording
record low levels of support but that support is actually
declining.
Some 15 per cent of small business operators said they
supported the Labor Party at the 1996 election. That has
fallen to 12 per cent - one-fifth of the Labor Party's
small business support has evaporated. One thing can
be said for small business operators in Victoria - they
are getting it right!

Auditor-General: ministerial portfolios
Mr BRACKS (Leader of the Opposition) - I refer
the Premier to his statement yesterday that in the next
session of Parliament he would consider the
Auditor-General's request to amend the Audit Act to
end secrecy surrounding government contracts, and to
the remarks of the Minister for Finance, who yesterday
categorically ruled out amending the Audit Act
altogether. Who is telling the truth? Will the Premier
admit that the government will continue to block the
Auditor-General from properly scrutinising government
secret contracts in Victoria?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I think I have been
misrepresented. I can only advise the Leader of the
Opposition to go back to my answer from yesterday. As
I recall it, I said that I am prepared to review the issue
of secrecy as it affects contract confidentiality. I did not
say anywhere, as your question implies, that the
government would amend the Audit Act.

Mr Bracks inteJjected
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Mr KENNETT - You have to start from a
position of fact. If you are going to come here, question
time after question time - -

The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier will make
his remarks through the Chair.
Mr KENNETT - If the Leader of the Opposition
will not reflect accurately what has been said or
deliberately misleads the house, and he may be doing
that, it makes it hard to take the opposition seriously. In
answer to his question - he obviously listened to radio
3AW earlier in the day because that is where he gets all
his leads - if! say that one of the issues that the
government is prepared to look at is whether there
might not be a time after which contracts that have been
won by successful tenders can be made available to the
public - once those contracts have been put into
play- or whether some other mix of that might apply,
that does not need an amendment to the Audit Act
Mr Bracks interjected
Mr KENNETI - Get your facts right

The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition has asked his question.
Mr KENNETT - Does the Leader of the
Opposition want the documents made available or does
he want the Audit Act amended? They are two different
issues. The Leader of the Opposition has his facts
wrong to start with, and he remains confused. I am
trying to respond to those things I think he wants. It is
difficult if he is confused. If it is an issue of contracts,
the government is going to review that, but that does
not necessarily need a review of the Audit Act Ifhe
wants that, the Audit Act can be reviewed at any time,
but it is an entirely different issue.

If this is the best question the Leader of the Opposition
has for the government on the last day of the sitting he
has had a dismal start to his leadership.

Freeza
Mr WELLS (Wantirna) - Will the Minister for
Youth and Community Services inform the house of a
new initiative that is being undertaken as part of the
Freeza program to assist young musicians in Victoria

Dr NAPTHINE (Minister for Youth and
Community Services) - I thank: the honourable
member for Wantima for his question and his ongoing
leadership, with the Premier, of the successful Freeza
program, which has been in operation for a number of
years.
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An Honourable Member - Who is it run by?
Dr NAYfHINE - The program is run by the
honourable member for Wantima, who does a good
job. The program was a positive initiative of the
Premier to provide drug and alcohol-free entertainment,
particularly for 14 to 18-year-olds. I am pleased to
advise the house that in the 1998-99 financial year,
which is almost at an end, 45 providers have provided
250 events at 110 locations. The government expects
that within the next month or six weeks the
400th Freeza event will have been held in Victoria and
over 200 000 young people will have attended Freeza
events across the state.

In addition to the benefits the program provides for
young participants it also assists the individuals who
organise the events to develop significant levels of
self-confidence and management skills, which they
exercise on behalf of their colleagues and peers.
Another important aspect is the opportunity it provides
for young musicians to perform, attract an audience and
start a career in music.
On 15 June I will be launching The Line Up, an on line
multimedia database of Victorian performers. It will
provide information on bands and entertainers,
including the styles of acts, samples of their music,
biographies and pictures, and contact points. Young
people will have the chance to be selected by Freeza
operators across Victoria to perform at Freeza events
and take up wider opportunities in the entertainment
industry provided by hotels, nightclubs and the like. I
will give as example the information that would be
displayed for the act named Eighth Dwarf. The style is
described as hard core punk. Its home place is
Hamilton - in my electorate. The performers are
prepared to travel anywhere, and they describe
themselves as follows:
We really are good. We are also really cheap. And we need
more gigs ...

The contact point is 'John Dyer' and he describes
himselfas 'the only smart one'.
The database will provide opportunities for a range of
musicians and bands in Victoria to get themselves
online - have a sample of their music put on line so
that promoters across Australia can access that
information. It will ensure that young musicians in
Victoria have a chance to market their talents. The
database is another significant benefit of the Freeza
program. Freeza is providing not only safe and secure
entertainment opportunities, it is also helping young
people in the music industry by providing opportunities
for them to be involved in managing events.
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Liberal Party: membership
Mr HULLS (Niddrie) - I refer the
Attorney-General to the outrageous and discriminatory
black ban imposed on Ms Annie Peacock by the
Auburn North branch of the Liberal Party because she
is married to the Premier's arch enemy, Mr Michael
Kroger, and to the Equal Opportunity Act, which
provides that no individual can be discriminated against
on the grounds of their marital status or personal
association. Is it not a fact that the Attorney-General is
failing to have this very serious matter properly
investigated under the Equal Opportunity Act because
of the splits, in-fighting and feuding within the Liberal
Party?
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - The only
information I have on this matter is contained in the
Herald Sun reports. I have to rely on those for my
answer. It appears that there was a silly decision made
by a president of a Liberal Party branch - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mrs WADE - But it would appear from the
newspaper reports that the Liberal Party took this up as
a matter of urgency, that it has been sorted out and that
there is no longer any discrimination. I must say it is
not often that cases of discrimination are sorted out as
expeditiously as appears to have been the case in this
situation. I have been asked in this chamber previously
about various issues relating to branch stacking in the
Labor Party. That seems to be an ongoing problem, in
contrast with this particular issue.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mrs WADE - I am sure a number of members on
the opposition benches could attest to there being
continuing problems in this regard in the Labor Party.
However, so far as new members of the Labor Party are
concerned, my understanding is that - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Attorney-General
will take her seat. I shall resume question time when the
house comes to order.
Mrs WADE - My understanding is that the Labor
Party has not been confronted with this particular
problem because nobody is genuinely trying to join the
Labor Party!
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Young Rural Ambassadors
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - Will the
Minister for Agriculture and Resources inform the
house of the response to the government's Young Rural
Ambassadors program?
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Agriculture and
Resources) - I am pleased to advise the house that
through the Department of Natural Resources and
Environment the government is making available some
48 bursaries, 12 of which will be travel bursaries and
the remainder of which will be for the development of
leadership skills. They are available to young people
under the age of30 years in country Victoria
The response has been overwhelming. More than
200 applications have been received so far and the
process has not yet closed. Twelve of the successful
applicants will be selected to attend a conference
entitled 'Knowledge and Creativity: Keys to
Agriculture's Future' at the Agricultural Institute of
Canada The program has been warmly welcomed by
the Canadian government. The Canadian high
commissioner in Australia, Mr Schumacher, has
strongly endorsed the program, and our high
commissioner in Canada will be welcoming the
delegates there. They will be able to attend a range of
diplomatic functions and will have opportunities that
the nonnal tourist would not get when travelling
overseas.
The program is about identifying young leaders in rural
Victoria who will be driving forces for our rural
communities in the future. It is being strongly
supported across government and the opportunity to
attend the international conference in Canada this year
will enable those delegates to return with particular
skills that they will be able to apply in their local
communities.
I might add that the program is ongoing and, at the
suggestion of the honourable member for Caulfield,
next year we will be sending 12 young people to attend
a similar conference in Israel. I thank the honourable
member for Caulfield for the work she is doing in
providing assistance and advice and in the preparation
of the itinerary. I look forward to young Victorians
being able to take part in that tour also.
The other 36 delegates will each receive a bursary of
$1000 that they can spend on improving their
leadership and management skills and developing a
future vision.

Mr Kennett interjected.
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Mr McNAMARA - The government might even
provide a bursary for opposition MPs to try to enable
them to develop a positive vision of Victoria Sending
them away may enable them to stand back a bit and
look from afar at what this government is doing in
Victoria and perhaps give them a greater appreciation
of the government's actions. That could possibly be a
future program the government may fund!

The government will ensure that all those who have had
the initiative to apply for a bursary will be recognised
for their get-up-and-go with a certificate of recognition.
It is worth noting that dozens of municipalities across
country Victoria have been extremely supportive of the
program. I specifically mention the Rural City of Swan
Hill, which currently has an unemployment rate of only
3.5 per cent. In fact, Swan Hill does not have an
unemployment problem - it has an employment
problem. Because of the growth of new investment in
agriculture, the food processing sector is feeding off the
back of that.
The SPEAKER - Order! The minister has been
speaking for in excess of 4 minutes. I ask him to
complete his answer.
Mr McNAMARA - As the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services suggests, by interjection, there are
many towns in similar circumstances across country
Victoria Recently I visited Nhill, which was reported in
the newspapers as having about 50 jobs that cannot be
filled. I encourage people to examine the opportunities
that exist in regional Victoria. There are some real job
opportunities and a great future in rural Victoria

Planning: Wren report
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - I refer the
Minister for Planning and Local Government to the
Wren report into alleged bribeIy and delays in the
planning process following a complaint by developer
David Marriner that was completed and given to the
minister in August last year. Will the minister admit
that he has tried to suppress the report under freedom of
information by sending it to cabinet on 26 April this
year - eight months after it was completed - because
the report slams delays in planning cases in the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (yCAT)
that are forcing developers to payoff objectors and are
holding up $1 billion of developments?
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning and
Local Government) - I am not sure whether the
development industry could cope with another
$1 billion worth of investment. We had $1 billion worth
of building permits in March this year - despite the
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delays that have occurred in the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal jurisdiction because of the fact
that many people want to challenge the decisions of
municipal councils when they make their decisions as
responsible planning authorities.
The honourable member asks whether I have been
guilty, I suppose, of delaying the Wren report. The
answer is no; it is being considered by the government.

Forestry Victoria
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - Will the Minister
for Conservation and Land Management advise the
house of the details of the formation of Forestry
Victoria within the Department of Natural Resources
and Environment?

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and Land
Management) - I thank the honourable member for
his question and for his interest, and that of other
members on this side of the house, in the timber
industry and its role in Victoria. As the honourable
member suggested, from 1 July this year the
government will establish a commercial arm within the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment
called Forestry Victoria It will separate the two roles
that have been run by the forestry service in the
department to Forestry Victoria, concentrating on the
commercial operation of our timber industry. Currently
the department and the government receive some
$74 million per annum from the sale of royalties and
licences from timber proceeds out of our state native
forests.
That becomes an industry figure of about $1.2 billion a
year when softwood and hardwood are taken in and the
value added in to the industry.
Under the 1992 national forest policy and the national
competition policy review and the government's
response to it the department is separating the
regulatory role from the market or commercial role.
Next Saturday the government will be advertising for a
general manager of Forestry Victoria, which will
concentrate on market pricing and the operation of the
commercial arm of forestry. The regulatory role will be
performed by the Department of Natural Resources and
Environment (DNRE), and it will concentrate on the
other values of our native forests - the recreational,
conservation and tourist values. It will be responsible
for the Code of Forest Practices, the forest management
plans and the implementation and overseeing by
Forestry Victoria of compliance with environmental
protections.
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Although it is a major step forward for Forestry
Victoria to have a corporate commercial focus, it is not
a move towards either the corporatisation or the
privatisation of our native forests. Victoria's native
forests will remain in public ownership, but the
government is looking to establish a stronger and
sounder foundation for market values in the timber
industry. The timber industry is an important industry,
and it is vital to employment in Victoria. The
government sees this as a major step forward for the
timber industry.

State Development: industry grants
Mr BRACKS (Leader of the Opposition) - I refer
the Treasurer to the Auditor-General's criticism of the
government's obsession with secrecy and to the fact
that the Department of State Development has refused
to provide any information about the $46 million of
individual business grants. Given that such information
is released in other states as a matter of course, will the
Treasurer - as one of his last acts as Treasureragree to lift the veil of secrecy to reveal the amounts of
assistance and the purpose for which those grants,
which will be paid for with taxpayers' funds, are to be
used.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - My
understanding is that the details of the companies that
are the recipients of those grants are published in the
annual report of the Department of State Development.
An honourable member intetjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - I said the identities of the
companies. Let us deal with one issue at a time.

Obviously the whole issue of investment recruitment
and the provision of incentive arrangements is an
extremely competitive one. In the United States the
whole issue got completely out of control because
people were aware of the incentives available in each
state and they simply played them off against each
other so that, particularly in the southern states, things
were totally out of control because companies simply
chose the forum in which they wanted to locate and
then shopped their projects around to lift the bid prices.
That is not something the Victorian government will
allow happen. For that reason it has bound the
recipients to confidentiality, and in the public interest it
is appropriate to ensure a jurisdiction-shopping
arrangement is not created.
Victoria is fortunate that not only is that a government
policy, the Labor Party obviously never plans to have
the chance to engage in such policies.
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Housing: regional estates
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) - I ask the Minister for
Housing to infonn the house of the details of the
government's latest initiative to redevelop large
housing estates in regional Victoria.
Mrs HENDERSON (Minister for Housing) - It
gives me much pleasure to announce a major initiative
for the redevelopment of many of the housing estates in
regional Victoria, a great number of which were built
some 30 or 40 years ago and which have high
concentrations of public housing. Much of that stock is
now very old The estates are certainly not meeting the
expectations of the community as it moves into the next
century.

The government wants to remove much of the stigma
that has been associated with the estates. There has
been much criticism of them as they are readily
identified as public housing. The government believes
it is important to re-examine the appropriateness of
large estates.
I am pleased to say that the government has recently
appointed an advisory committee on the Long Gully
estate in Bendigo to have a look at how it can be
improved. I am delighted to say that an honourable
member for North Western Province in another place.
The Honourable Ron Best, has been heading the
advisory committee. It is a community committee that
has been charged with the responsibility of looking at
how that estate can be rejuvenated and returned to a
viable and sustainable community.
I am also pleased to announce that the government will
provide $20 000 to match the local council contribution
of $20 000 to upgrade the open space - Chum
Reserve - which is an important part of the Long
Gully community. I look forward to the report of the
advisory committee and believe that the initiatives
identified will greatly improve the estate and take it
well into the future.
I am grateful to the honourable member for Bellarine.
He is heading another important community advisory
committee to look at the redevelopment of the
Thompson estate in East Geelong. An honourable
member for North Eastern Province in another place,
the Honourable Jeannette Powell, is heading an
advisory committee to look at a number of difficulties
associated with the Parkside estate in Shepparton. The
government is also doing substantial work in Wodonga
with the local council and the support of the honourable
member for Benambra. I would like to acknowledge the
terrific work those honourable members are doing in
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finding solutions that will rejuvenate public housing in
Victoria
The Labor Party during its 10 years in office walked
away from upgrades and maintenance in public housing
and it left the government with a huge challenge about
how to pick it up. The Labor Party has failed in its
responsibilities for public housing. The government
wants to ensure that those public housing estates will be
renewed and become desirable places to live in the
future.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The SPEAKER - Order! I wish to recognise the
presence in the gallery of the Honourable John
Delzoppo, my predecessor.

RAIL CORPORATIONS AND TRANSPORT
ACfS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.

Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I will
continue my contribution on the Rail Corporations and
Transports Acts (Amendment) Bill. Before the
adjournment for lunch I was explaining to the house
that the proposed changes will bring about a
privatisation of our public transport system that is not
unlike the privatisation of the British Rail system in the
United Kingdom. It will be achieved by changing the
institutional arrangements that provide for
privatisation - probably the third, fourth, fifth or sixth
occasion we have travelled from the Hilmer-style set of
arrangements through to the all but factious style of
arrangements that are now operating.

The bill contains a number of clauses and components
that can best be described as further facilitating the
privatisation process. They are necessary because of
changes in policy directions as the privatisation process
has continued, or mistakes that were detected in the
earlier legislation.
Clause 8 amends the access regime to allow not only
the person who is seeking access to take a matter before
the Regulator-General but also to allow the operator to
approach the Regulator-General. In a dispute about
access both parties will now be able to approach the
Regulator-General for assistance on access issues.
Clauses 9, 10 and 11 deal with changes that, among
other things, make it optional rather than mandatory
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that an allocation statement include such things as the
value of the property and the rights and liabilities to be
transferred. The provisions also allows an allocation
statement to give the value of a property, a right or a
liability in the case of a sale ascribed or deemed to be
the value and consideration.
That is of some concern. The privatisation of public
assets that have been systematically built up over many
years requires the assets to be identified and given a
proper value. There ought to be certainty about that
value. The close-enough-is-good-enough assumptions
being made here ought to be rejected.
Clause 14 is another unconnected clause that facilitates
the privatisation process. In effect it extends the
cross-ownership provisions below the level of franchise
operators to cover the individual components or
corporate entities that will make up the bid. The bill
contains a raft of other facilitating clauses but it is not
my intention to go through all of those, given the time
constraints imposed upon us by the government.
The third major cluster of changes in the bill relates to
amendments that will improve the enforcement of
ticketing offences on private buses in particular but also
on the other private trams and trains. Primarily this will
be done by some use of defmitional changes that allow
bus companies similar legislative backing as applies to
the new private tram and train companies. It will also
be done by extending the current regulation-making
regime to the enforcement of penalties for ticketing
offences and to the accreditation of an enforcement
management system. That will be achieved by
extending certain powers to bus companies such as the
power to remove offenders who have committed
offences, caused annoyance or danger or hindered
police and authorised officers. Those powers are similar
to the ones provided in earlier amendments to the
provisions covering private tram and train companies.
The cluster of amendments relating to the improvement
of enforcement measures in the case of ticketing
offences also allows private bus companies and other
private operators to gazette their own ticket conditions
so they are enforceable. That is an interesting and
significant change. Firstly, it allows private bus
companies to give their own employees, or perhaps an
agency of employees, quasi-police powers, which is of
concern.
The issue ofticketing enforcement is a complex one.
Even under the current arrangements of government
ownership there has been a failure to come to grips
adequately with enforcement ofticketing conditions.
One has only to look at the current ticketing system
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enforced by government employees to fmd out what an
abject failure the system is.
It is now proposed to break the business up and
disperse it among various bus, train and tram and
possibly other companies that would specialise in that
commercial activity. The Metcard system, the Onelink
ticketing system that applies right across the public
transport system, will be enforced separately by a series
of other transport companies - by a bus company
here, a bus company there; a train company here and a
tram company there, which is madness in terms of
organisational strategy. The Onelink automatic
ticketing system, Metcard, is buckling under the
difficulty of enforcement at the moment. How will a
plethora of other companies, each operating under
different enforcement regimes, enforce the Onelink
system?
Further, those changes will go to the other secret
agenda of the government, which is to systematically
and deliberately undermine the multimodal nature of
the ticketing system. Through changes effected
previously, the government will now facilitate and
allow private companies to issue their own tickets.
When the public transport system is privatised - if the
government gets away with that objective - each
individual train company and, in particular, each tram
company will have to issue its own tickets for use on its
own transport routes.
By virtue of those provisions, the government is giving
the companies the right, privilege and commercial
advantage of being able to set the conditions that will
attach to their own tickets and is enabling them to
gazette those conditions and use the full force of state
apparatus to enforce them.
The provisions permitting individual company-only
tickets, combined with those allowing the companies to
gazette and enforce their ticketing conditions, will
result in the multimodal nature of the ticketing system,
which is currently the core of Melbourne's public
transport system, being sabotaged. Nothing could be
truer than that the bill sets out to destroy the multimodal
ticketing system; it effectively stabs the multimodal
ticketing system fairly and squarely in the back. The
government will try to deny it, but the facts speak for
themselves. The government has implemented the
changes incrementally in an attempt to make them not
too obvious. The changes proposed in the bill are
another chapter in the government's attack on the
multimodal ticketing system.
Mr A. F. Plowman - Where does it say that?
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Mr BATCBELOR - Don't you know? Can't you
understand? Haven't they told you? The honourable
member for Benambra wants to know where the bill
says that. He does not know. He cannot even read the
bill and understand its implications. What is he doing in
the chamber ifhe does not understand? He has to listen
to the opposition speeches to understand what is going
on. The government may well not have told him. He
may be subject to the old muster-room treatment.
Along with many other members of the government he
has obviously been kept in the dark and not told what is
going on. If he does not know what the proposed
changes to the legislation are, he should not be in
Parliament. He should use the opportunity on Tuesday
to join the others who will be resigning, and get out!
The Parliament needs people on both sides of the
chamber who can understand complex issues such as
multimodal ticketing, which is a much valued and
appreciated aspect of the public transport system.
Victorians do not want multimodal ticketing done away
with, but the changes proposed by the bill attack its
very existence. The honourable member for Benambra
does not understand and asks to have pointed out to him
specifically where the attack on the multimodal
ticketing system is in the bill. I suggest that he read the
bill and find out. It is quite obvious.
Mr A. F. Plowman -

Show me where.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honowable member
for Benambra will desist.
Mr BATCIlELOR - Try clause 20 to begin with!
Many other clauses require comment. It is taking a
while to work through the bill because, as I indicated,
no themes run through it and the bill includes some
desperate and disparate attempts to correct mistakes.

Clause 21 is designed to protect the government's
interest in automatic ticketing by empowering the
Treasurer to provide a guarantee on a contract when the
contract is allocated from the PTC to a private
company, statutory company or person. The Treasurer
has from time to time provided guarantees. Honourable
members are well aware that at the very core of the
automatic ticketing fiasco was a Treasurer's guarantee
for some $300 million. Clause 21 provides the
mechanism for the guarantee to be hived off to
someone else when the PTC is ultimately left as a shell.
Such arrangements have to be made only because of the
very destructive process by which the government is
privatising public transport. It seeks to break up the
system as well as flog it off.
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Clause 34 allows private tram and train companies to
operate their own lost property systems. It also provides
exemptions from the Environment Protection Act
(EPA) and Local Government Act relating to noise.
Currently it is acknowledged that train and tram
operations - particularly the rolling stock - can be a
bit noisy. The bill seeks to give the private operators
some protection and comfort by guaranteeing that when
they take control they will not be subject to the fairly
proscriptive noise level requirements of the EPA. 'While
that has not necessarily been an issue while the system
has been under government ownership, that protection
will certainly need to be given to the new private
operators.

In the very detailed and thorough briefing provided to
opposition members, assurances were given that the
exemption from the EPA requirements will apply
where trains and trams are entering and leaving depots
and when they are being powered up. I can understand
the operational necessity for that. However, the
opposition asked whether those exemptions would
apply where trains were in sidings and had to be
powered up for cleaning. We were told that under those
circumstances the exemptions would not apply and that
the EPA regulations would require the private operators
to act in a more considerate way.
Problems have occurred with that situation in the past I
recall that in a siding down at Carrum the operator's
cleaning contractors would power up trains in the
middle of the night and leave them idling because they
required the lights on while carrying out their cleaning
functions. Unless circumstances have changed, that
practice has been stopped, notwithstanding that the
EPA regulations did not apply in that situation.
Irrespective of the situation at Carrum, the opposition
has been given an assurance and wants it placed on the
public record that those exceptions to the exemptions
are clearly set out and that companies will not be able to
have trains idling in stabling yards for cleaning
purposes, so causing disturbance in residential areas.
The proscriptions are limited, and the opposition seeks
an assurance that they remain so.
Other provisions in the bill relate to further enforcement
and tightening up of the ticketing provisions,
particularly when people are found to be travelling
without a valid ticket That is yet another issue that
arises because of the complete disaster that the Onelink
ticketing system has been for public transport.
Finally I refer to the bill as it relates to tolls. Clause 48
will amend the Melbourne City Link Act to rectify
drafting problems. I remind honourable members that
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the act originally provided for Transurban to fine a
motorist on the City Link tollway multiple times during
a single journey. It provided that a motorist who used
the tolIway without a transponder or without having
sufficient money in an account could be fined in respect
of each tolling gantry he or she passed under during the
journey. That problem was rectified by an earlier
amendment and now the house is being asked to pass
yet another amendment to tidy up the associated
administrative arrangements.
The opposition is also seeking clarification on the issue
of authorised persons who work for Transurban or other
agents and who administer the toll accounts reporting
toll offences to the traffic camera office. Due to an
oversight, permission to do that was given only to
Transurban employees. The bill will allow that
authority to be spread more widely.
On what is perhaps the eve of the opening of the City
Link project the government is asking the house to
resolve one of the most controversial aspects of the
project, the multiple fining of tollway users, despite
earlier promises that that would not happen. That the
problem is being rectified in a bill that deals with rail
corporations is a clear indication that the sloppy attitude
the government takes to drafting changes to the
Transport Act has caught on with the Melbourne City
Link Authority and that it also has problems.

In conclusion, the opposition is concerned about the
thrust of the bill, which is to provide legislative support
for the privatisation of the public transport system and
administrative relief in relation to the privatisation of
roads. It also provides for the establishment of the
Spencer Street Station Authority and allows for the
fragmentation of and changes to the institutional
arrangements that are to be set in place for the
privatisation of public transport. Labor finds many of
the key provisions of the legislation objectionable. It
voted against them when they were before the house in
their own right and will vote against them now. The
government has incorporated in the bill a number of
components that the opposition would not have
objected to had they been handled separately. However,
on balance, the opposition cannot support the bill.

Mr lAmey intetjected.
Mr BATCHELOR - In fact, as the honourable
member for Geelong North said by intetjection, it
cannot trust the government.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr ROWE
(Cranbourne).
Debate adjourned until later this day.
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LONGFORD ROYAL COMMISSION
(REPORT) BILL
Opposition amendment circulated by Mr LONEY
(Geelong North) pursuant to sessional orders.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 13 May; motion of
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services).

Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - The Longford
Royal Commission (Report) Bill will allow for the
publication with full privilege of the report of the
Longford royal commission without its having to be
tabled in Parliament. It is due to be delivered by
30 June 1999.
At the outset I want to make a couple of points clear.
Firstly, the opposition has no objection to the
publication of the report immediately it becomes
available. Secondly, the opposition has no objection to
the publication of the report with full privilege attached
to it. Those elements of the bill do not present a
problem and the opposition will not oppose them.
However, the opposition is concemed that the bill is a
mechanism designed by the government to avoid the
report having to be considered and debated by
Parliament almost immediately following its release.
For that reason, I propose in committee stage to move
the amendment I have circulated:
Clause 4, page 3, after line 2, insert-

"0 There must be fixed a day and time for the next meeting of
each house that is within 7 days after the receipt by the clerk
of the House of a copy of the report referred to in
sub-section (I ).".

The amendment must be considered in the context of
the bill. I make it abundantly clear that the opposition is
not seeking to stop the publication of the report
immediately it becomes available or the attaching of
privilege to it. The opposition agrees with the action the
government proposes in those respects. The opposition
is asking only that Parliament be recalled within seven
days of the report's being received. I make that
abundantly clear in case government members might
wish to run an argument that the amendment is about
preventing the publication of the report. It is not.
It adds that the report will go from the commissioner,
Sir Daryl Dawson, to the Governor and the minister,
and from there to the Clerk of each house of the
Parliament, who will then cause it to be published with
privilege - if this bill is passed - and arrange for the
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recall of Parliament within seven days to consider and
debate the report. I want to make that point quite clear,
Mr Acting Speaker, so that we understand precisely
what we are talking about. The foreshadowed
amendment is not in any way intended to stop the
publication of the report prior to the sitting of
Parliament, as was suggested earlier.
The opposition believes an intention to deny Parliament
the opportunity to consider and debate such a matter
promptly is a tactic that is virtually without precedent in
Victoria Privileged publication without tabling in
Parliament is allowed for in some states, as referred to
in the second-reading speech, but in all the examples
that I have been able to find it is reserved for
exceptional circumstances - for example, presentation
of a royal commission report after the calling of an
election when there is no opportunity for it to be tabled
in the house because Parliament has been prorogued
The New South Wales Royal Commissions Act has a
standing provision to that effect, section 14B, as
referred to in the second-reading speech.
That is not contentious. What is contentious is the way
the provision is intended to be used. The precedents of
other states and the commonwealth show that it is to be
used in exceptional circumstances and for matters such
as those I have just outlined. The opposition believes to
use it as a tactic to avoid parliamentary consideration
and debate at a time close to the delivery of the report is
a bad new precedent for this Parliament to set. The
mechanisms provided in the New South Wales act and
elsewhere are not designed as a device by which
parliamentary accountability is simply avoided by the
government of the day. The opposition believes,
however, that that is what this bill is about at heart.
Avoidance of accountability is a feature of this
government's approach. It shines through in its
approach to the Longford royal commission - the
royal commission the government did not want to have.
After the hydrate incident of June last year the
argument promoted by the government and the Premier
was that the incident had nothing to do with
government at all; they attempted to wipe away
responsibility .
When public pressure for a royal commission into the
Longford incident became unbearable the government
was forced, kicking and screaming, to do something.
Then, consistent with its general approach, it gave the
royal commission unusually narrow terms of reference
to avoid scrutiny of its own actions and inaction. The
first thing that stands out in the terms of reference is
that the word 'government' appears nowhere in the
entire document. That can be nothing other than the
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deliberate action of a government ttying to ensure that it
is excluded from the terms of reference.
Term of reference 2H deals with a breach of or
non-compliance with any relevant statute or regulation
by Esso or BHP, but it does not deal with the even
more central questions of whether the regulations or
statutes were adequate and whether they were a
contributing factor. Those matters should have been
included. The Victorian public is entitled to have those
questions asked, investigated and answered.
The inquiry was given a short time line for production
of its report. You may recall, Mr Acting Speaker, that
the original deadline was February. The inquiry was to
be concluded very quickly indeed. We are now talking
about a release date of 30 June.
The government's highly paid lawyers argued in the
royal commission against any turn of events in the
hearings that could cause the commission to consider
government actions or inaction. According to an article
in tbeAge of20 January entitled 'Gas inquiry has eye
on government' Mr Mark Dean, counsel appearing at
the commission for the Victorian Trades Hall Council,
made an application for an extension to ensure the
government's role and responsibility could be
examined. According to the article he told the inquiry:
It is incumbent on the state of Victoria to be involved in a
consideration of how industry at Longford will be regulated
in the funrre, and how the continuity of Victoria's gas supply
will be maintained.

Most Victorians think that is a reasonable proposition.
The terms of reference, some government statements
and the final government submission to the royal
commission, however, make it clear that the
government put Esso in the frame.
Esso itself argued that the government should be
included in the commission's focus. An article in the
Australian of28 January entitled 'Esso cites state role
in gas blast' reports:
Esso has called on the Dawson royal cornmission to
investigate the role of government in the fatal gas explosion at
Longford last year, warning the inquiry would prove 'futile'
otheIWise ...
The company argued that if the commission was to properly
discharge its functions it would examine the government's
responsibility for ensuring continuity of supply, policies in
relation to gas storage facilities, alternative sources of supply
and whether the government caused or contributed to supply
interruption.
'To make recommendations in a vacuum without
appreciating those matters would be to make
recommendations that may be futile or impossible to
implement', the Esso submission said
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That is entirely correct. You cannot analyse such events
in a vacuum or confine your consideration to the
actions of one party, no matter how desirable for your
own protection such a strategy might be; but that is
precisely what the government did
The Age of28 January carries an article entitled 'Blame
not all ours, says Esso' and the Australian of
14 October 1998 carries a short piece by
Michael Magazanik entitled 'A little falls a long way
short', which states:
It's a strange day in JeffKermett's Victoria when big business
and the trade unions side against the government, but the
royal commission into the Longford gas disaster has forged
an unusual alliance.

The point of that comment is that the terms of reference
should have been wide enough to include issues such as
Victoria's supply monopoly and the regulation of it.
The editorial in the Age and the editorial in the
Australian of 14 October headed 'Critics savage
Kennett inquiry' indicate the view of the media The
argument was put but opposed by the government,
which is not surprising. The obstacle for the
commission was summed up by Mr James Judd,
counsel assisting the commission:
... what the commission is quite plainly not invited or
authorised to do is to conduct an inquiry into and make
recommendations concerning the general gas regulatory
system or to propose a new one.

Honourable members should notice that counsel
assisting said the royal commission was 'not invited or
authorised'. He was clearly referring to the state
government. In spite of that, throughout the inquiry the
royal commission chairman, Sir Daryl Dawson, showed
interest in some of the wider issues. In considering
argument from parties to the commission who were
seeking an extension of the terms of reference to clarify
that government actions and inactions and the total
regulatory regime should form part of the inquiry, Sir
Daryl said at page 1830 of the commission transcript:
It may be helpful to you to indicate that an investigation of the
causes of the accident, the regulatory scope which applied, if
it was a cause, would be something which the commission
could make findings about.

Sir Daryl is clearly indicating this was something he
believed fell within the compass of the royal
commission and was something, if appropriate, about
which a finding may be made. If the commission
examined that issue and made recommendations about
the government's performance and about how we
would ensure security in the future, what is the correct
way to go and what should be done about it, is it not
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appropriate for the report to be debated in this place and
be given proper scrutiny? Yet this bill militates against
that happening. It is not as though the Longford disaster
was not considered to be an important matter. About
eight months ago it was considered to be important
enough to hold a $2 million royal commission, which at
the time of calling the Premier was reported in the Age
of 13 October as having said:
Victorians were owed nothing less than the most serious
investigation.

It would seem the investigation we had to have then

was to be taken with all seriousness, but some
six months later it is not serious enough to have
Parliament consider and debate the report.
If the bill proceeds unamended it is clear the people of
Victoria have been short-changed The bill will not
allow any opportunity for the people's representatives
to discuss the findings of the report of the Dawson royal
commission in proximity to the presentation of the
report. There will be no opportunity to discuss the
findings of the report or to examine the best ways to
ensure that an event like this never happens again.
It is ironic that in the same week that the heart has been

ripped out of the Freedom of Information Act and the
last report of the independent Auditor-General has been
tabled, there is before the house a bill that arrogantly
sets out to defy parliamentary convention. In its current
form the bill provides no real and sensible opportunity
for parliamentary debate. Honourable members will
have no opportunity to assess or debate the report's
findings either when it is released or soon after. The
move to release a royal commission report without
parliamentary debate does not have precedent in this
state. It is not a good precedent to now establish.
There are some examples elsewhere but they were
based on special circumstances. There is no special
circumstance in this case. One must keep asking the
question: what is the special circumstance? The only
special circumstance is that the government prefers to
keep the release of the report fully within its control so
that it can put its spin on the findings before proper
scrutiny can take place.
Last Monday the Premier conceded that there was no
way he could guarantee the secure supply of gas to
Victorian households. The lives of the old and the sick
in Victoria are being put at risk - 1.35 million
households with gas will again be put in a position
where they may have to cope without it. The attendant
consequences on the Victorian economy will again be
brought into focus. Yet, Victorians are being told that
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the report which is asked to consider ways of mitigating
these effects will not be debated in this place.
The way the bill is currently drafted, that opportunity
will be missed. Under the bill the government will
control the release of the final report and the role of the
government and its agencies - the Victorian
Workcover Authority and Vencorp - will not be
subjected to the full and frank debate that they should
receive. Many issues of fact should be debated in this
place consequent upon the release of the report. The
government allowed a monopoly supplier of gas to
operate unsupervised. It disbanded the Gas and Fuel
Corporation. Before the corporation was split up and
sold it had a statutory responsibility:
... to provide a safe, economical and effective gas supply.

The government disbanded the gas supply group of the
Gas and Fuel Corporation. It decided to delay the
construction of the south-west pipeline and turn the
New South Wales interconnect into a garden hose
instead of the fire hose that it was meant to be. It was
this government that decided to reduce the inspection
powers of the Workcover Authority. The royal
commission heard the testimony of the senior
Workcover official who admitted that there was no
inspection of gas plant 1; that the Workcover Authority
spent less than 3 hours inspecting Longford prior to
relicensing the plant; and that the vessel that exploded
was routinely inspected prior to the introduction of the
1995 plant safety regulations but that since 1996 there
had been no Workcover Authority inspection of the
boiler and pressure vessels at the site. The royal
commission also heard that since 1995 the total number
of inspections at the Longford site by Workcover
Authority inspectors had fallen dramatically.

In conclusion, it is for all these reasons that the
opposition's amendment must be supported.
Parliamentary debate within seven days of the release
of the report is a parliamentary convention across
Australia. It should not be broken here. Government
members must decide whether they will support the
opposition or allow another parliamentary convention
to go out the window.
The amendment does not fiustrate what the government
says it wishes to do. It does not fiustrate the
government in its ability to publish the report and attach
privilege to it. It allows the government to do that while
still operating within the ambit of established
precedence of parliaments across the country.
Accepting the amendment to be moved in the
committee stage is the only way to ensure the final
report of the Dawson royal commission will be
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properly considered. That is what Victorians want and
deserve. When the house moves into the committee
stage I will urge it to support the opposition's simple
amendment
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I thank the
honourable member for his contribution. I note that the
Labor Party will move an amendment during the
committee stage but will not oppose the bill.

I thank the Labor Party for its support. It is obviously
important that provisions are put into place to enable
the presentation of the report and to provide the usual
privilege in relation to its contents. The government
will not support the ALP's amendment on the ground
that it is unnecessary, inherently undesirable and
probably, in the end, unworkable. I note it is also not
part of the relevant New South Wales legislation,
although the honourable member purported to rely on
that legislation when speaking to his amendment.
The government believes the bill is important. The
community can have great confidence that gas supplies
will be maintained throughout the coming winter. The
government, prudently, is not giving a guarantee;
nobody can ever give an unqualified guarantee that gas
supplies will be maintained, but there is every reason to
believe that adequate supplies will be available from
Longford. In any case, substantial contingency
arrangements have been put in place. I suspect our
problem this winter will be the government's
obligations to take gas from sources other than
Longford and thereby reduce the amount of gas taken
from Longford.
The government does not know what lies ahead in
Victoria's weather conditions but, barring anything but
the most severe of winters - which would cause
problems in any case - it believes Victoria's gas
supplies will be secure during the winter.
The government has been monitoring the performance
ofEsso in restoring supplies. Esso has reported
regularly to the government that the process is going
well. The government has retained Stone and Webster,
undoubtedly the world's leading engineering consulting
firm, to monitor the performance of Esso in restoring
supply capability. That company tells us there is good
reason to share the confidence expressed by Esso.
I am sure the opposition will join the government in
acknowledging the work of the workers on the site
who, in sometimes difficult conditions and despite the
fact that from time to time they have been led astray by
ill-judged actions of union officials, have shown a
strong commitment to carrying the works through. It is
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a pity they have been let down, that something
approaching one-third of available working days have
been lost by industrial disruption at the behest of union
officials and, perhaps, the Victorian Trades Hall
Council. But the workers have shown the same type of
commitment they and their predecessors have shown
over the past 30 years. I commend the bill to the house.

I understood him to cite that precedent with approval.
But the Royal Commissions Act did not contain a
provision of the sort the honourable member proposes
to have inserted in the bill through his amendment. To
the extent to which that provision is a precedent it
therefore supports the provisions of the bill as they
stand

Motion agreed to.

I also refer the honourable member to the West Gate
Bridge Royal Commission Act 1970. Section 7(1) of
that act contains a provision similar to the one in this
bill, and it states:

Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 3 agreed to.
Clause 4

Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I move:
Clause 4, page 3, after line 2, insert -

"0

There must be fixed a day and time for the next meeting of
each House that is within 7 days after the receipt by the
clerk of the House of a copy of the report referred to in
sub-section (I ).".

I will not speak at length about the amendment as I
dealt with its purpose during the second-reading debate.
However, I take this opportunity to support the
comments of the Treasurer regarding the contribution
of workers at the Longford site in restoring gas
supplies. Since the time of the explosion, and
afterwards, they have put in a tremendous effort to clear
the site, restore Victoria's gas supplies and rebuild the
unit. All Victorians will be thankful for the contribution
they have made.
The opposition agrees with the government's
acknowledgment of the work done by Sir Daryl
Dawson, his fellow commissioner and the parties to the
royal commission in attempting to find the truth and to
work towards ensuring some solutions so that this sort
of thing may not happen again in Victoria or, if we had
a similar supply crisis, at least its effect would be
mitigated through the work of the royal commission.
The opposition acknowledges the work done by the
royal commission including the work of its staff,
counsel assisting, and the parties.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) - I wish to make a few
brief comments about the amendment During his
contribution to the second-reading debate the
honourable member for Geelong North cited the
provisions of the Royal Commissions Act 1923 of New
South Wales as a precedent for the legislation. He was
correct in so doing.

On receipt of a copy of a report from the commission by the
Governor in Council a copy shall forthwith be delivered to the
Clerk of the Legislative Council and a copy to the Clerk of
the Legislative Assembly for presentation to the Council and
Assembly respectively and the report shall forthwith be
published by the government printer.

The section further provides for privilege in relation to
the publication of the report to achieve a result similar
to that to be achieved by the bill now before the
committee.
In the debate on that 1970 act the opposition of the day,

led by the Honourable Clyde Holding, did not take
exception to what was then clause 7. The bill was
passed extremely quickly with the unqualified support
of all sides of the house.
The opposition is looking at precedents in support of
the amendment, but precedents do not favour it. In the
past, parliaments took the view that it was a matter for
judgment and decision at the time as to whether to
recall Parliament. It was not considered necessary to
build in mandatory provisions of the sort proposed in
the amendment. For those reasons, I suggest that the
precedents favour the provisions in the bill and that the
amendment is unnecessary.
Committee divided on amendment:

Ayes, 28
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr
Brumby,Mr
Campbell,Ms
Carli, Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Davies, Ms (Teller)
Delahunty, Ms
Garbutt,Ms
Gillett,Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr

Hulls, Mr
Kosky,Ms
Langdon, Mr (Teller)
Leighton, Mr
Lim,Mr
Loney, Mr
Micallef,Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Robinson, Mr (Teller)
Savage, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson, Mrs
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Noes, 51
Andrighetto, Mr
Ashley, Mr
Burke,Ms
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Dean, Or
Dixon, Mr (Teller)
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett. Mr
Kilgour, Mr (Teller)
Lean,Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall,Ms
McGiII,Mrs

McLellan,Mr
Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A. F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr E. R (Teller)
Spry,Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasw-e,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Wells,Mr

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

CONSTITUTION (REQUESTS) BILL
Second reading

Mr HONEYWOOD (Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

As honourable members will be aware, the people of
Australia will be voting at two referenda later in the
year. These will determine whether Australia is to
become a republic and whether a preamble should be
added to the commonwealth constitution.
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absurd to retain. In addition, most of the clauses in the
Constitution Act will be unnecessary if the republic
referendum is passed. For example, it is considered that
it would be completely inappropriate for the document
establishing the Australian nation to retain references in
its preamble to the people of the colonies uniting under
the Crown of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland should the people have voted to sever the ties
with the Crown.
Of the clauses in the Constitution Act, it is necessmy
only to retain clause 1 - the short title of the act - and
clause 9, which contains the constitution itself.
Clause 2, which provides that references in the act to
the Queen shall extend to Her Majesty's heirs and
successors in the sovereignty of the United Kingdom,
would be incongruous and redundant. So would
clause 8, concerning the Imperial Colonial Boundaries
Act 1895.
Clauses 3 and 4, dealing with the proclamation and
establishment of the commonwealth, are now spent.
Clauses 5 and 6 will be unnecessary as the
constitutional changes included in the proposed
Constitution Alteration (Establishment of Republic)
Act 1999 insert into the constitution provisions which
replicate those clauses. Covering clause 7, dealing with
the Federal Council of Australasia and laws passed by
it, no longer has any practical application. It is therefore
considered that the Constitution Act must be amended
to remove these incongruent and unnecessary
references if the republic referendum is approved. The
means, however, of amending that United Kingdom act
are not simple or straightforward. As the act is not part
of the commonwealth constitution, it cannot be
amended by a referendum under section 128 of the
commonwealth constitution.
The Constitution Act can, however, be altered or
repealed by the commonwealth Parliament if two things
happen. First, the limitation in another United Kingdom
act, section 8 of the Statute of Westminster 1931, must
be removed. That section has been considered to
prevent changes to the Constitution Act as it states that:
... nothing in this act shall be deemed to confer power to
repeal or alter the ... Constitution Act of the Commonwealth
of Austra\ia'.

As members will also be aware, the commonwealth
constitution is contained in clause 9 of a United
Kingdom act - the Commonwealth of Australia
Constitution Act, which I will refer to as the
Constitution Act.

Secondly, the commonwealth Parliament must be
empowered to amend the Constitution Act. Both of
these can be achieved by requests to the commonwealth
Parliament by all of the state parliaments.

Should Australia become a republic, that act will need
to be amended as it contains in its preamble and clauses
a number of references that would be incongruous or

The Statute of Westminster limitation can be removed
by the commonwealth Parliament if it is requested to do
so by all of the state parliaments pursuant to
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section 15( 1) of the Australia Acts. Once that limitation
is removed, the commonwealth Parliament is
empowered by virtue of section 2(2) of the Statute of
Westminster to amend the Constitution Act
The commonwealth Parliament can also be empowered
by a request from all of the state parliaments to the
commonwealth Parliament pursuant to section 51(38)
of the commonwealth constitution. That provision
allows the commonwealth Parliament to exercise any
power which can, at the establishment of that
constitution, be exercised only by the Parliament of the
United Kingdom - such as the amendment or repeal
of the United Kingdom acts - if the state parliaments
request it to do so.
The bill before the house makes those requests. The bill
will, when enacted, request the commonwealth
Parliament to enact a commonwealth act - the
Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act
Amendment Act 1999. That act will:
amend section 8 of the Statute of Westminster so
that it does not prevent the repeal of sections 2 to 8
of the Constitution Act or the omission of the
preamble to that act;
repeal sections 2 to 8 of the Constitution Act; and
omit the preamble to the Constitution Act.
Once all of the other states make similar requests, the
commonwealth Parliament will be empowered to enact
the Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act
Amendment Act 1999.
The bill is to commence on the day after the
Constitution Alteration (Establishment of Republic)
1999 receives royal assent. This ensures that if the
republic referendum fails to pass, the bill will not
operate.
However, if the people of Australia approve of the
republic referendum, the passage of this bill and similar
bills by the other states will enable the commonwealth
Parliament to complete the task of ensuring that
Australia's constitutional documents are appropriately
worded for a new Australian republic.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion ofMrHULLS (Niddrie).
Debate adjourned until Friday, 11 June.
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DATA PROTECTION BILL
Second reading

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) -

I move:

That this bill be now read a second time.

The Victorian government is committed to helping all
Victorians take full advantage of the opportunities and
benefits of the information age.
One consequence of the information age has been that
personal information has become a valuable resource.
The ability to collect, store, manipulate and transfer this
information has developed at a remarkable pace.
Worldwide, information privacy has become an
important priority for governments, businesses and
consumer groups.
While the market should lead the development of
standards for electronic commerce in Australia,
governments have a responsibility to establish a
facilitative legal framework.
This bill takes the initiative in addressing the issue of
information privacy and provides a flexible privacy
framework to address the needs of all Victorians in the
information age.
Information privacy is also an international issue with
the capacity to affect significantly our ability to
integrate and compete effectively in international
markets. Therefore, a nationally consistent approach to
privacy, capable of adoption throughout Australia, is
highly desirable.
While the policy behind the Victorian bill is not to
distinguish between the application of information
privacy principles to both the public and private sectors,
the bill is sensitive to federal developments in this area.
In particular, the bill has been drafted to include a
clearly separable division relating to the private sector
so that if suitable national legislation is passed, Victoria
can repeal, modify or not proceed with our legislation
in relation to the private sector.
The bill has benefited from extensive and wide-ranging
public consultation, including the issuing of detailed
discussion papers, exposure draft legislation and
briefing sessions. The contributions made by
individuals, privacy and consumer groups, businesses
and industry groups have greatly assisted in the
preparation of the bill.
Data protection requires a careful balancing of
competing objectives:
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to ensure that the collection, use, storage, disclosure
and quality of personal infoIDlation takes account of
the individual's right to privacy;
to ensure that this does not unnecessarily impede the
operation of businesses and the economy generally;
to ensure that legitimate public interests which may
outweigh the individual's right to privacy- for
example, the free flow of information - are
properly recognised.
The bill covers personal data protection, or information
privacy, of the individual. Data protection is focused on
information about an individual, or information from
which an individual may be identified. It is more
specific than privacy in its general sense. The bill does
not regulate broader privacy issues.
The bill will protect the privacy of personal information
where it is contained in a document that is in the
possession, or under the control, of an organisation in
Victoria, regardless of where the document is situated.
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Victoria will appoint its own Privacy Commissioner to
administer the regime. He or she will work closely with
the federal Privacy Commissioner so as to maintain a
consistent national approach to data protection issues.
The bill requires there to be consultation when a code
of practice relates to the private sector.
The bill provides for an arrangement to be entered into
with the commonwealth whereby the federal Privacy
Commissioner may exercise or discharge all or any of
the duties, powers and functions of the Victorian
Privacy Commissioner in respect of the private sector.
It is intended that such an arrangement with the
commonwealth would only be made following the
enactment of an acceptable national legislative regime.
In the absence of national legislation, the Victorian
Privacy Commissioner will exercise all functions in
respect of both the public and the private sectors.
The functions of the Privacy Commissioner are very
widely drawn and include:
promotion of the IPPs;

The bill provides support for self-regulatory codes of
practice underpinned by a default legislative scheme.
Unless an approved code of practice provides
otherwise, the collection and handling of personal
information will be governed by information privacy
principles (IPPs) based on the National Principles for
the Fair Handling of Personal Information (the national
principles). The national principles were developed by
the federal Privacy Commissioner in consultation with
a wide range of stakeholders. They aim to establish a
national benchmark for the fair handling of personal
information that can be applied across jurisdictions,
industries and fields of activity and have been adopted
in order to promote national consistency.
The bill imposes obligations on companies, government
departments, councils and individuals to comply with
the IPPs. The IPPs establish a broad framework within
which to handle personal information in a responsible
and transparent manner. They ensure that people are
given some control over the way information about
them is collected, used, disclosed, stored and
transferred.
The bill is not retrospective. However, the IPPs will
regulate the use and disclosure of any current stores of
personal information, as well as prescribing rights to
access, regardless of when it was collected. The
phase-in period prevents any obligations arising under
the legislation, except for the security and access
principles, until 12 months after the bill comes into
force.

issuing guidelines in relation to the development of
codes of practice;
conducting investigations and conciliation of
complaints; and
providing advice and training on the operation of the
scheme.
In carrying out functions, the Privacy Commissioner is
to have regard to the objects of the act, in particular to
balance the interests in the free flow of information
with the interests in maintaining the privacy of personal
information.
The bill also provides a flexible framework that builds
on and promotes self-regulation through the
development of privacy codes of practice. The bill
encourages businesses, government departments and
other organisations handling personal information to
develop codes of practice.
The option of developing a code allows substantial
flexibility in the way that organisations can manage
personal data and implement the IPPs. The Victorian
scheme allows approved codes of practice to set
standards for information handling that differ from the
default scheme. Organisations that choose to operate by
codes of practice can tailor their obligations to the
specific needs of their business or industry.
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Approved codes may govern all or only some aspects
of the data handling and complaints procedures of an
organisation.
Codes may create lesser or greater standards than those
specified in the IPPs provided that they meet two
criteria, to be assessed by the Victorian Privacy
Commissioner. First, a code must substantially achieve
the objects of the bill. Secondly, a code must not be
contrary to the public interest.
Organisations may appoint a person to be code
administrator. Information relating to complaints
handled under a code would be reported, by the code
administrator, to the Privacy Commissioner.
The bill establishes an inclusive scheme. lbat is, unless
specifically exempted, the information handling
practices of all people, companies, councils and
government departments in Victoria will fall within its
terms. However, the bill provides that any inconsistent
provision in any other commonwealth or Victorian
legislation will prevail. Data protection is also expressly
subject to freedom of information legislation.
There are some exemptions built into the bill itself that
explicitly recognise a competing public interest as
outweighing the data protection regime either entirely
or in specific areas.
The bill will not regulate the collection of information
by an individual in connection with that individual's
personal, household or domestic affairs. It will not
apply to personal information held in relation to the
performance of judicial or quasi -judicial functions. It
will not apply to publicly available information
including public records and information held in
libraries, museums and galleries.
Partial exemptions are also granted with respect to
news activities, in order to provide a balance between
supporting freedom of the press and personal
information protection. An exemption is also granted to
organisations that legitimately gather statistics or
conduct research other than for publication in a form
that identifies any person.
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The bill will in most cases treat uses outside the
legitimate purposes for which public register
information was collected as interferences with
personal privacy.
The bill also provides for the resolution of complaints.
Individuals must complain to the organisation first. In
cases where a code of practice specifies a complaint
mechanism, that mechanism must be followed first.
Where complaints are not resolved satisfactorily at this
level, it is possible to refer the complaint to the Privacy
Commissioner. The Privacy Commissioner has a
discretion to decide not to entertain complaints in
certain circumstances.
Although the Privacy Commissioner has significant
powers to conduct investigations and conferences, he or
she is not established as a tribunal, and cannot issue
determinations that are binding on parties to a
complaint. The Privacy Commissioner's principal
function in this area is in the conciliation of complaints.
The Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
(yCAT) has jurisdiction where a complaint is not
resolved by conciliation. The VCAT may make binding
determinations to resolve complaints. It can make
orders including restraining or mandating conduct of
the respondent, orders for compensation to the
complainant to a maximum of $1 00 000 and orders for
correction of information or that a code administrator
take specified steps.
The bill also provides a mechanism for addressing
serious contraventions of codes or the legislation. It
gives the Privacy Commissioner the power to issue a
compliance notice in cases where a suspected breach of
the IPPs or a code is serious or flagrant or has been
repeated on at least five occasions within the previous
two years.
Outsourcing is an important issue for government and
business groups, particularly those who frequently
provide an outsourcing service. It is also an important
issue for individuals whose personal information is
being transferred to third parties, perhaps situated
overseas, for processing.

There is no blanket exemption under the bill for the
activities of law enforcement agencies. It is not
intended that the bill interfere with any legitimate
functions oflaw enforcement agencies. The bill
attempts to balance these interests by allowing limited
departures from information handling standards where
it is reasonable in the circumstances.

Section 85 statement

The IPPs will apply so far as is practicable to regulate
the use of personal information held on public registers.

Clause 73 of the bill states that it is the intention of
clause 7 to alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution

An outsourcing organisation will continue to be liable
for information privacy breaches where it did not put in
place a suitable contractual arrangement with the
outsourced service provider capable of being enforced
in Victoria.
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Act 1975. I therefore make the following statement
under section 85(5) of the Constitution Act of the
reasons for altering or varying that section.
Clause 7 provides that the bill does not give rise to any
civil cause of action or create any enforceable legal
right otherwise than as specifically provided in the bill.
Similarly, nothing in the bill is to be construed as giving
rise to criminal liability except to the extent expressly
provided for.
The bill is intended to create specific rights and
obligations in relation to information privacy, and to
provide readily accessible and fair dispute resolution
mechanisms, including scope for review. The bill is not
intended to give rise to broader rights and obligations
outside those expressly provided in the bill. The reason
for the alteration or variation to section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975 is to ensure that the scope of the
bill meets these expectations.
An important amendment relates to the Parliamentary
Committees Act 1968. This provides that the Scrutiny
of Acts and Regulations Committee will assess
legislative proposals for consistency with the data
protection regime, in particular to consider whether
legislation unduly requires or authorises acts or
practices that may have an adverse impact on personal
privacy.

A key element of the government's information
technology policies is to enable small to medium-size
Victorian based enterprises to participate in the online
economy as effectively and efficiently as larger firms.
By promoting world best practice, the bill will enable
the businesses it covers to establish their credentials as
informed and trustworthy managers of personal data
throughout the world and across a variety of data
protection laws, codes and contracts.
The bill is an innovative, workable and effective
response to the issue of information privacy. It will
promote business and community confidence in the
online environment without imposing unnecessmy
burdens of government regulation. It provides the basis
for implementing a Victorian data protection regime
and will ensure that all Victorians are well placed to
participate in the global information economy.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion ofMr CARLI (Coburg).
Debate adjourned until Friday, 11 June.
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WATER INDUSTRY (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and Land
Management) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of the Water Industry (Amendment)
bill is to abolish Melbourne Parks and Waterways and
transfer its property, rights and liabilities to the state. In
doing so, land owned by MPW and forming a
significant part of Melbourne's metropolitan parklands
will be permanently reserved for public purposes. This
will be a major addition to the Crown land permanently
reserved within Melbourne for parks and open space.
MPW was established in 1993 within Melbourne Water
and in 1995 was made a statutory authority under the
Water Industry Act 1994 as part of the government's
reform of the water industry. Its purpose has been to
manage open space, parks and waterways in the
metropolitan area.
One ofMPW's key achievements has been to continue
the work ofMelboume Water and the former
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works in
developing a magnificent system of metropolitan
parklands throughout Melbourne, including in the
Yarm, Maribymong and Dandenong valleys, and at
Braeside, Plenty Gorge and Point Cook. These areas are
enjoyed by millions of visitors each year. Much of the
land comprising the parklands was purchased for public
open space as part of a long-term program to develop
the metropolitan park system, and is currently owned
byMPW.
The creation of Parks Victoria under the Parks Victoria
Act 1998 established a world-class park management
agency combining the expertise ofMPW and the
former National Parks Service. It was no longer
considered necessary to retain MPW as a separate
organisation to manage parks and waterways in the
metropolitan area. However, as indicated when the
legislation to create Parks Victoria was introduced,
MPW was retained as a shell authority to enable an
orderly wind-up of its affairs. It is now appropriate to
introduce legislation to complete the wind-up and
abolish MPW.
The bill provides for the surrender of over
4000 hectares of land owned by MPW within the
metropolitan parks system to the Crown to be
permanently reserved under the Crown Land
(Reserves) Act 1978 for public purposes - recreation,
leisure, tourism and conservation - or, in the case of
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an area of native grasslands at Cooper Street near Merri
Creek, for conservation purposes. The bill saves
existing leases.
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created with the reservation of the splendid parks and
gardens around central Melbourne over a century ago.
I commend the bill to the house.

When the land is surrendered to the Crown, rights and
easements over that land will cease. However, prior to
the intended commencement of the relevant provisions
on I July 2000, all rights and easements will be
reviewed to ensure that those that should continue are
continued by agreement or another arrangement.
The land at Wattle Park currently vested in MPW by
the Wattle Park Land Act 1991 will also be transferred
to the Crown and permanently reserved under the
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 for public purposes.
Consequently, the Wattle Park Land Act becomes
redundant and is being repealed. The bill saves any
rights relating to the Wattle Park Chalet and the golf
course and tennis courts.
In relation to waterway management and regional
drainage functions, the bill amends the Water Industry
Act 1994, the Water Act 1989 and the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works Act 1958 to remove
reference to MPW and to better define the respective
waterway responsibilities of various parties under part 4
of the Water Industry Act and Melbourne Water
Corporation under the :MMBW act. In general, the
legislative responsibilities of the minister administering
part 4 and the secretary will focus on recreation and
other activity on the waterways while those of
Melbourne Water will focus on the non-recreational
waterway and drainage management functions. The bill
will also enable the secretary to enter into management
agreements for Crown land reserves and for waterways
land
The provisions of several acts are consequentially
amended as a result of abolishing MPW. These changes
include amending the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978
to enable the minister to compulsorily acquire land for
public parks and recreation purposes in the
metropolitan area, as MPW is currently able to do. This
is in addition to the existing powers of the minister to
compulsorily acquire land under the Crown Land
(Reserves) Act for conservation purposes.
In conclusion, the bill consolidates the reforms in park
management commenced with the establishment of
Parks Victoria. However, in the process of abolishing
MPW, the bill also places additional significant areas of
the existing metropolitan parklands throughout
Melbourne in Crown ownership. The permanent
reservation of those areas for public purposes will be a
legacy to future generations equally significant to that

Debate adjourned on motion of Ms GARBUTT
(Bundoora).

Debate adjourned until Friday, 11 June.

CHINESE MEDICINE REGISTRATION
BILL
Second reading

Dr NAPTIDNE (Minister for Youth and
Community Services) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The Chinese Medicine Registration Bill establishes a
comprehensive system of regulation of the practice of
Chinese medicine and the dispensing of Chinese herbs.
The principles of the Chinese Medicine Registration
Bill are to minimise the community'S exposure to the
health risks associated with the practice of Chinese
medicine and to promote consumer choice in access to
health care options.
The government commenced a review of the practice of
Chinese medicine in 1995, resulting in the publication
of the groundbreaking report Towards a Sa/er Choice:
the Practice o/Traditional Chinese Medicine in
Australia. Since then, a ministerial advisory committee

has advised on required changes to legislation. The
final report of the committee was published in
July 1998 and recommended that Chinese medicine
should be regulated in the same way as other registered
health care professions.
The prime concern of the government is to ensure that
the practice of Chinese medicine is safe to the public.
This requires that:
the training of primary care practitioners be of a high
standard;
that there be mechanisms for establishing and
enforcing clinical standards of practice;
that the public and other health care practitioners are
easily able to identify those who are well qualified;
and
that consumers have access to effective mechanisms
for dealing with any complaints that may arise in
relation to their Chinese medicine treatment.
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The commonwealth and state health ministers agreed
that Victoria should take the lead to establish a model
of regulation. An extensive consultation process since
1995 has demonstrated considerable support for this
initiative, and a recognition that the time has come to
regulate in the public interest this growing area of
health care provision. This legislation will provide a
model for other jurisdictions around the world to
follow. Victoria should be proud that this act
establishes world best practice.
The practice of Chinese medicine includes a range of
modalities, including Chinese herbal medicine,
acupuncture and Chinese herbal dispensing. There is no
intention to regulate every aspect of the practice, such
as Chinese therapeutic massage, food therapy and
exercise therapy, but simply to ensure that those who
provide Chinese medicine services are properly
qualified, and those aspects of the practice which
present significant risks to the public are regulated.
The provisions of this bill establish a Chinese Medicine
Registration Board with the power to register suitably
qualified practitioners in one or more of the three
divisions of registration: Chinese herbal medicine;
acupuncture; and Chinese herbal dispensing.
The bill also includes amendments to the Drugs Poisons
and Controlled Substances Act to establish a new
schedule of herbs. The provisions will allow control of
and access by qualified endorsed Chinese medicine
practitioners and Chinese herbal dispensers to herbs
that have therapeutic properties but are considered
potentially toxic and dangerous unless prepared,
prescribed and suppJied correctly.
There are professionaIlevel courses in Chinese
medicine provided by several Victorian universities and
by private providers accredited by the ministry for
tertiary education and training. In preparing this
legislative proposal to establish minimum qualifications
and practice standards, the Department of Human
Services has worked closely with the Department of
Education which has responsibility for accrediting
higher education courses offered by private providers.
The Chinese Medicine Registration Board will have a
role in approving such courses for the purposes of
registration of their graduates.
There are many practitioners, both unregistered and
those registered by another registration board, who will
be affected by this legislation - for example, there are
other traditions of acupuncture which have derived
from the Chinese tradition, such as Japanese
acupuncture. It is intended that the board will have
responsibility for registering practitioners from any of
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these traditions. In such instances, the prime concern of
the board should be to ensure that these practitioners are
safe and competent to practise within their own
tradition of acupuncture, without requiring an
understanding of the full body of Chinese medicine
knowledge.
It is not, however, intended that the board will regulate
the practice of veterinary acupuncturists. This role
should continue to reside with the Veterinary
Practitioners Registration Board Registered veterinary
practitioners should not be considered to be in breach of
the Chinese Medicine Registration Act for using the
title 'veterinary acupuncturist' on condition that they
treat only animals and within the requirements of the
Veterinary Practice Act 1997.
There are also unregistered practitioners who practise
other types of herbal medicine. These provisions are not
intended to prevent, for example, western herbalists
from practising within their tradition and using the
terms 'herbaIism' or 'herbalist' to describe their
practice. They should not be required to register with
the new board, unless they wish to adopt the protected
titles or hold themselves out as being qualified to
practise Chinese herbal medicine.
There are many registered health practitioners, such as
medical practitioners, nurses, chiropractors and
physiotherapists who are adopting Chinese medicine
modalities, particularly acupuncture. The bill provides
for amendments to the relevant registration acts to
exempt these practitioners from the requirement to
register with the Chinese Medicine Registration Board
in order to use protected titles if they have met the
qualifications and practice standards established by
their own board.
It is expected that standards will be established in
consultation with the Chinese Medicine Registration
Board, and that in investigating and hearing any
complaints against an exempted practitioner, the
relevant board will ensure it has access to suitable
Chinese medicine expertise on which to base its
findings and determinations.
The legislation is also not intended to regulate
unregistered practitioners of other forms of
complementary medicine, except where they make
claims to be qualified to practise Chinese medicine, or
where they wish to prescribe and dispense Chinese
herbs which have been included in schedule 1 of the
poisons list under the Drugs Poisons and Controlled
Substances Act.
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The new Chinese Medicine Registration Board is to
have seven members - four Chinese medicine
practitioners, a lawyer and two persons who are not
Chinese medicine practitioners. The board will have the
power to establish advisory committees and expert
panels.
The board will be an incorporated body and
independent of government. It will be responsible for
assessing and approving appropriate qualifications
which lead to registration. The board will be
responsible for the registration of Chinese medicine
practitioners and Chinese herbal dispensers, and for
investigations into the professional conduct of
registered practitioners.
The bill includes a comprehensive outline of what
constitutes unprofessional conduct and contains
wide-ranging disciplinary powers for the protection of
the public. It enshrines the board's ability to promulgate
codes of practice to enhance the best quality provision
of Chinese medicine, consistent with the approach to
regulation of other registered health professions.
There are Chinese herbal dispensers who may choose
not to register with the board if they do not wish to use
the protected title 'Chinese herbal dispenser' or
dispense Chinese herbs that have been included in
schedule 1 of the poisons list in the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances Act. Such practitioners are free
to carry on their business without seeking registration,
but should be encouraged to ensure that their Chinese
herbal dispensing practice meets the guidelines and
codes of practice established by the board
The amendments to the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled
Substances Act are intended to provide controls at the
point where Chinese herbal medicines containing
scheduled herbs are supplied to patients. It is not
intended at this point to regulate the activities of
importers and wholesalers of scheduled Chinese herbs.
The board will have the power to issue codes of
practice and guidelines in relation to the preparation,
storage, labelling, prescribing and issuing to patients of
Chinese herbal medicines which contain scheduled
herbs. If, however, safety issues emerge and the powers
of the board are insufficient to adequately protect the
public, then further regulation of these areas under the
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act will be
considered.
The bill makes it an offence for anyone who is not a
registered Chinese medicine practitioner or Chinese
herbal dispenser to use titles which may suggest that
they are registered in any of the divisions of the register
when they are not. Such title protection is the
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established method by which the government can
protect the public from unregistered people practising
Chinese medicine.
A further measure to enhance public safety is the
board's ability to promulgate codes of practice. These
codes may outline what is acceptable Chinese herbal
medicine, acupuncture and Chinese herbal dispensing
practice. The codes may address any aspect of practice.
Breaches of codes of practice will be considered as
possible unprofessional conduct and may attract a range
of penalties up to deregistration for registered
practitioners and substantial penalties for commercial
operators.
Where an unregistered person breaches the scheduling
requirements of the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled
Substances Act, investigation and, if necessary
prosecution of such breaches will rest with the Drugs
and Poisons Unit of the Department of Human
Services. Where a registered practitioner breaches such
requirements, the board and the department will
determine their respective responsibilities.
Stringent advertising provisions are included in the bill
to further facilitate protection of the public. The bill
also creates a power for the board to prepare guidelines
for minimum acceptable standards for advertising
Chinese medicine services.
The bill observes Victoria's obligations under the
national agreements on mutual recognition and
competition policy.
I now wish to make a statement under section 85(5) of
the Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons for altering or
varying that section by clause 56(3) of this bill.
Clause 93 expresses the intention of clause 56(3) to
alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975.
Clause 56(3) of the bill operates to alter or vary
section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975 by providing
that no action for defamation lies against the board or
its members for giving a notice under clause 56( 1).
Clause 56(1) requires the board to notify any
determination to impose conditions, limitations or
restrictions on the registration of a Chinese medicine
practitioner or Chinese herbal dispenser or suspend or
cancel the registration of a Chinese medicine
practitioner or Chinese herbal dispenser: in the
Government Gazette; to the Chinese medicine
registration authorities in all other states and territories
of the commonwea1th and in New Zealand; to the
Health Services Commissioner; and if the Chinese
medicine practitioner or Chinese herbal dispenser is an
employee, to his or her employer.
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The purposes of the act will not be fulfilled if Chinese
medicine practitioners or Chinese herbal dispensers
whose practice has been restricted or who have been
suspended or deregistered can continue to practise
either in Victoria or elsewhere because notice of the
board's action has not been communicated to the
relevant authorities. This provision is essential to
ensure that the board and its members can
communicate vital information to the relevant
authorities without the threat of civil action for
defamation against them.
Development of this bill has involved an extensive
process of consultation and discussion. The Chinese
medicine profession, consumer groups, the various
health practitioner registration boards, and other
professional associations have been most helpful and
constructive in the shaping of this comprehensive
model of Chinese medicine regulation. We are also
grateful to the Australian Chinese community and the
state administration of traditional Chinese medicine of
the Peoples Republic of China for their assistance and
support in formulating the legislative proposals.
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forward in the services provided to the people of the
eastern suburbs, with the delivery of bus services to
within 400 metres of each household within the
franchise area.
The bill also creates the Spencer Street Station
Authority as a statutory corporation. The authority will
assume control from the Docklands Authority of the
land around the Spencer Street railway station
incorporating the Spencer Street rail yards and rail line
so that the redevelopment of the area and the
development of the Spencer Street station precinct will
be commensurate with the good delivery of public
transport services, allowing access to and use of rail
lines that run through the precinct with limited
disruption and realignment and the ongoing smooth
operation of rail services.
Spencer Street is an important Victorian public
transport precinct, with trams, interstate and
metropolitan trains and a major bus terminal. It is
important that the precinct be developed with that in
mind. To that end, the bill establishes the Spencer Street
Station Authority.

I cornmend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms CAMPBELL (pascoe
Vale).

The bill amends a number of acts, including the Rail
Corporations Act and the Transport Act, and makes
other associated amendments.

Debate adjourned until Friday, 11 June.

As was rightly pointed out by the opposition

RAIL CORPORATIONS AND TRANSPORT
ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr COOPER (Minister for Transport).

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McArtbur) Order! I am of the opinion that the second reading of
this bill requires to be passed by an absolute majority.

Mr ROWE (Cranbourne) - The bill has been
introduced by the government to assist in the
completion of reforms to public transport. The bill was
described by the opposition as being somewhat
confusing. One can understand why the opposition
would find a bill of this nature confusing - because it
facilitates the completion of the reform of a transport
system from a system to a service!
As the opposition spokesman on public transport said,
the bilI paves the way for the completion of the sale or
the franchising of public transport trams and trains. The
privatisation of buses and the establishment of the
National Bus Company have resulted in a great step

spokesman, the amendments allow for the successful
completion of the privatisation of public transport. One
of the amendments allows bidders for the rail system to
break up their bids between different corporate entities
and have those recognised in the agreements, subject to
Govemor in Council approval.
The opposition spokesman discussed the poor operation
of British rail systems. Having visited the United
Kingdom last year for the purpose of meeting with the
regulators of its privatised rail systems, I discovered a
different story. The British railways are operating better
following a huge reinvestment in infrastructure and
rolling stock. It is reasonable to expect timetable
intenuptions and scheduling problems on any rail
system when major capital works are undertaken.
Virgin Rail and others have invested in excess of
£2 billion in the purchase of rolling stock alone. One
has only to consider the multiplier effect of such
investment in the delivery of additional jobs to the
British economy to realise the benefits that flow from it.
The British economy is running strongly, partly
because of the privatisation activities of the previous
conservative government and the consequent
generation of reinvestment.
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Although the transport minister in the United Kingdom
is one of the troglodytes of the trade union
movement - similar to the people down at the Trades
Hall Council- the Labor government has decided not
to change any aspect of the privatisation of British Rail.
That demonstrates how far behind the times the
Victorian Labor opposition is. The opposition seeks to
mislead the public by using words that paint a false
picture of the operation of private rail services.
The opposition spokesman also raised the concept of
competition between the private entities. The entities do
not compete on the same railway line, but there is
benchmark competition. The companies must perform
to a set of standards that are set down by the
government as guarantees and are written into ironclad
contracts - guarantees in relation to the delivery and
scheduling of services and guarantees in relation to the
fare structure, which remains within the control of the
government.
One of the other aspects of the bill is the opportunity for
the private transport operators to have specific
conditions gazetted and put into effect in relation to
their company-issued tickets, as opposed to standard
Metcard tickets. It is an important initiative. The system
is already practised by the National Bus Company,
which issues its own tickets within its franchised areas.
Not everybody wants to use bus-rail-tram transport and
operators may see benefits in the use of single-mode
tickets.
For example, Bayside Trains runs a service from
Cranboume to Melbourne. It will be able to offer
patrons a single-mode ticket that may be significantly
cheaper for people who do not need to use a tram. For
example, some people want to travel only from
Cranboume to Oakleigh, from Cranboume to
Dandenong or from Cranboume to Springvale. Surveys
conducted in local municipalities indicate that many
people in my electorate work south of Springvale Road.
They do not need to use the three-zone, multimodal
ticket that is now available and would benefit from the
availability of a train-only ticket. The extension of the
availability of such tickets to trains and trams is an
important initiative.
The bill provides for authorised revenue protection
enforcement officers for buses. There are already
revenue protection officers on the train and tram
systems. The bill will allow bus operators to authorise
approved persons of suitable character to undertake
those duties on buses. They will also have the power to
remove offenders, demand names and addresses and
charge people with travelling without valid tickets. The
bill amends the definitions section of the Transport Act.
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It also provides for the City Link contractors to pass on
information to the traffic camera section of the police
department to enable it to issue infringement notices for
breaches on City Link, such as travelling without a
transponder or not having paid the relevant toll.
It is worth reiterating that in the early stages of the
implementation of the City Link project some leeway
will be granted to people who use the system without a
transponder or without obtaining a day pass. In the first
instance they will receive a warning letter and will not
have to pay the toll. They will be politely advised that
next time they use City Link they must remember to
pay the toll. The second time I am sure the letter will be
harsher, and the third time it will be accompanied by a
penalty notice.
In a previous debate on the payment of fmes, tolls and
fares, it was interesting to hear the response of the
honourable part-time - or short-term - member for
Mitcham and his encouragement to his constituents to
not validate their tickets before travelling on trains. The
opposition needs to examine its attitude to public
transport and to the innovations introduced by the
government.

I was stunned today to realise that the shadow Minister
for Transport is claiming ownership of all the
government's initiatives in public transport. I
congratulate the Minister for Transport on having given
the opposition spokesman such a great briefmg on the
bill and on having persuaded him by gentle caressing
and manipulation in answering the questions put to
him.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! The honourable member ought to watch where
he is going with gentle caressing and manipulation.
Mr ROWE - The Minister for Transport is so
good at it.
Mr Cooper - How do you know? Explain
yourself!
Mr ROWE - The minister has manipulated the
opposition transport spokesman into a position where
he now believes in all our transport policies - our
great reforms like the City Circle tram service, the
Nightrider bus service and the Spencer Street Station
Authority, and I am sure privatisation is one of the
milestones in public transport reform in this country
that will finally be embraced by the Labor Party.

I am sure that once it is finalised the privatisation of
public transport will deliver to Victorians services that
are safe, clean and efficient and, most importantly, are
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at levels at which there will not be dramatic increases in
fares so that the government subsidy, which has been
reduced by many hundreds of millions of dollars since
1992, will again decline.
Those improvements have been seen in the British Rail
experience. I know from my meetings with regulators
in the United Kingdom - they showed me the
figures - that the projections are that by 2006 there
will be a positive cash flow from public transport in the
UK, all through privatisation. That is what we have to
look forward to in Victoria We have seen the results of
the privatisation of country rail services to
Warrnambool and Shepparton, and they are both
working extremely well. Patronage is up, service to the
clientele is up - which is most important - and
people are being attracted to using rail.
The opposition's claims about fare evasion are
unwarranted. They are obviously without factual basis
because the Auditor-General reports an increase in
revenue collection, which is contrary to the comments
of the opposition. The opposition's claims about fare
evasion and loss of revenue because people are not
paying fares on trams and trains have been proven to be
wrong. Revenue collection is up, service to the people
of Victoria is up and the ticketing system is working.
Compared with the overseas ticketing system ours is
very simple. One need only press a maximum offour
buttons. I know the opposition would find it hard to
push 1, 2, 3 and 4 together, but I am sure even the
honourable member for Thomastown will eventually
understand that you do not have to put superglue and
things into coin slots to make the ticketing machines
work!
Victoria has a great transport system and a service that
is being delivered to the public as it has never been
delivered before. The establishment of the Spencer
Street Station Authority will see that area developed in
a manner sensitive to public transport, enhancing its
modal interchange aspects. The remaining amendments
will ensure the full and fmal completion of what has
been a great reform to public transport in Victoria
Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) - I join my
colleagues on this side of the house in opposing the Rail
Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill.
, Amendment' is a bit of an understatement in relation
to this bilI because it tries to fix up just about
everything in the transport sector except the e-tag
system - no doubt if the government thought it could
fix that up as well it would have included it, but perhaps
that will be in the next transport amendment bill.
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The bill is a real hotchpotch of provisions. It jumps
from clause to clause. It is everything that the
government either got wrong, forgot about or wished it
had put in the legislation in the first place. It even
amends provisions that have not yet been enacted. It is
a very confusing and badly drafted measure and one of
which the government can hardly be proud if its aim is
to introduce sensible and reasonable legislation. The
major provisions of the bill have been referred to by
previous speakers. The bill further fragments the rail
and tram franchise system by allowing subcontracting
and ensures the subcontractors are covered by the
provisions of earlier legislation.
As the honourable member for Cranboume so rightly
said, the establishment of the Spencer Street Station
Authority, which is included in the bill, is an idea of the
Labor Party. Anyone who has a strong interest in public
transport routes will be pleased with that part of the bill
because it is important, with the many changes being
made to the Docklands area and in the city, that public
transport interchange systems are protected.
There is some concern, particularly in the Docklands
precinct, about the preservation of historic buildings. It
is a shame that the road proposed for the Docklands
will travel through part of Batman's Wall, which is on
the Victorian Heritage Register. It is worth recalling
that the reason for the new road through the Docklands
is that half of Footscray Road has been closed. The new
road will allow motorists to travel through the
Docklands, and Footscray Road has been closed off to
try to push motorists onto the Tullamarine tollway. That
demonstrates not only the extent to which the
privatisation of roads is affecting the transport system
in suburbs some kilometres away but also that it is
destroying buildings on the Victorian Heritage Register.
There is little for the government to be proud about. I
hope with future road and rail transport initiatives the
Minister for Planning and Local Government, who has
responsibility for heritage matters, will be more
inclined to support the legislation he administers.
The bill gives the City Link operator the power to
report toll or traffic enforcement problems to the police
and private bus operators the authority to fine fare
evaders. One cynic suggested the other day that it does
not matter that the transport ticketing system does not
work because the government's focus is on fining
people. It is more lucrative than selling them tickets! I
am sure honourable members have received, as I have,
many complaints from constituents about their
treatment by public transport inspectors. The bill deals
with the authorisation and certification for inspectors to
operate on buses. I hope the process they go through in
dealing with customers will be a substantial
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improvement on what we have seen from the current
operators on trams and trains.

system, but she was fined $100, which I believe was
most unfair.

I shall refer to a couple of cases that have come to the
attention of my electorate office. In fact, I have written
to the minister about some of them. One case concerns
a resident from Ascot Vale who is on a disability
support pension. She had just been to the doctor for a
CAT scan, and in her nervous condition she forgot to
validate her ticket. When she was approached by an
inspector she explained to him that she was upset
because she had been to the doctor and was concerned
about her health, but he was not at all interested.
Another passenger did not have a ticket either, but
when she asked why she was going to be fined when
the other person was not, the ticket officer responded,
'It's your lucky day'. That is not the sort of off-hand
treatment that is likely to encourage people to have any
sympathy or respect for the system.

Another case reported to me involved an overseas
student who purchased a $105 concession ticket. An
inspector told him that he was not entitled to purchase a
concession ticket because he was not an Australian
citizen. The inspector took the $105 concession ticket,
did not give him a refund for it and forced him to buy
another ticket so he could continue to travel.

I received another complaint from a gentleman who
was illiterate. He did not have a ticket. He had got on a
train at Newmarket which - The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! Was it a written complaint?
Mrs MADDIGA.~ - Yes, it was written by a
friend of his. No, it was a verbal complaint. I am glad
you find it so humorous, because he didn't. Perhaps if
he had not been fined he might have been able to laugh
as well.
As the gentleman did not know how to use the
automatic ticketing machine he intended to purchase a
ticket at Essendon when he got off the train. When he
explained his situation to the inspector and the staff a
number of comments were made about his literacy,
which he found most distressing. Those comments and
comments made by other people are not likely to make
people believe the system is there to assist them.

It is important for regulations to reflect the need for
inspectors to be flexible and to take into account the
various situations people may find themselves in. I was
reminded of another case by the honourable member
for MOlWell. A country student who had travelled to
Melbourne to attend a tertiary institution had never used
the system before. She had a health care card and
bought a concession ticket in the belief that the card
was the basis for obtaining a concession ticket. In fact a
person has to get a special card from Centrelink. The
first day the student travelled on public transport she
was pulled up by an inspector. She explained to the
inspector that it was the first time she had used the

The honourable member for Mildura has referred to me
a case involving a young child who caught a train for
the first time. The child could not get the suburban
railway ticket machine to work because it was
broken - it was one of the many machines that have
been vandalised according to the Auditor-General's
report. It was explained to the stationmaster that the
machine did not work, yet a $100 fme was imposed.
Those fines are quite severe and distressing for people
who are not used to the system. People who are not
used to the automatic ticketing system find it difficult. I
have seen people using Onelink automatic ticketing
machines for the first time, and I can say it is confusing
for them, particularly if they want to buy more than one
ticket. Those people have reasonable complaints.
Warnings about the system should be given to people
before they use it. The honourable member for
Cranboume spoke about warnings being given to
people who will be using City Link for the first time.
Some generosity will be shown to people using that
system for the first time.
Many people have made verbal complaints to me
because my office is not far from the Moonee Ponds
railway station. Given that it is a new system and that
people have real problems using it, the provisions
should guide the behaviour of inspectors to make them
more user friendly. Given that the bill contains
provisions dealing with bus inspectors, the government
could also investigate how procedures and guidelines
could be drafted to ensure that inspectors help people to
understand how to use the system instead of leaving
them believing that the system is unfair and that it costs
them a great deal of money they can ill afford
The opposition has always opposed the privatisation
process, and it will continue to oppose it, regardless of
what the honourable member for Cranbourne might
think or hope. Many other Victorians strongly oppose
it, too. My electorate has a high public transport usage
because it is fortunate enough, as an inner suburban
area, to have both train and tramlines.
Mr Spry - How are your feet?
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Mrs MADDIGAN - I walk a lot, if the honourable
member for Bellarine is interested. My feet are quite
good. Walking is an excellent form of transportation,
and I recommend it to him, particularly along the
Queenscliffbike path. The honourable member for
Bellarine might enjoy that path on a sunny afternoon.
The honourable member for Cranbourne suggested that
the Labor Party would come to support the privatisation
of the public transport system. I can assure him that that
is wrong because the continuing Labor Party policy
states that if there is anything left that has not been
privatised when the opposition is returned to
government at the next election privatisation will come
to a halt and no further action will be taken.
The honourable member for Cranbourne spoke
glowingly about the British system. That surprises me
because I have a number of recent newspaper articles
from the United Kingdom that do not give such a
glowing report on the privatisation of the system. An
article in the Times in February, headed 'Railway firms
under fire for late trains', states:
Only one of Britain's 25 train companies qualified for top
marks yesterday under a new grading system designed to
shame the worst performers on the rail network.

It would appear the rail network is operating so badly in

the United Kingdom that it has had to bring in a new
system of assessment to try to keep it up to the mark.
The article states that Mr John O'Brien, the rail
franchising director:
... confirmed the findings of a survey by the Times which
showed last week that the majority of routes in Britain had
suffered a fall in punctuality during 1998.

The privatised system that was supposed to be
wonderfully efficient - the government keeps telling
us that privatisation will give Victoria a wonderfully
efficient system - does not seem to be working all that
brilliantly in the United Kingdom. However, the
honourable member for Cranboume has said that it is
the model for the Victorian system. The article also
states:
He [Mr O'Brien] said that punctuality remained the major
problem for train companies, with 37 of the 68 route groups
worsening. 'Punctuality remains poor and these results are not
good enough', said Mr O'Brien.

The article reports Mr 0 'Brien as suggesting that:
... some 50000 peak-time trains, one in six of the total, are
delayed each month.
The Central Rail Users' Consultative Committee said the
performances by companies on some routes was 'truly awful'
and that performance was not improving despite incentives.
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Another article that appeared in the Times in February
states:
Almost 3500 train drivers are to be recruited under plans to
tackle unpunctuality on the railways ...
Tensions are running high within the rail industry, which has
been lambasted by Mr Prescott as a 'national disgrace' ...

Concerns over safety on the railways has brought Railtrack
under heavy pressure.

It is interesting to note that provisions in the bill deal
with the end of franchise periods, the ownership of
rolling stock and other related matters. Those
provisions are of concern. At the end of a franchise
period the rolling stock purchased by a franchisee from
the state returns to the state, but any new rolling stock
belongs to the franchisee. That makes it difficult.
Although the bill contains provisions to ensure that
stock is kept in the system until new stock is purchased,
it will be difficult for future governments to change the
operators of those systems because of the difficulty in
purchasing new stock.
Punctuality has not improved in the United Kingdom
and the system is experiencing other problems,
including problems with track maintenance. There will
also be difficulties in Victoria in ensuring that
franchisees can be changed if they do not reach the
operation levels set for them.
A further article in the Guardian Weekly of 11 April
this year states:
Railtrack's poor performance and lack of investment has been
seriously questioned in a searching examination of the
privatised monopoly in an independent survey commissioned
by the rail regulator.

The article states further:
The report has exposed the company's poor punctuality,
caused by a mixture of failing infrastructure and bad
management in handing back track under repair on time to
train operating companies.

That illustrates one of the concerns mentioned in the
bill- what happens when franchise companies extend
the franchise to other people? I understand that recently
it was mentioned on the radio that Hillside Trains was
considering purchasing Hurstbridge station, as was the
possibility ofletting a contract to Kings Parking to run
the car park and charge for it. Hillside also looked at
getting a separate operator to run the railway station.
That mixture and downgrading of functions of the
railway will cause the same sorts of problems here as
have occurred in Britain.
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The claims of the honourable member for Cranboume
and the government that the system is operating well in
England are untrue. The evidence I have cited is not
just anecdotal or based on what I may have seen while
travelling on trains, although I have not had the same
experience as the member opposite. My evidence is
based on valid independent survey results faxed from
the British Railway Regulator, which show that
privatisation is not delivering the targets promised to
that community. There is no reason to suggest that
things will be any better in Victoria
Melbourne City Link also gets a mention in this ragbag
of activities, which covers the enforcement of tolls. The
community still does not accept tolls. Many motorists
who have paid their money, some as early as February,
have yet to receive their tags. The fact that there are still
so many problems in trying to work out the accounts is
hardly likely to strengthen anyone's belief that a
privatised system will work better than a public one.
The Labor Party will continue to oppose the
privatisation of the Tullamarine Freeway and the
regressive tax of a toll- it is a tax, regardless of what
the government might say about it. The Labor Party
will continue to oppose any privatisation schemes put
forward by the coalition Liberal government.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - In expressing
support for the Rail Corporations and Transport Acts
(Amendment) Bill I indicate at the outset that I am well
known for my support of passenger services,
particularly in country Victoria. I strongly support the
provision and upgrading of those services, the
introduction of efficiencies and the general
improvement of services to the public. However, in his
second-reading speech the Minister for Transport said:
This bill supports and facilitates the government's program of
public transport reform. One of the bill's principal purposes is
to create a new statutory rail corporation called the Spencer
Street Rail Authority.

Later in the speech he said:
The bill generally provides for finetuning of the provisions
relating to the franchise arrangements and the operating
arrangements for private operators of tram and train services,
as well as clarifying the provisions for enforcement of
transport-related offences.

I listened with a great deal of interest to the comments
of the honourable members for Thomastown and
Essendon. I have to say that the hypocrisy of their
comments had to be heard to be believed, and they
could not be believed because they were so
hypocritical. I made some notes of the contribution of
the honourable member for Thomastown. He stated that
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opposition to privatisation in Victoria, particularly
privatisation of parts of the transport system, is based
on the number of bills that have been introduced in
Parliament. He then said that the bill was wrong and
that when the opposition gets into government - if it
ever gets into government - it would seek to amend
this legislation and the related acts.
I remind the honourable member for Thomastown of
the bills the Labor government introduced in the 1980s.
I will refer to just two. The Liquor Control
(Amendment) Bill was debated in 1986. Those of us
who were here in 1986 will remember there were
hundreds of amendments. We debated the bill as it was
presented to us, and there were hundreds of
amendments which we were supposed to debate at the
same time.
In 1989 the new water bill was before Parliament.

Again, those of us who were there will remember - I
know the Minister for Transport remembers it well that once again hundreds of amendments to the bill
were moved. Yet the honourable member for
Thomastown is saying we should not have all these
bills; we should not be finetuning legislation!
The bill under discussion proposes changes to the
Victorian transport system to ensure increased
efficiency and better service. Moving towards
privatisation will produce profit, which has to be the
bottom line. The honourable member for Essendon
made comments that showed total opposition to
privatisation. What was the debt in Victoria in 1992$32 billion, $33 billion? How has it been reduced to
approximately $6 billion? By privatisation - selling
off some of the assets owned by the state - and it is
working well, particularly the privatisation of
electricity, which is one of the great success stories for
Victoria and is being utilised around the world as a
model.
It is necessary to remember those thoughts and the
changes implemented since 1992. It is also necessary to
remind ourselves of the lack of action taken by the
Labor government from 1982 to 1992 and the massive
debt that was run up during those 10 years. We need
only reflect on that to understand the difference
between the thinking of the opposition and that of the
coalition and the actions that have been taken.

I refer again to the hypocrisy of the comments of
opposition members. I remind the opposition of the
huge losses sustained by the public transport system in
the 1970s and in the 10 years from 1982, when
hundreds of millions of dollars were being lost every
year. Things had to change; everyone recognised it.
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Nothing was being done. The then Labor government
tried to improve the situation. Everyone remembers
former Minister for Transport Steve Crabb, one of the
better ministers of the Labor government. He tried very
hard to overcome the problems, but it was too difficult.
He had to contend with the unions, the problems of
trying to improve an antiquated system with no money
being spent on it, and lack of service. The bottom line
was that the public transport system and the people of
Victoria sustained a huge loss.
Now we have seen the change, which is dramatic. I am
reminded of the efforts of Steve Crabb when he was the
Minister for Transport. He said, 'I will fix this. We will
borrow money and reduce the staff in the public
transport system'. So he borrowed something like
$60 million. Attempts were made to upgrade the
system, to reduce staff numbers and to stop all the
featherbedding and overcome the union problems that
were occurring. After the money had been spent I asked
the former minister how it went He said, 'What really
happened in the finish was that as we were putting staff
off they were putting them on again'. They had no
fewer staff at all! In the 1980s there were something
like 33 000 public transport staff. How many are there
now? There are fewer than 9000. The staff numbers
were reduced from 33000 to 9000! That speaks for
itself - and we have a better service. There is no doubt
that the need for change was recognised in the 1980s
but nothing happened to bring it about; there were no
results. The service was still losing hundreds of
millions of dollars.
We then entered the 1990s. In 1992 the need for change
was apparent. The government decided that it needed to
look at the existing facilities and assets and the various
areas that were under the control of government that
could be changed to reduce the debt and provide better
service to Victorians. The sale of some of those assets
has been of great benefit to the state of Victoria. I might
add, before someone inteIjects, that the government has
made it clear that it is not selling off the state's water
industry. I am pleased to indicate that the Premier and
Treasurer have confirmed that the water industry is not
up for sale.

Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Perton) - Order!
The honourable member for Murray Valley is an
Acting Speaker and as such knows the rules of debate.
The debate is on the Rail Corporations and Transport
Acts (Amendment) Bill, and water corporatisation or
privatisation is well beyond the ambit of the debate.
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Mr JASPER - I appreciate your comments,
Mr Acting Speaker, and also indicate that, as you would
be very much aware, passing reference was being made
to that issue to ensure that the actual position was
brought home clearly to the opposition.
Ms Campbell inteIjected.

Mr JASPER - I will be interested to hear the
comments of the honourable member for Pascoe Vale.
Changes occurred in 1992. I admit that I was extremely
concerned in those early years of coalition government
about the possibility that country Victoria would have
no passenger rail services. I am pleased to say that
passenger rail services are being provided at a very high
standard for those of us living in country Victoria.
In those early years of the Kennett government there
was pressure to gain efficiencies, to consider the
introduction of change and to reduce the massive losses
that Victoria was experiencing in the transport industry.
I congratulate the former Minister for Public Transport,
Alan Brown, on the work he did in introducing reform
and ensuring that the inefficiencies in the industry were
addressed, service delivery was improved and facilities
were upgraded. That reform has been carried on by the
current Minister for Transport. The delivery of
improved services has been well recognised and
supported by the general pUblic.

The government was prepared to take the action
required to gain those efficiencies. As a result Victoria
has seen not only improvements in passenger rail
services but an upgrading of the infrastructure
generally. Victoria now has cleaner trains that generally
run on time. Money has been spent on the upgrading of
metropolitan railway stations, and that has been carried
through into country Victoria. Since 1992 Victorians
have seen positive action by the government in
upgrading rail services and achieving efficiencies, and
they will continue to see improved efficiencies in the
future. I want to highlight one of the changes
implemented in passenger rail services in country
Victoria, which at one stage faced dramatic reductions.
Country passenger services were retained and
improved, resulting in increased patronage, reduced
losses and a better service overall.
Each day three services run each way between
Wodonga and Melbourne. When the government was
making changes to the service it sought to introduce for
one of those services each day a combination of bus
and rail. Passengers would get on a bus at Wodonga,
Springhurst, Wangaratta or Benalla, which would take
them to the Seymour station where they would transfer
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to a train service to Melbourne. People did not utilise
the service and there was a 75 per cent drop in
patronage. Following representations to the government
and recognition on its part that the service was not
being supported by the general public, a Sprinter train
was introduced, resulting in a 75 per cent increase in
passenger utilisation compared with the earlier train
service. That highlights the fact that when services are
improved and facilities upgraded people will use them,
and that is the bottom line.
I strongly support the government's actions over the
past two years in privatising the system and
progressively introducing the changes that were
introduced, including corporatisation and the
establishment of statutory corporations for trams and
trains, among them country passenger and freight
services.
Privatisation will provide a further upgrade in the
service and facilities provided to users of the rail system
to ensure that we draw people back to rail passenger
and other services provided through the transport
network around metropolitan Melbourne in particular.
The recently successful sale of V!Line Freight is a step
in the right direction to ensure that more and more
country Victorians use the privatised V!Line Freight
service, now called Freight Victoria. If that organisation
improves and upgrades services even further, it will
find that people in country Victoria will increase their
utilisation of the service. Rail transport will present
stronger competition to road transport, and that is what
we are looking for - active competition. Competition
is what it is all about, and Victorians will see that with
the improvements introduced by Freight Victoria in
country Victoria. Rail transport services will be in
direct competition with road transport services. If the
amount of freight being shifted by rail in country
Victoria can be increased, it will reduce the number of
trucks on Victoria's roads and reduce the pressure on
the road system generally.
Tenders have now been called for the V!Line Passenger
service in country Victoria, and apparently
announcements will be made shortly about the
successful tenderers. Further steps will be taken to
upgrade and improve the service, and that will mean
increased patronage and usage of the service generally.
The bill is a further step in the overall upgrading of
transport services across Victoria which will draw
passengers back into the system.
I have not mentioned at any length the services being
provided in metropolitan Melbourne. There is no doubt
that Melbourne has seen an improvement in those
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services resulting in increased patronage, and some
very successful initiatives have been taken. The City
Circle tram, for example, has been a great success. That
free service for tourists and others is typical of the work
being done in recognising the importance of the
services being provided for the movement of
passengers around metropolitan Melbourne.
The Spencer Street railway station, where passenger
rail services from country Victoria terminate, is of
particular importance. That area needs upgrading and
improvement to ensure that a continued high standard
of service is provided.
In summary, the bill is a further step forward in
improving the transport system across Victoria and
ensuring that improved services will be provided. I
make no apology for my strong support for the rail
services provided in country Victoria and in
metropolitan Melbourne for the movement of
passengers. The retention of country Victoria's
passenger rail services, the changes implemented
through the establishment of statutory authorities, and
now the privatisation of the system, will ensure further
improvements in the future. The losses that were
sustained in years gone by, through the 1970s and in the
1980s in particular, will be turned around, and the
private organisations that purchase the transport
services will be able to provide a profitable service for
themselves and for the people of Victoria.

Mr eARLI (Coburg) - I oppose the Rail
Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill. It
is a bad attempt to amend a series of mistakes the
government has made with its transport privatisation
program. The omnibus bill - it amends 13 other
bills - is clumsy and demonstrates the dysfunctional
nature of the privatisation that is occurring in Victoria.
It contains a series of amendments to bills, many of
which have not even been proclaimed. It provides for
changes to amendments that have been amended and
amended.
Clumsy legislation has been introduced throughout the
government's privatisation program. As yet another
attempt to tidy up legislation the bill is another example
of that clumsiness. It will muck up the legislation even
more and will require the government to introduce yet
another bill containing even more amendments. It is
characteristic of the speed and lack of preparation that
is inherent in the government's privatisation agenda.
The privatisation agenda is wrong, and that is
demonstrated by the dismal services provided in the
transport system in the United Kingdom. The changes
provided for in the bill will enable institutional
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arrangements to be made for the privatisation of
infrastructure.

a London airport to Manchester airport, the second
busiest airport after the two main London airports.

It was the privatisation of infrastructure in the UK that
really demonstrated how poor the privatisation program
there was. It established rolling stock companies that
hold and lease back the rolling stock to private
providers. The rolling stock was sold at discounted
prices, which were clearly under value, to rolling stock
companies, or roscos. The roscos made a fortune. They
held the stock for a while and then sold the stock on,
making hundreds of millions of pounds in a short
period That was money the public did not get. Money
that should have gone into the public purse was
distributed into the hands of the likes ofMr Anderson
and Mr Souter, who established the company called
Porterbrook, one of the first companies to make
hundreds of millions of pounds by on-selling roscos to
other companies.

Returning to Victoria, the bill will make it even easier
for the government to implement the changes necessary
for the selling off of the infrastructure. The process will
again be mucked up and monopolies will again be
created in the private sector - monopolies that will
earn considerable money at the expense of consumers,
in this case train travellers. Opposition members are
very much opposed to that. The UK example shows
what can happen - and at what cost! The UK example
also shows how difficult it is following privatisation to
reform a system to make it better. Once privatisation
occurs and monopolies have been set up they are hard
to break. I suppose that is the nature of monopolies.

The implementation of the Thatcher reforms was a
terrible time for public enterprises. Those reforms
resulted in the privatisation of not only the rail system,
but also its infrastructure. Billions of dollars went into
the hands of some individuals, while taxpayers lost
millions of pounds sterling. It was a disgrace.
The disgrace continues. Railtrack, one of the railway
infrastructure companies - roscos - in Britain
recently announced that it had made a £428 million
profit - £ 1.2 million sterling per day. Critics have
described the figure as scandalous and have called for
tighter government control of the firm, which owns the
rail stations, tracks and signalling in the United
Kingdom. Critics include consumer groups and the
government itself. Even Mr Prescott, the transport
minister, has claimed that the amount of money the
companies that own the infrastructure can make is an
incredible scandal.
Those companies are able to make exorbitant profits
because they are monopolies. The UK. has gone from
having government monopolies to private monopolies,
and the private monopolies have earned monopoly rents
and taken as much as they can. Ultimately it is paid for
by the taxpayers and consumers.
Last year I travelled from London to Manchester on
Virgin Rail. The system really hit me - it cost me a lot
of money and its ability to meet timetables and inform
me of prices was poor. Before I bought my ticket I was
given a series of different prices for how much it would
cost me to go to Manchester. The only thing good about
the trip was that there were few other passengers
because increasingly passengers are deserting the rail
system for buses and airlines. Commuters can fly from

The bill will amend a series of acts. One of the
amendments will result in the strengthening of penalties
for ticketing offences, particularly on buses. Private bus
companies will be given the same legal protection that
will be given to the eventual private owners of the train
and tram systems. The privatisation and ticketing
processes have been disastrous. I know the ticketing
system is a disaster because of the amount of fare
evasion mentioned in the Auditor-General's report and
from my experiences of using the train and tram
systems.
Coburg is well serviced by trains and trams, and I make
much use of them. From using the system and talking
to others who use it, I know that it has a series of
problems. One of the problems is that machines break
down. Many people have come to my office having
been fined as a result of machines breaking down. The
onus of proof in such circumstances is on the consumer,
who is now an offender. Many people who have been
stopped because they have not had tickets and who
have said, 'The machine was broken', have had to
provide proof. It is not all that easy to prove that the
machines were not functioning and that you were not
able to buy tickets.
I have also been approached by a series of people who
had bought valid tickets but who for a range of reasons
had not validated them every time they changed their
modes of transport on the day - they forgot, it was too
crowded on the trams or they were simply not aware of
it. They had been fmed for having valid tickets but not
validating them on all occasions. I have taken the
matter up with the minister.
Another matter of concern is concessions. There has
been a significant crackdown on people who travel on
public transport with concession tickets. Situations have
occurred where people have been advised that their
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health cards and other forms of concession
identification are not valid and that they must have
particular identification that is available from
Centrelink. Those people have also been fined, even
though they have proved clearly that they are eligible
for concessions. No doubt when they were infonned of
the situation they would have gone to Centrelink to
seek the proper concession cards. Although I agree that
people should pay their fares and not rip off the system,
the system that is in place at the moment does not make
it easy.
We have a series of problems including ticket machine
failures and people who, for a whole host of reasons, no
longer want to pay. Evasion is increasing, and as a
result even people who want to be seen to be
contributing to the system feel less obliged to pay. The
system is now entering a period of crisis.
The bill has positive elements encompassing a large
number of items the opposition would support, but
because it is an omnibus bill the opposition opposes it.
Provision for the Spencer Street Station Authority, for
example, is not bad It is a pity, however, that -like
every other privatisation initiative in Victoriatransport privatisation will be controlled by the
Treasurer. The privatisation of the public transport
system is driven not by the needs of the consumer, the
department or the system itself as part of the state's
infrastructure but by the Treasurer. We see that over
and over again. Why is the Treasurer always behind
privatisation actions? Because the government works
from an ideological standpoint, not from any overall
analysis or planning for the future.
The Treasurer is a major proponent of and believer in
privatisation. He went to the United Kingdom during
the golden age ofMargaret Thatcher when that
government was setting out to privatise everything and
create the new world order. When he came back he was
a zealot for refonns of that kind, even though, as we
now know, the Thatcher agenda failed and the Blair
government is trying to repair the mess. Yet the
Treasurer is still a zealot and seeks to influence every
government department and to privatise wherever
possible.
The opposition has consistently opposed unnecessary
privatisation and the ideological position taken by the
government. Members of the opposition are sceptical of
zealots and of the dogma that has been such a part of
the privatisation process.
This dog's breakfast of a bill, as well as being an
attempt to facilitate privatisation, is designed to fix up
the mess created by earlier legislation that was not
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drafted properly. It contained phrases that were not
expressed properly, and it was simply not drafted as it
should have been. No doubt we will be here again and
again while this government is in office considering
amendments of this type. The government cannot get
the legislation right and cannot present it properly.
I support the honourable member for Thomastown and
the honourable member for Essendon in their
opposition to the bill. The opposition will continue to
oppose privatisation of our public transport system.

Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - I have heard
it all before. Every time the honourable member for
Coburg speaks on an issue of this kind he talks about
the horrible ills of privatisation. Privatisation seems to
be a bugbear of the opposition's; it cannot appreciate
the benefits accruing to all sorts of public services from
outsourcing and privatisation. The problem seems to be
the word itself. It gives opposition members the horrors.
It is extraordinary that we keep harping back to the
experiences of other countries. True, some of the
United Kingdom experience was less than satisfactory.
However, Victoria has had the benefit of that
experience and can determine the changes needed in
our transport system in that light. We can utilise the UK
experience and the experiences of other countries that
have privatised public transport to improve and greatly
enhance the system in this state.

The honourable member for Coburg also said that the
system here is in crisis. He cannot be spending very
much time on public transport. I never bring a car to
Melbourne unless I absolutely have to. At every
opportunity I use the train to come to Melbourne
because it is punctual.

Mr Spry intetjected.
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - I acknowledge the
inteIjection. Anything that gets me anywhere on time
must be a damn good service!
Government Members - Hear, hear!

Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - If I get on the train at
Albury at 6.20 am. or in Wodonga at 6.28 a.m. I arrive
in Melbourne by 10.05 a.m., and then I can go straight
to my meeting. Or I can get on the earlier train that
leaves at about 3.50 a.m. and be here at 7.00 a.m. for an
early meeting. It might sound extraordinary to some of
the city members - Government members interjecting.
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Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - I thought a few of the
city members had a bit of a bush background, but
obviously they haven't.
On the train you can sit back and relax; you can have a
sleep if you need it; you can read; or you can talk to
constituents to get a bit oflocal knowledge.

An Honourable Member -

You can use your

laptop.
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - Yes, you can use your
laptop too, if you are computer literate, which some of
us are very fast becoming.

The honourable member for Coburg suggested that the
bill fixes up the mess of previous bills. What he fails to
realise is that the bill accommodates change; it does not
deal with messes. As the transport system changes the
legislation needs to be updated to accommodate the
changes. It was made clear throughout the
second-reading speech that the legislative changes are
designed to accommodate changes occurring in public
transport - and those changes are for the better.
I am a public transport user. Not only do I catch the
train to Melbourne, but when I am here I am without a
car, so if! want to go somewhere I have to use the Met
If a country boy like me can use the Met it has to be
pretty damn good, and it is. It is punctual. If it says on
the board that the train is going to leave at such and
such a time or that it is a minute or two away, you
know it is right. It is a damn good system. Punctuality
is not my long suit, but it is certainly the long suit of the
Met and V!Line.
A Government Member - It's something strange
to you, isn't it?
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN -It's something I'm
getting better at, Mr Acting Speaker.

In the few minutes remaining to me I shall refer to
some comments made by the honourable member for
Thomastown. He said the Spencer Street Station
Authority is a sensible step. I am delighted to hear that
It is sensible, much needed and long awaited. Spencer
Street has the potential to be one of the greatest railway
stations in Australia It is in the centre of great
development including the Docklands, and is right
inside the CBD. It has enonnous potential for
development.
The Spencer Street project will be one of the great
developments of Melbourne. It will attract many
visitors. Ifhonourable members have any doubt about
how good it will be, I suggest they visit the City of
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Kyoto in Japan where the central railway station was
the typical bland, unattractive station with thousands of
trains passing through it, including the Shinkansen
bullet train from three different directions. The city has
made the station the very heart of the city. The new
development is centred around what used to be a
railway station, but now it has 15 to 17 floors of
shopping and commercial development with no
residential units. It is the most magnificent centrally
based public transport railway service in Japan.
The contribution of the honourable member for
Thomastown was extraordinary. He suggested that the
government had stolen Labor Party policy. The
Labor Party is so bereft of policy that when its
members see the government developing a good plan
they imagine it is their plan. They say, 'We just locked
it in the closet and did not tell anyone about it'. The
development of Spencer Street station will occur
because of the actions of the Kennett government and
because this government has the money to develop the
project. Where would the fonner Labor government
have obtained the money to develop the project?
Mr Maclellan - They could have borrowed it from
Pyramid!
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - That is a good point. The
government not only develops policies that will
fundamentally change the centre of Melbourne but also
has the ability to pay for them.

The other aspect of the proposal that I appreciate is that
the government has taken the hard decision to separate
the development from Docklands. Docklands is a
brilliant concept and the authority has the capacity to
develop a project that will be the envy of cities around
Australia. Ifboth projects were developed or managed
jointly, there could be a conflict of interest. The
Spencer Street Station Authority will primarily ensure
that public transport requirements are the no. 1 priority.
I believe the Spencer Street station development will
complement the Docklands project and be the equal of
the City of Kyoto development.
The honourable member for Thomastown believes
privatisation is an ogre. Those projects can occur only
through the involvement of the private sector. If they
were not funded by private enterprise they would be
built at taxpayers' expense. I again ask the opposition:
how would it pay for the Spencer Street development?
Victoria will be so much better off because of those
projects, and Victorian taxpayers will not have to pay
for them.
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The honourable member for Thomastown referred to
the Hilmer competition provisions being abandoned in
this legislation. How can competition work if public
services are retained as public sector entities? If public
transport is controlled and operated by government
agencies, how can the concept of competition as
suggested by Hilmer be introduced in all areas of public
endeavour? I suggest the opposition has not thought
through that concept.
Being a constant traveller on V!Line over the past six. or
seven years I have seen the standard of delivery of that
service improved incrementally. The service is now
more timely, and the conductors are courteous and
friendly, which is reflected by the increased patronage.
The majority of people who use the northern line
service to Albury-Wodonga are repeat customers. The
separation of the freight and passenger services is of
benefit to the system. The government is concerned
about trying to do things better. The freight service can
concentrate on its core business while the passenger
service can concentrate on its passengers, increasing
patronage, improving services and getting people who
use cars off the road and on to public transport. I know
the passenger service operators are doing it much
better. During the six. or seven years since I have been a
member of this place I have noticed the consistent
improvement of that service.
I refer now to a matter close to my heart - the
relocation of the railway line in Wodonga. I am
delighted that the Premier has committed $19 million to
the project. I am equally delighted that because the
government is still waiting for a matching grant from
the federal government, the Premier has decided to
leave the money on the table for another 12 months. It
will make more difference to the Rural City of
Wodonga than any other infrastructure project. It will
open up the central area of the city for development and
take out about 15 railway crossings with the total
redevelopment removing 18 railway crossings from the
fastest growing city in country Victoria It is a
wonderful service and the provisions in this bill will
make it even better. I commend the bill to the house.

Mr BRUMBY (Broadmeadows) - The provisions
of the Rail Corporations and Transport Acts
(Amendment) Bill traverse a wide range of issues
involving public transport and, as pointed out by
previous speakers, it impacts on 13 acts of Parliament.
It is an omnibus bill, a dog's breakfast, accurately
described as such by the honourable member for
ThomastoWD. The bill has some good things in it, but
most of its provisions are bad Because it is an omnibus
bill and makes amendments to bills previously
amended but yet to be proclaimed, the opposition is not
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happy about the process and, therefore, opposes the
measure.
One of the positive aspects of the bill is the creation of
the Spencer Street Station Authority. I support that
strongly. For the benefit of the Minister for Transport
and government members, who have been coy about
the origins of the proposal, I will set the record straight.
I refer to the document Melbourne Access 2000: the
balanced transport alternative to City Link, released by
me as Leader of the Opposition in April 1995. That
excellent document committed the Labor Party to the
redevelopment of Spencer Street railway station. As a
key element ofLabor's strategy the document
contained the following 100point plan:
I.

Completion of the Western Ring Road from the Hume
Highway to the West Gate Freeway.

2.

Construction of a Docklands link road.

3.

Improvements to the Tullamarine Freeway.

4.

Public transport improvements.

5.

Construction of a rapid transit link to Melbourne Airport.

6.

Redevelopment of Spencer Street station as an integrated
transport interchange.

7.

Construction of a Domain tunnel.

8.

Construction of a link from Batman A venue to Spring
Street.

9.

Development of transport improvements in the
south-eastem corridor.

1O. Getting the process right

Page 18 of that 6O-page report contains more detail on
Labor's proposals for Spencer Street station and the
upgrade of the Upfield rail line. Chapter 6 on page 38 is
headed 'Redevelopment of Spencer Street station'. I
refer to what Labor then said:
The Kennett government is proposing to effectively close
Spencer Street station and squeeze country and interstate
tIains and buses into Flinders Street station. Labor regards this
as inappropriate because of the central role that Spencer Street
station can play in better linking the various transport modes
that service Melbourne's CAD.
}[ also believes that it is undesirable to add to the barrier
between the city centre and the Yarra River Bank by
channelling further traffic into Flinders Street station.
In proposing to close Spencer Street the Kennett government
also fails to understand the fundamental difference between a
central metropolitan commuter rail station and a long-distance
transport terminal. Commuters pass rapidly through a station,
nonnally in less than 2 minutes, and are only seeking basic
convenience services. A long-distance terminal, 011 the other
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hand, needs to cater for longer-stay travellers. They expect a
higher level of comfort akin to the convenience found in
airport terminals.

Melbourne Access 2000 therefore proposes the
redevelopment of Spencer Street station to provide a modern
terminal for the airport link. the Sydney XPT and a
comprehensive interchange for country and metropolitan
trains and buses.
This redevelopment would encompass a large building
constructed over the rail lines with a first-floor level
concourse. Buses would leave by ramps direct to Spencer
Street and Footscray Road, linking up to either the southem or
westem bypasses for a direct route out of the city centre.
The opportunities for related office development at Spencer
Street suggest that this project would be attractive to the
private sector.
The Kennett government has sought to incorporate a bus
interchange into its Federation Square project. However,
while Labor strongly supports the Federation Square concept
it believes that the bus interchange is better located at Spencer
Street where there would be easy, direct linkages to other
major transport modes.

The opposition costed that with a government
contribution of$20 million, the remainder being private
sector development. The proposal in the bill is a Labor
initiative. I congratulate the government on having the
courage, vision and foresight to steal the Labor idea that
I released and developing it into legislation.
A good fonner Premier, Sir Rupert Hamer, was a

master at stealing Labor policy. He would steal good
Labor policy and claim it as his own; he described what
was left behind as socialist dogma. I am pleased that the
government is stealing good aspects ofLabor policy.
Mrs Shardey inteIjected.

Mr BRUMBY - There is nothing new about the
ignorance of the honourable member for Caul field You
can protest however you like, but it was Labor's idea
and policy.

Mr Maclellan inteIjected.
Mr BRUMBY press conferences.

It was widely released; I did the

Mr Maclellan inteIjected.
l\fr BRUMBY - Go to the library and get a copy,
Minister. While the minister is in the chamber to hear
about it I mention that point no. 8 of Melbourne Access
2000 was the construction of a link from Batman
A venue to Spring Street. What's in a street? The
minister asks, 'What is there between two streets?'. The
Labor Party policy states:
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This new link, over the rail yards, will be the most significant
of a series of improvements to city fringe distributor roads.
This will reduce conflicting traffic movements which
currently create bottlenecks. Hoddle Street will be freed up
for north-south movements, Brunton Avenue for access to the
inner northern suburbs and City Road for access to and from
Southbank.

The general principle of putting a freeway over the
railyards was a Labor idea; it was stated in the Labor
document. The only contentious issue was whether it
linked Batman Avenue with Spring or Exhibition
streets. The government has moved it one block down.
I remind the house that it was a Labor idea. I
congratulate the minister for embracing another Labor
initiative so enthusiastically.
They are the positive aspects of the bill. However, the
opposition is concerned about aspects of public
transport privatisation. The Labor Party does not have
an ideological view about privatisation. In the past,
federal and state Labor governments have privatised
services. Privatisation needs to be examined on a
case-by-case basis. Victoria has an integrated rail
system with linkages; it is also multimodal. The Labor
Party is most concerned that if you sell it off, firstly,
you will transfer ownership to an overseas owner and,
secondly, you will not get the linkages and coordination
needed in the system.
Other honourable members have referred to difficulties
about privatisation. The Age of 27 September 1998
carried a headline 'Potential rail buyers under fire in the
UK'. Another in the Herald Sun of 18 February 1999
reads 'PTC bidders show poor track record'. That refers
to the foreign bidders' track record in Britain.
I will focus on a couple of matters. It is fair to say that
the legislation, despite our opposition and eloquent
arguments, will be passed. If so, I would like to see the
establishment in Victoria of an essential services
commissioner whose job it would be to properly
oversee the operation of what will be effectively a
privatised transport system. A call was made in August
1998 by Cr Peter McMullin of the Melbourne City
Council for stronger regulation. Labor has since
released its policy on this matter in which it said it is
committed to the appointment of an essential services
commissioner whose job it would be to oversee not
only the gas and electricity industries but also public
transport. It is crucial that consumers' rights are
protected
I also raise a broader issue. I refer to an article by
Kenneth Davidson in an October 1998 edition of the
Age headed 'Why we neglect rail at our peril'. That
article followed the Channel 10 miniseries on the 1997
Granville train disaster. In a well-argued article
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Mr Davidson makes clear beyond doubt the importance
of substantial investment in public infrastructure for
safety and economic reasons.

The other issue I raise is about potential job losses that
could occur through privatisation. I refer to an article in
the Age of 22 February 1999 which summarises the
situation well, under the headline '$1 billion blow to
state feared when train system sold'. The article states:
The state economy could lose up to $ I billion in business if
new trains and trams are made overseas and not in Victoria
after the public transport system is sold, according to a
leading business group.
Business East, the economic development body for
Melbourne's eastern suburbs, issued the warning as it stepped
up its campaign for changes in the tender documents for the
sale of the state's five train and tram companies.

I agree with the comments made by Business East
executive director Mr Craig IGrkwood. It is
disappointing that a provision supporting his call for
bids to be required to include a commitment to regional
development is not in the legislation. I do not always
give the Howard government a pat on the back, but
when it sold the South Australian arm of the South
Australian National Railways Commission his
government required the bidders to detail what they
would do for regional development. The bid awarded
by the Howard government went to the second-highest
bidder because its regional development and jobs bids
were the best.
The potential exists for $1 billion investment in
construction. The honourable member for Ballarat West
is in the chamber. The contract requires a commitment
to regional development and will mean jobs for
Ballarat, Bendigo, parts of the Latrobe Valley and other
parts of regional Victoria, including Geelong. I urge the
government to examine the issue.
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years away, it should not plough through the middle of
my electorate without consultation or an environmental
impact study being carried out. Project proponents and
the department have at best been secretive.
I urge the Minister for Planning and Local Government
to examine what has transpired and reconsider the
issue. Unfortunately, I do not have time to go through
the entire council document, which comprises 15 pages
of concerns about the proposal.
The honourable member for Benambra referred to the
government's commitment of$18.5 million to shift the
railway line at Wodonga. As the shadow minister for
regional development I welcome that commitment. I
would have liked to see a firm allocation in the budget;
although it is not there, the commitment is positive
news for Albury-Wodonga
In my electorate provision is made for the rail line that
currently ends at Craigiebum to be extended to
Coolaroo, Somerton and further. The Labor
government made a commitment in 1992 to extend that
line. That area has seen a huge population growth.
Some 5000 people reside at Roxburgh Park, 3300 at
Coolaroo, 13500 at Meadow Heights, and 11 000 at
Craigiebum but currently the electrification goes only
to Broadmeadows. I would like the government to
prioritise that issue. Earlier I raised it over the table with
the Minister for Transport and I hope he examines it.
An absurd situation exists in Victoria where half of the

state's freight lines are broad gauge and the other half
are standard gauge.

I turn now to the proposal for the fast-rail link from the
Melbourne CBD to the airport through my electorate of
Broadmeadows. The Labor Party supports the link in
principle. However, it has huge concerns about the
appalling way the matter was handled. On 22 February
the Hume City Council, which is pro-development,
decided to vigorously oppose the link because of the
lack of information, detail and commitment to
undertaking a proper environmental impact study. The
decision was made after much consideration. Several
meetings were held with the Department of
Infrastructure but whenever specific detail was
requested it was not forthcoming. It is not good enough.

It is like having half the state on personal computers
and half on Macintoshes - they have a great deal of
difficulty talking to each other. A number of reports
have been produced on the matter. The Maunsell report,
a copy of which I hope to be provided with next week,
was commissioned to look at the cost-benefit ratios of
standardising the whole state. Maunselllooked at three
options, the first of which was to standardise parts of
the network in the Geelong area. The second option
was to standardise a large part of the country network at
a cost of $180 million. The third option was to
standardise the whole system, including the Met, for
$300 million. Maunsell found that there were
considerable gains for the state in standardising the rail
gauge. It is absurd that we are about to enter a new
millennium with half the state on one gauge and half on
another. It is nonsense. I want to see a unified rail
system in Victoria.

Although a fast-rail link is needed between Melbourne
Airport and the CBD, whether it be 5, 10,20 or more

Maunsell pointed out a range of benefits. I have seen
only the executive summary, not the full report, but I
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know that many benefits were listed, including that
standardisation would allow for flexibility in the use of
rolling stock and access to world rolling-stock markets,
the costs associated with transhipping would disappear,
it would create more flexibility in the interstate
network, and it could link in with the high-speed rail
link between Melbourne and Darwin, which would
require the standardisation of the line from Shepparton
to Tocumwal. Above all it would mean jobs and
opportunities for Victorians, especially south-west
Victorians, and a real boost to the state as a whole,
particularly to the ports of Portland and Geelong.
Victoria would be able to grab more product from
southern New South Wales.
The bill deals with City Link and toll evaders. The
Minister for Transport is at the table, and I say to him
that there is every chance that I and many other
members of Parliament will be toll evaders. I rang
Transurban eight weeks ago to obtain an e-tag. I
supplied all relevant details over the phone, including
my Mastercard number, and I thought that would be the
end of the matter. Two and a halfweeks later I received
some forms that had to be filled in. I filled in the forms
and sent them off. That was six weeks ago and I have
heard nothing. It is a joke. If I do not have my e-tag by
the time City Link opens I will be a toll evader because
I will be using the freeway.
I will not put up with this grossly incompetent program.
I have done everything correctly. I have made the calls
and filled in the forms. This appalling and sloppy
arrangement means that I am disadvantaged. There
could be a few toll evaders because of the poor
performance of the company.
I again ask the Minister for Transport to make sure that
City Link and Transurban are brought to account and
are required to provide decent services to consumers
such as I, who have done everything right and heard
nothing from the company.
Mr JENKINS (Ballarat West) - The establishment
of the Spencer Street Station Authority is great news. It
is a fantastic opportunity to redevelop the area with the
Docklands project - the new stadium, the new bridge
over the rail tracks from La Trobe Street to Docklands
and the new tram route.

The historic precinct surrounding Spencer Street station
was redeveloped in the 1960s and is now looking
shabby. The new authority will use commercial
imagination to ensure the area is redeveloped in accord
with the standards of its surrounds.
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I recall as a young lad arriving on the steam train from
Ballarat in the wooden carriages, with the red-capped
porters waiting to carry the cases and the railway pie
and coffee always ready for us at the refreshment
rooms. Those times have gone. Stainless steel trains
have arrived, and we need to look to 2000 and beyond
This project, under the control of the new authority, will
give us a modern transport terminal for trains, coaches
and taxis.
For this terminal to work properly we need good trains.
Under the heading 'Fast tracking Ballarat' the front
page of a supplement to Tuesday's Ballarat Courier is a
colourful sketch of an upgraded track from Melbourne
to Ballarat. It is a major story. Experts say if a few
kinks were taken out of the track we could get from
Ballarat to Melbourne in under an hour, which would
be fantastic for the great city ofBallarat. The Minister
for Transport, my colleague from Ballarat East and I
strongly support the project.
The supplement includes information on freight
transport and passenger services. The Ballarat
community is right behind the project. Mayor Judy
Verlin, who will be taking this seat in the next
Parliament, is reported as saying:
... her council is committed to the push ... She says a side
benefit of the campaign would be the support it would give to
other towns in the western region such as Ararat.

It will be a great boost for regional Victoria and

regional development.
In Ballarat there is a new information technology park
at Mount Helen. Many people are commuting between
Melbourne and Ballarat. The government needs to
provide facilities for commuters to work on the train.
The newspaper gets boring, even in the hour or less it
will take to arrive. The opportunity will exist for
commuters to plug in their computers and work all the
way to the office.

Who knows what communications will be like in
10 years? People may be able to program their
computers on the train and communicate via radio
waves to the station or their offices. That is not beyond
reality in the future.
That service may be just one of the delights available in
the new terminal at Spencer Street, which I believe
should be established under the new authority to the
standard of an airport. Melbourne Airport's facilities
make it one of the leading airports in the world. Why
can't Spencer Street be the leading transport facility for
land transport in the world? That can be done with good
thinking, good planning and commercial reality. A
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huge space above the building could be used for
commercial interests. Car parking could be
underground if need be, and trains, coaches and taxis
could service commuters.
The project will be associated with Docklands and will
give us the opportunity to have services from interstate,
Ballarat, Geelong, Seymour and Traralgon, and even
from Rutherglen and Wangaratta for the use of the
honourable member for Murray Valley. The very fast
XPT train between Wodonga and Melbourne gives
excellent service. In August I will again travel on that
service and check it out. The service runs on time and
ensures also that the worthy member for Benambra
arrives on time.
What could be better than having a magnificent
terminal where trains from Wodonga, Ballarat or
Geelong could glide in without being impeded by
delays from the metropolitan network, which can be
extremely frustrating? The train from Ballarat to
Melbourne often sits outside the Sunshine railway yard
waiting for the suburban train to go past. Country
passengers are delayed, and that is not right. The
Minister for Transport has worked hard to ensure the
installation of a third line for that area to alleviate that
problem. I trust that will happen very soon.
The proposed services will allow commuters to travel
into the city and then be taken to their workplaces. I can
visualise what will happen in the future with our
transport system. Victorians will have the opportunity
of commuting across the state much faster and will
enjoy pleasant surroundings at the Spencer Street
terminal. I hope the new authority has the imagination
required to include the use of air space and
underground space, and provide easy access to the great
new Docklands stadium. Commuters from Geelong,
Ballarat and Wodonga will be able to travel by train to
the terminal, and walk over the rail line via a bridge
into the Docklands stadium to see football, cricket or
pop concerts.
As a result of all the housing development in the
Docklands precinct in the future, Melbourne will
require further commercial development. Why
shouldn't it be on that particular site? I hope
consideration will be given to keeping some of the
historical features around the Spencer Street area to
provide a reminder of Melbourne's early railway days.
On the subject of history, there is an opportunity to
have a decent railway museum somewhere. It should
not be located in the Docklands area. I suggest to the
Premier that the ideal spot for an Australia-wide
railway museum is Ballarat, which already has a
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wonderful historic railway complex with bluestone
sheds and goods and carriage sheds. It is one of the few
places in Victoria that has goods shed with samples of
original British double-sided rails that could be turned
over when one side wore out.
Ballarat also has an excellent collection of railway
memorabilia, including the Lydiard Street railway gates
and a semaphore signal set-up. A magnificent railway
museum could be located at the railway station.
My imagination runs wild about this. Tourists could
come to Melbourne either by the proposed new fast
train or by steam train. It would be great to run a stream
train from the historic Spencer Street railway station to
historic Ballarat where tourists could visit the railway
museum, Sovereign Hill, the Great Southern Woolshed
and all the other features of the city and its surrounds.
We could have a loop from Ballarat through Meredith
to Geelong, and then my colleague from Geelong could
enjoy a train service to Melbourne. It could be a fast
train or a slow steam train - whichever one chose. The
opportunity exists for both services to be provided and
for a railway museum to be established at Ballarat.
Much of the very early railway rolling stock, including
the engines and carriages down at Newport, is rusting
out in the open. It could be placed in the existing sheds
at Ballarat and be part of a brand new railway museum.
The opportunity exists to develop tourism and a
transport system that would be of benefit to Victorian
country people who could come to the very modern
centre at Spencer Street where the facilities will be
upgraded. It would also benefit suburban travellers who
travel to Spencer Street to join the underground. The
Warrnamboolline also has a steam train service that
zooms through Geelong to Melbourne. Those trains
could also use the brand new terminal I propose. The
opportunities are enormous. I hope the Premier will
pick up my hint about the railway museum as he leaves
the chamber. This might be my last speech, so I am
making the most of it!
The Ballarat Courier article by the deputy editor, a very
learned journalist who has written much about
opportunities, mentions the freight and transport
opportunities for Victoria. I agree with what the
honourable member for Broadmeadows said about the
rail gauge saga: it was one of the biggest mistakes ever
made in transport planning in Australia. We have
suffered greatly from that over many years. I well
remember that on the way to a scouts jamboree in
Sydney we had to change at Albury where the platform
seemed to be about 100 miles long - it is the longest
in the Southern Hemisphere. The train pulled up and
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everybody got out and crossed the platfonn to the other
side to the New South Wales train that travelled on the
four-and-a-half gauge. The same thing happened
coming home. What a shemozzle that was.
It was a shemozzle also when the engines were changed
at Serviceton because one railway company operated

the steam train on the Victorian side and another
company on the Serviceton side. It was unbelievable.
We paid dearly for that. The quicker we get standard
gauge throughout the country the better. Standard
gauge rail lines need to go through much of Victoria,
particularly in the northern and western parts of the
state. The BaHarat to Ararat line, which was chopped
offby the federal Labor government, must be
reconnected. We missed out on the Ballarat connection
because 400 metres at the Ararat end of the line was not
connected
The Ballarat to Ararat railway line should be restored
and converted to standard gauge to complete the
standard gauge link from Ararat, through Ballarat and
Geelong, to Melbourne. What a great thing for Ballarat
and the rest of Victoria that would be. It is all
mentioned in the four-page report in the Ballarat
Courier, to which I have already referred I notice the
article includes a photo of a lovely young lady, Kay
Macalister, who commutes from Melbourne to Ballarat
daily and who happens to work for the Honourable Rob
Knowles, the Minister for Health in another place. She
is looking forward to a faster train service so she can
sleep in for another 20 minutes.
The newspaper articles confinn that the bill is just right
for Ballarat. It is very efficient of the Minister for
Transport to have the Spencer Street station area
upgraded and developed further. The development will
be unique to Victoria and will bring the whole of the
transport system into the modern era. Honourable
members who take the time to go to Spencer Street
station and observe how handicapped people have to
get around will find the facilities are very ordinary. It is
no encouragement to visitors that the great state of
Victoria - the greatest state in Australia - has as one
of its prime transport facilities a terminal that can be
described only as very ordinary.
The new authority will address that issue without
incurring huge costs. It will use the experience of its
members and commercial reality to seize opportunities.
The Minister for Planning and Local Government has
some grand ideas for the area. He is supported by the
Minister for Transport, who is so relaxed about the
whole issue he has said it is a great opportunity to
encourage country members to support the bill.
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In conclusion, I reiterate that the history of Spencer

Street station, Ballarat and the Melbourne-Ballarat
railway line is important. The line between Melbourne
and Ballarat was built in 1862 to service the potato
country. There is a great big loop in that line - it goes
from the Gordon station to MiHbrook, to Wallace, to
Bungaree, to Dunnstown and down to Mount
Warrenheip. Originally there were six stations in that
loop, today there are none and there is an express
service. It takes an extra 5 to 8 minutes to traverse the
big loop, resulting in the use of extra fuel and causing
wear and tear on the track. If the line went straight
through great efficiencies would be achieved. People
would be rushing to get to Melbourne and Ballarat on
this great rail line. This great historic line is part of a
bill that will have the effect of promoting Ballarat The
Minister for Transport will be able to claim for the
Ballarat area an efficient, modern and worthy rail
service.
In conclusion, we do not want to go back to the dim

dark ages offoot-warmers in our carriages because they
are a thing of the past, as are the old wooden carriages
with two little latches to open and close the windows.
We need modern, airconditioned trains.
I hope the shadow Minister for Transport will be able to
visit me in Ballarat in my retirement and enjoy a cup of
coffee with me after I greet him at the Ballarat railway
station!
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

The SPEAKER - Order! I would like to grant the
honourable member an extension of time, but sessional
orders do not pennit it. The honourable member's time
has expired.
As the required statement of intention has been made
pursuant to section 85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act, the
question is:
That this bill be now read a second time.

As there are fewer than 45 members present, I ask the
Clerk to ring the bells.
BeUsrung.
Members having assembled in chamber:
House divided on motion:

Ayes. 50
Andrighetto, Mr
Ashley,Mr
Burke, Ms
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr

Maclellan, Mr

McNamara, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
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Perton., Mr
Peulich., Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A. F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith., Mr E. R (Teller)
Smith, Mr 1. W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tehan., Mrs
Thompson.,Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Wade,Mrs
Wells,Mr

Dean, Or
Dixon, Mr (Teller)
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott,Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour, Mr (Teller)
Lean,Mr
Leigh, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall, Ms
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J. F.
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(b)

is, on and from a specified date, a train operator for
the purposes of a specified provision of this Act
(2D) The Governor in Council, by Order published in the
Government Gazette, may declare that a specified
body corporate, being a body corporate that (a)

is a party to a lease of tram infrastructure
(within the meaning of the Rail Corporations
Act 1996) by the Director acting on behalf of
the Crown or the Public Transport Corporation
or Rail Track or the Spencer Street Station
Authority; or

(b)

is a party to a contract with the Secretary or the
Director acting on behalf of the Crown for the
provision by that body corporate of a passenger
service-

Noes, 29
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks,Mr
Brumby,Mr
Cameron, Mr (Teller)
Campbel\, Ms
Carli,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Davies, Ms
DeJahunty, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett,Ms
Haerrneyer, Mr
Hulls,Mr

Kosky,Ms
Langdon., Mr (Teller)
Leighton, Mr
Lim,Mr
Loney,Mr
McLellan,Mr
Maddigan, Mrs
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Robinson, Mr (Teller)
Savage, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Thwaites, Mr

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.

is, on and from a specified date, a tram operator for
the purposes of a specified provision of this Act' .

Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

FREEDOM OF INFORMAnON
(AMENDMENl) BILL
Second reading

Circulated amendments
Circulated government amendments as follows agreed to:
1.

Clause 7, line 2, omit "2A" and insert "2E".

2.

Clause 17, line 6, before "In" insert "(I)".

3.

Clause 17, after line 21 insert'(2)

In section 2 of the Principal Act, for
sub-sections (2C) and (2D) substitute-

"(2C) The Governor in Council, by Order published in the
Government Gazette, may declare that a specified
body corporate, being a body corporate that (a)

is a party to a lease of rail infrastructure (within
the meaning of the Rail Corporations Act
1996) by the Director acting on behalf of the
Crown or the Public Transport Corporation or
Rail Track or the Spencer Street Station
Authority; or

is a party to a contract with the Secretary or the
Director acting on behalf of the Crown for the
provision by that body corporate of a passenger
service-

Debate resumed from 27 May; motion ofMrs WADE
(Attorney-General).

The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
That this bill be now read a second time and a third time and
the bilI be transmitted to the Legislative Council and their
concurrence desired therein.

House divided on question:

Ayes, 50
Andrighetto, Mr
Ashley,Mr
Bwke,Ms
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Dean, Or
Dixon, Mr (Teller)
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott,Mrs

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton., Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A. F.
Reynolds, Mr
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Finn, Mr
Gude,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr (Tel/er)
Lean,Mr
Leigh, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall,Ms
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr 1. F.

Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr E. R. (Tei/er)
Smith, Mr I. W.
Spry,Mr
Stegga1l, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Wade,Mrs
Wells,Mr

Noes, 29
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Cameron, Mr(feller)
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Davies, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Gamutt, Ms
Gillett,Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hulls, Mr

Kosky,Ms
Langdon, Mr (Teller)
Leighton, Mr
Lim,Mr
Loney, Mr
McLellan,Mr
Maddigan, Mrs
Micallef,Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Robinson, Mr (Teller)
Savage,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Thwaites, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

Dean,Dr
Dixon, Mr (Tei/er)
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour, Mr (Tei/er)
Lean, Mr
Leigh,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall,Ms
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr 1. F.
McLellan,Mr

Perton, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowrnan, Mr A. F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Savage,Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr E. R (Teller)
Smith, Mr I. W.
Spry,Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Wade,Mrs
Wells,Mr

Noes, 27
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr
Brumby,Mr
Cameron, Mr (Teller)
CampbeU,Ms
Carli, Mr
Cunningharn, Mr
Davies, Ms
DelahWlty, Ms
Garbutt,Ms
Gillett, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr

Hulls, Mr
Kosky,Ms
Langdon, Mr (Tel/er)
Leighton, Mr
Lirn, Mr
Loney, Mr
Maddigan, Mrs
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Robinson, Mr (Teller)
Seitz, Mr
Thwaites, Mr

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.

FOOD (AMENDMEN1) BILL

Read second time.

Remaining stages

Second reading
Debate resumed from 26 May; motion of Dr NAPTHINE
(Minister for Youth and Community Services) and
Mr THWAITES's amendment:

Passed remaining stages.

GAS INDUSTRY ACTS (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL

That ail the words after 'That' be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the words 'this house refuses to read

this bill a second time until proper consultation with local
government, small business and the food industry takes place
in relation to unnecessary costs and duplication in food safety
regulation' .

House divided on omission (members in favour vote no):

Ayes, 52
Andrighetto, Mr
Ashley, Mr
Burke, Ms
Clark, Mr
Cooper,Mr
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Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Napthioe, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr

Circulated amendments
Circulated government amendments 1 to 17 as follows
agreed to:
I.

Clause 2, line 2, omit "and 34" and insert ", 34 and 35".

2.

Clause 2, line 9, omit "and 34" and insert ", 34 and 35".

3.

Clause 8, line 25, before "In" insert "( I)".

4.

Clause 8, after line 29, insert-
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"(2) After section 16H(9) of the Gas Industry Act 1994

Third reading

insert"(9A) An offence under sub-section (9) is an
indictable offence.".
5.

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Clause 17, after line 11, insert"(2) An offence by a body corporate under sub-section (1 )
is an indictable offence.".

6.

Clause 17, line 12, omit "(2)" and insert "(3)".

7.

Clause 17, line 18,omit"(3)"andinsert"(4)".

8.

Clause 17, line 23, omit "(3)" and insert "(4)".

9.

Clause 17, line 23, omit "(2)" and insert "(3)".

10. Clause 17, page 17, after line 4, insert-

"() An offence under sub-section (I ) is an indictable
offence.".
11. Clause 17, page 17, line 5, omit "(2)" and insert "(3)".

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY ACTS
(FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 May; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time.

Circulated amendments

12. Clause 17, page 17, line 10, omit "(3)" and insert "(4)".
13. Clause 17, page 17, line 15, omit "(4)" and insert "(5)".

Circulated government amendments 1 to 21 as foUows
agreed to:

14. Clause 33, after line 25, insertI.

Clause 2, line 2, omit "section 8" and insert "sections 8, 16,
17, 18 and 19".

2.

Clause 2, after line 4, insert-

"(3) An offence under sub-section (2) is an indictable
offence....
15. Clause 33, line 26, omit "(3)" and insert "(4)".

HO

NEW CLAUSES
16. Insert the following New Clause to follow clause 34 -

"AA. Supreme COUl1-limiIation ofjurisdiction

3.

Clause 2, line 5, omit "(3)" and insert "(4)".

4.

Clause 6, after line 15, insert"(8) an offence by a body corporate under sub-section (7) is
an indictable offence.".

At the end of section 117A of the Gas
Safety Act 1997 insert "(2) It is the intention of section 109, as amended by
the Gas Industry Acts (Further Amendment)
Act 1999, to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975.".

Sections 16, 17, 18 and 19 come into operation on a
day or days to be proclaimed.".

5.

Clause 6, line 16, omit "(8)" and insert "(9)".

6.

Clause 6, line 21, omit "(9)" and insert "( 10)".

7.

Clause 6, line 25, omit "(9)" and insert "( 10)".

8.

Clause 6, line 25, omit "(8)" and insert "(9)".

9.

Clause 6, line 33, omit "( 10)" and insert H(ll f.

17. Insert the following New Clause to follow clause 37 -

"BB. Magistrates' Court Acll989

In Schedule 4 of the Magistrates' Court Act
1989, before item 57 insert'56E. Gas Industry Acll994
Offences under section 16H(9) or 62JA( 1) of the
Gas Industry Act 1994 and offences by a body
corporate under section 62J( I ) of that Act

10. Clause 6, page 6, after line 5, insertH() An offence under sub-section (11) is an indictable
offence.".

11. Clause 6, page 6, line 6, omit "( 11)" and insert H( 13)".
12. Clause 6, page 6, line 8, omit H( I 0)" and insert H( 11)".

56F. Gas Safety Act /997
13. Clause 6, page 6, line 11, omit "(12)" and insert H(14)".
Offences under section 107 of the Gas Safety
Act 1997."'.

14. Clause 6, page 6, line 16, omit H(13)" and insert "(\5)".
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\5. Clause 6, page 6, line 16, omit "(10)" and insert "(11)".

(b)

16. Clause 6, page 6 line 26, omit "( 14)" and insert "( 16)".
17. Clause 16, after line 24, insert"(3) An offence under sub-section (2) is an indictable
offence.".

BB.

Correction of Year 2000 figures in Tariff Order

(I)

After section 158C(5) of the Electricity Industry
Act 1993 insert -

18. Clause 16, line 25, omit "(3)" and insert "(4)".

"(6) The Order in Council made under section 158C
on 28 October 1997 and published in the
Government Gazette on 30 October 1997 has
effect, and is deemed always to have had effect,
as if for the table set out in Part A of Attachment
6 in the Order there were substituted the table set
out in Schedule 4 of this Act".

NEW CLAUSES
19. Insert the following New Clauses to follow clause 12 'AA. V PX as tnmsferor company

In the Electricity Industry Act 1993 (a)

in section I 53TR(2), for "VPX" substitute
"Victorian Power Exchange Pty Loo A.CN. 080
200 371.".

(2)

in section 153TQ(I), in the definition of
"transferor company", for "VPX" substitute
"Victorian Power Exchange Pty Loo A.C.N. 080
200 371.".

After Schedule 3C of the Electricity Industry Act
1993 insert -

"SCHEDl.JLE4
TABLE SUBSTITUTED IN TARIFF ORDER

FINANCIAL YEAR ENDING 30 JUNE
Customer

1995(1)

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

1 JuJy
200031 December
2000

Network
VPX

f--.----

Connection
Charges Loy
Yang Power
Station

210073465
149398 216
---- -----

------.
-214579919
- - - f -220481261

224132134

226325289

114107095
I
I
I

1752219

2445457

2426945

2400761

2341723

2296291

877257

542000

1987 6'17

1'179491

1991631

1961551

1931766 I

945843

Hazelwood
Power
Station

1106274

1533332

1502967

1494625

1440586

1386867

658 021

Yallourn W
Power
Station

705342

1004875

1002422

1016145

996303

'176696

472172

1472427

2064432

2044448

2 OSI 709

2002434

1953554

942805

227820

319418

316325

317449

309825

302262

145875

LoyYang8
Power
Station

Newport
Power
, Station
Jeeralang
Power
Station
Eildon
Power
Station

178192

255657

257933

266632

262004

257469

123 414

Citipower

5048767

6972838

6956647

6587 972

6398314

6702215

3574546

Eastern

5835781

8061822

8040292

7641417

8038254

8223657

4385990

12982380

12328 026

12256183

12834 563

6845161

Powercor

9429315

13014181
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8933957

6466877

United

8415727

8103555

8054830

4295948

4246904

5859473

5846522

5538244

5383449

5669561

3023 793

186410134

262526603

266840731

270531599

273626315

276915020

140397921

Solaris

TOTAL

8904439

Notes:
(1)

These figures are calculated for the 9 months of the Financial Year commencing on 3 October 1994 and ending on
30 June 1995.".'.
20.

Insert the following New Clauses to follow clause 13-

'Cc.

VENCorp to succeed JPX

In the Electricity Industry Act 1993 -

(a)

in section 4(1), omit "vpx," (where twice
occmring);

(b)

in section 26(4), omit "VPX,";

(c)

(a)

in section 3(1), the definition of "PooICo" is
repealed;

in section 28, omit "or VP X" (wherever
occmring);

(d)

in section 29(3), omit "VPX";

(b)

in section 3( I) insert-

(e)

in sections 30,31,32 and 33, omit "or VPX"
(wherever occurring);

'''VENCorp" means Victorian Energy
Networks Corporation established under Part 2A
of the Gas Industry Act 1994;';

(f)

(g)

in section 3( I), for the definitions of "Victorian
Power Exchange" and "VPX" substitute-

(c)

in section 38( I) (i)

omit "and VPX";

(ii) omit "or VPX".'.

'''Victorian Power Exchange" or "VPX"
means VENCorp;'.
21.

DD.

in sections 35(13), 36(2), 36A(3) and 37(6), omit

"vPx,";

Insert the following New Clauses to follow clause 17 -

Company to succeed statutory corporation

'GG. Gas Industry Act 1994
In section 3(1) of the Electricity Industry Act 1993, for
the definition of "VENCorp" substitute'''VENCorp" means Victorian Energy Networks
Corporation Pty Ltd A.C.N. 081026066'.
EE.

After section 16C of the Gas Industry Act 1994
insert"16CA.

Pm lA substituted

Functibns andpowers relating to electricity

VENCorp has the functions and powers conferred on
it under the Electricity Industry Act 1993.".

For Part lA of the Electricity Industry Act 1993
substitute -

HH.

"PART lA -

In the Gas Industry (Amendment) Act 1998 -

ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION

(a)

in section 2(2), for "29, 35, 36 and 37,"
substitute "and 29";

Without limiting any other functions ofVENCorp,
the functions ofVENCorp in relation to the
electricity industry are-

(b)

in section 2(4), for "23, 35, 36 and 37,"
substitute "and 23";

(a)

to plan, and direct the augmentation of, the
electricity transmission system;

(c)

Part 3 is repealed.

Cb)

to provide information and other services to
facilitate decisions for investment and the use
of resources in the electricity industry.

41A. Electricity transmission
(I)

ll.

(2)

FF.

Gas Industry (Amendment) Act 1998

This section has effect subject to the National
Electricity (Victoria) Law and the National
Electricity Code.".

Further amendments to Electricity Industry Act
1993

In the Electricity Industry Act 1993 -

Magistrates' Court Act 1989

In Schedule 4 of the Magistrates' Court Act

1989, after item 568 insert"56C. Electricity Industry Act 1993
Offences by a body corporate under section
47D(7) of the Electricity Industry Act 1993 and
offences under section 47D( I1 ) of that Act

560. Electricity Safety Act 1998
Offences under section 141 A of the Electricity
Safety Act 1998.".'.
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Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Forensic Leave Panel- Report for the year 1998
Planning and Environment Act 1987 Notices of approval of the following new Planning
Schemes:
Horsham Planning Scheme
Yana Planning Scheme
Notices of approval of amendments to the
following Planning Schemes:
Berwick Planning Scheme - No. L 146
Delatite Planning Scheme - No. L17
Hume Planning Scheme - Nos. LSO,
L52
Melbourne Planning Scheme - No. C2
StalUtory Rules under the following Acts:
Magistrates' Court Act 1989 - S.R. No. 58
Melbourne City Link Act 1995 - S.R. Nos. 55, 56
Transport Act 1983 - S.R. No. 57
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994Mlnlster"s exception certificate in relation to StatutOI)' Rule
No. 58
Mmisters' exemption certificates in relation to StatutOI)' Rule
Nos. 55, 56, 57.

Remaining business postponed on motion of MrGUDE
(Minister for Education).

ADJOURNMENT

Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Canadian salmon
Mr LONEY (Gee long North) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Agriculture and Resources
in his capacity as the minister responsible for fIsheries
the importation of uncooked Canadian salmon. More
than a year ago the Canadian government applied to
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export uncooked Canadian salmon to Australia The
federal minister at the time, John Anderson, refused the
application. Subsequently the Canadian government
appealed to the World Trade Organisation on the
matter. The World Trade Organisation ruled that
Australia could not refuse to import Canadian salmon
because of a lack of appropriate protocols in place for
imports. At that stage the World Trade Organisation
gave the Australian government six months in which to
respond
That six months is almost up. I have been informed that
the prospects for import of Canadian salmon into
Australia are not looking good from Australia's point of
view, particularly for Victoria Meetings to inform
players in the fIshing industry of the current situation
are scheduled
Canadian salmon are subject to a disease called
whirling that makes a fish swim around in circles until
it dies - not unlike a Liberal backbencher. If that
illness got loose in Victoria it would decimate
Victoria's trout stock because both trout and salmon are
salmonic fish and both are subject to the disease. The
Victorian government is, as I understand it, considering
aquaculture of salmon in the bay. Ifuncooked Canadian
salmon were allowed into Australia and the disease got
loose, that project could be wiped out.
I request that the minister report on government efforts
to ensure, by opposing the importation of uncooked
Canadian salmon, that whirling disease is not let loose
in Victoria. I also request that in his capacity as the
minister responsible for fisheries he again take up with
the federal government as a matter of urgency the
protection of Victorian waters, which, being clean and
healthy, have a natural advantage for aquaculture.

Beekeeping: state forests
Mr JENKINS (Ballarat West) - I raise with the
Minister for Conservation and Land Management the
access of beekeepers to state forests for beekeeping
operations.

These days in many parts of Victoria under regional
forest agreements (RFAs) access to state forests for
beekeeping operations is denied, and that is causing
beekeepers some concern. RFAs place restrictions and
establish special protection zones. Areas in state forests
that are not already beekeeping sites are not being
opened to the beekeeping industry, and beekeepers are
starting to get very frustrated by that lack of access. The
restrictions are ludicrous, however, because they
demand that bees from a licensed beekeeping operation
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in a paddock somewhere do not enter an adjacent state
forest.
Over time there has been much discussion on the
matter, and I ask the minister to instruct her team of
beekeeping experts to investigate it thoroughly so that
beekeepers can be given appropriate access. The
department's apparent hatred of introduced honey bees
will cause a further problem a little later on. Australia
has about 2000 species of honey bees already. I ask the
minister to undertake an assessment of the impact of
introduced species that are needed so that they can
continue to be bred and used for beekeeping and honey
production purposes.
The matter has some technical aspects. Certain varieties
of bees are needed in certain areas, and production of
agricultural products can be severely curtailed if the
right bees are not available. In addition, many
introduced European food plants require introduced
bees to pollinate them. Production will be lost there too
if the right bees cannot be found and used.
A good example in my area is the up-and-coming
production of buckwheat, an introduced variety of
wheat used in noodle production, especially at the
Hakubaku factory in Ballarat. Buckwheat requires
introduced honey bees to pollinate it, as a lot of trials
have shown.
I ask the minister to investigate the matter in a practical
way - no bureaucrats running wild and coming up
with a formula for stopping it, please! - so that the
problem can be solved.

State Development: industry grants
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I ask the
Attorney-General to ask the Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology in the other place to instruct
the Department of State Development to list the grants,
including the individual amounts and their purpose,
provided to industry under the industry assistance
program as outlined on pages 84 to 91 of the last annual
report of the department.

In March this year I applied for a list under freedom of
information. The department refused me access and this
week confirmed that decision. In his 1995 special report
entitled E./foctiveness o/Services Provided to Industry
the Auditor-General said:
Audit also considers that the department's accountability to
the Parliament and the community will be strengthened by
annual report of the amount and type of financial assistance
provided to each company assisted under the program.
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The department has used a Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal decision to justify the refusal.
However, the document in dispute was a letter
containing a legal agreement and a deed of guarantee
and only incidentally related to the amount in the grant.
There is no accountability or transparency when
taxpayers cannot find out how much of their money is
being given to third parties. More than 800 grants were
made totalling more than $44 million, yet the
department says taxpayers have no right to know who
got what. In question time today the Treasurer said that
if the amounts were made public companies would
shop around and play one state off against another.
How can that be credible when the opposition is asking
for the amounts months or years after they were granted
and when the average grant was around $55 000.
This is a secret state. The Auditor-General is right.
Good governance and accountability in the state are
being irreparably hanned by the mentality that fmancial
arrangements with the private sector should be shielded
from parliamentary and taxpayer gaze. The lid should
be lifted on the grants. The minister must come clean so
that taxpayers know how much of their money is being
given to companies and for what reasons.

South-Warrigal road intersection, Moorabbin
East
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) - I ask the
Attorney-General to refer to the Minister for Roads and
Ports in another place a matter concerning the
intersection of South Road and Warrigal Road. Both
roads carry an inordinate amount of traffic, particularly
at peak times.

Mc Pandazopoulos interjected.
Mrs PEULICH - The whole community is
certainly getting behind the Parkwood Park
development that is being fostered by the former
Moorabbin council and the honourable member for
Mordialloc.

I ask the minister to investigate installing a left-turn
lane from South Road into Warrigal Road The
intersection will ultimately be the beginning of the
Dingley bypass. There is currently a right-turn lane, and
there is space to develop a left-turn lane, which I
believe is necessary to promote the smoother traffic
flow.

I ask the minister to direct his department to investigate
the feasibility of installing a left-turn lane. As I said, the
space is there, and it would require the relocation of
only one electricity pole. I do not believe an inordinate
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amount of money would be required to install it. South
Road is a major connecting road and the installation of
the left-turn lane would improve the traffic flow. I ask
the minister to investigate the matter.
VVorkcover:coDc~ator

Mr HULLS (Niddrie) - I raise for the attention of
the Minister responsible for Workcover in another place
the actions and conduct of the Workcover Conciliation
Service conciliator, Mr Denis MacKinlay.
Mr MacKinlay has an important position as a
conciliator, which involves complying with the
provisions of the Accident Compensation Act and
facilitating good outcomes for employers and injured
workers without their needing to go to court.
Mr MacKinlay has an interesting interpretation of what
is fair. His idea of a fair conciliation between an injured
worker and an employer is to talk to the employer,
ignore the worker and then reach a decision.
Mr MacKinlay has a history of sitting down with the
employer prior to the worker being present His habit is
then to adopt the employer's position and argue with
the worker.
In one case Mr MacKinlay telephoned a worker before
a conciliation to tell him the matter had been resolved.
Mr MacKinlay told the worker he had spoken to the
employer and agreed with him that there was no basis
for the dispute and accordingly there was no basis for
conciliation - all without having seen or spoken to the
worker. What a joke! That would be like a lawyer being
telephoned on the morning of a court case and being
told by the judge that he had had a word with the other
side, he thought the other side was correct, and, 'Don't
bother turning up'.

That matter was resolved only because of the
intervention of the union, and the case was brought to
the attention of the Workcover Conciliation Service. I
am pleased to say the service wrote an apology, but that
is not good enough.
Mr MacKinlay has not stopped there in his campaign
against workers. Most workers who go to conciliation
want the matter resolved so they do not have to go to
court. If the conciliation officer is unable to facilitate an
agreement, he or she can issue what is known as a
genuine dispute notice. That is a powerful weapon
because, once issued, it virtually forces the worker into
court. That power should only be used as a last resort.

However, Mr MacKinlay thinks he can use it as a gun
to the heads of workers. Mr MacKinlay has a history of
using the power to issue a genuine dispute notice to
force workers to do his bidding. He has repeatedly

intervened to demand that an injured worker return to
work or he will issue a genuine dispute notice and force
the worker into court.
In the most recent case he took advantage of the fact
that the worker did not have a good understanding of
English. In that case he sat down with the employer and
worked out a plan for a return to work while the worker
had no idea what was going on. The intervention of the
Textile Clothing and Footwear Union of Australia led
to the union putting a stop to the jumped-up, disgraceful
and biased action of Mr MacKinlay.
In the past, the Workcover Conciliation Service has
apologised for Mr MacKinlay's actions, but I ask the
minister to investigate him. If it is found he has acted
improperly or wrongly, he must be sacked

Gladstone Views Primary School
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - I ask the
Attorney-General to direct to the attention of the
Minister for Education the Gladstone Views Primary
School in my electorate. It is a wonderful school with
an outstanding reputation that extends far beyond the
local area of Gladstone Park. The principal of
Gladstone Views school, Rob Cook, and the school
community have accepted with gusto the government's
prioritising of sport and physical education and have
employed a full-time physical education teacher.
The trouble is that the school has only a small indoor
area for physical education. With the winter months
now upon us it makes it difficult for the children to be
involved in a full range of sporting activities because
the room is so small it would be difficult to swing the
proverbial cat.
I ask the minister to allocate funds for the construction
of a gymnasium at the school, which now has more
than 550 students, with a medium to long-tenn
projection of between 550 and 600 students. Nowadays
a newly constructed school to accommodate that
number of students would automatically include a
gymnasium. The land is there; it is waiting for the
construction of a gymnasium. The school should be
rewarded for its commitment to the government's plan
for sport and physical education.
The children at Gladstone Views deserve the proper
facilities to enable them to achieve their full potential in
sport and physical education. I ask the minister to
examine the situation and rectify those problems at
Gladstone Views Primary School as soon as he
possibly can.
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Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre
Mr LANGDON (1vanhoe) - I request the
Attorney-General to have the Minister for Health in the
other place examine a matter raised with me by a
constituent of another electorate. He is concerned that
adequate funding should be available for the Austin and
Repatriation Medical Centre to ensure it has adequate
full-time staffing and that the Red Cross has enough
resources to fund its blood transfusion setVice.

The person is a constituent of the Eltham electorate
whose daughter is suffering from leukaemia and is a
patient of the centre. He gave a personal account of his
concerns, which he believes are shared by many
patients. He says quality of care is imperative and the
staff and doctors do an excellent job. However, the
constituent believes the hospital is understaffed with
many bank nurses - that is, temporary nurses
employed by agencies. He is concerned that the
employment of those bank nurses reflects the cutbacks
imposed by the government, and he has asked me to
raise the issue.
Given his daughter's condition he also expressed
concerns about the Red Cross. His daughter requires
regular blood transfusions and he is concerned that
cutbacks may reduce the quality or availability of blood
products.
The constituent spoke to the honourable member for
Eltham, who was far more interested in advising him of
the wonderful things happening with the hospital and
showed very little concern for his daughter. To use the
constituent's words, 'He spouted how wonderful the
proposed new hospital will be without addressing the
drawbacks'. I seek an assurance from the minister that
the cutbacks will not affect staffmg levels at the Austin
hospital or the facilities of the Red Cross.

Rail: Balaclava station
Ms BURKE (Prahran) - In the absence of the
Minister for Transport I raise for the attention of the
Attorney-General the matter of train services to
Balaclava. I recognise that train services in my area
have increased by some 12 per cent over the past four
years. However, there is an enormous amount of
vandalism on trains at night As a consequence, in the
morning those travelling to and from Balaclava on the
Sandringham line, which includes Windsor and
Prahran, find that the 7.50 and 8.00 a.m. trains are
either cancelled or delayed. With more people using the
trains at peak time crowding has become a problem.
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I have received two letters from Mr David Pollock, who
has asked me to raise the issue in the house. One letter
states:
Frankly, the patronage of the line at that time of the morning I
believe warrants additional services, let alone train
cancellations. By the time the train ex Sandringham arrives at
Balaclava it is near impossible to get into the train;
consistently people at Windsor and Prahranjust have to wait
for the next train!
This further delays the trains, the extra time of passengers
alighting and attempting to get onto the train ...

I ask the minister to address the issue. I ask for his
assistance to help my constituents arrive at work on
time.

Rural Victoria: suicide
Mr BRUMBY (Broadrneadows) - I ask the
Attorney-General to raise with the Minister for Health
in another place an important issue that appears to be on
the government's backburner. This week is Rural
Health Week and concerns have been raised with me by
people from rural areas, particularly Gippsland, about
anecdotal material that indicates suicide in the male
population is a serious and recurring issue.

I question the current status of the parliamentary
inquiry into rural suicide and ask what is being done to
address the issue. Although attention is being given to
youth suicide - and I welcome that - the older male
group is particularly at risk. Official figures show that
the incidence of suicide in rural and remote areas is far
higher than in metropolitan areas. Direct contact with
residents of rural Victoria indicates that the figure may
be much higher than officially reported. The Premier
has shown his awareness of the problem to some degree
in statements made last year, but I would like to know
what further steps are being taken.

Last month a fundraising ball, the Sheep's Back, was
held in Gippsland at Albert By The Lake. The ball was
organised by John Lotton, whose family are sheep
fanners in Gippsland The money raised will be used
for awareness raising and strategies for those at risk of
suicide. It is apparent that there is insufficient backup
for the problem. The welfare agency Kilmany Family
Care, through John Lotton, has submitted a proposal for
an additional worker at Lifeline Gippsland as well as a
team of two counsellors and two community
development officers to work across East Gippsland
I have visited East Gippsland on a number of occasions
and have noticed significant needs. I ask the minister to
advise me of the government's actions in addressing the
serious problem of suicide in country areas, particularly
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among older males. I ask the minister to take action to
support the proposal that has been submitted through
Kilmany Family Care for additional workers at Lifeline
in Gippsland.
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Attorney-General to ensure that the delays people are
complaining about are fixed and to use her best offices
to have it fixed very quickly.

Battered woman syndrome
Begging
Mrs ELLIOTT (Mooroolbark) - I raise with the
Attorney-General a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services. I have
received a letter from a constituent, who wishes to
remain anonymous, about an incident that occurred on
17 May while she was waiting on platform 2 at Flinders
Street station for the 3.26 p.m. train to Lilydale. The
constituent is a volunteer at the Polly Woodside and she
had had a fall during the day.

While sitting at the station a young woman approached
her and asked her for money. She refused. The young
woman went away but came back some minutes later
and again asked for money. When my constituent again
refused. the young woman kicked her in the leg. The
Lilydale train was about to arrive and my constituent
felt she could not go in search of help, so she caught the
train home. Her husband rang me the next day. In her
letter to me she states:
\1) personal concern is mainly about the fact that, in many
places through the Melbourne metropolitan area, particularly

and near shopping centres, young people are approaching
others asking for money. I was approached by two lads aged
about 1I In Mooroolbark last week. I do not hand money
over. I somenmes feel threatened by the manner of the
approach. My three main concerns are: that so many young
people are seemg this form of behaviour as acceptable in our
SOClety; that many people feel threatened, and as I have found
out. may even be physically assaulted. I do not really know
.... hat to do In the situation which actually happened to me. Do
I try to find a policeman? Do I seek an appropriate official? I
do not have a mobile phone so cannot call for help.
In

Many of us have had the experience in the city of being
approached, mainly by people who can only be
described as beggars. This is unacceptable behaviour
and I ask the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services to take action to prevent people being harassed
in this way by beggars asking for money.

Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal:
delays
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - I refer the
Attorney-General to a matter concerning the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal. Many, many claims
have been made about delays in the system, and I am
calling on the Attorney-General to take urgent action to
rectifY the situation because so many people have
matters before this new tribunal, which grew out of the
old Administrative Appeals Tribunal. I ask the

Ms CAMPBELL (pascoe Vale) - I ask the
Attorney-General to investigate a suggestion by the
Chief Justice of Victoria, Justice John H. Phillips, in
relation to ongoing physical violence and taunts and the
basis for what is often referred to in court cases as
battered woman syndrome.
I notice that the laws of provocation were taken up not
only by the ChiefJustice of Victoria but also by the Age
in its editorial of23 April. I am sure the
Attorney-General has considered the issue a number of
times, particularly in relation to the debate concerning
the Heather Osland case.
The women of Victoria would be indebted to
Parliament if there were some further investigation of
the issue either through the Attorney-General or a
parliamentary committee. I ask the Attorney-General to
investigate.

Responses
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I will deal first
with the matter raised with me by the honourable
member from Glen Waverley, who suggested there are
considerable delays at the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VC AT) in hearing matters.
The concern has been in relation to the planning list.
I would have to advise the house that in virtually every
other list the delays have been considerably reduced
and the tribunal is doing an amazingly good job. In the
first 10 months of the financial year the VCAT has
dealt with 50 000 cases and anticipates it will have dealt
with 65 000 cases by the end of the year.
There are delays in the planning list. That is mainly due
to the fact that, as the Minister for Planning and Local
Government continually tells us, there is a high level of
building activity in the state, and that has led, as it has
in the past, to delays in the planning list.
There were even longer delays in 1990, which were
mentioned in this house in the second-reading speech
on an Administrative Appeals Tribunal (planning) Bill
by the Honourable Neil Pope. He said:
The current recession in the building industry, together with
the implementation of a new listing procedure, has cut the
delay before hearing from seven months in January 1990 to
10 weeks.
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This government does not believe a recession is the
appropriate way to deal with delays in the planning list
at the tribunal. That is a Labor solution. The
government has other ways of dealing with the
problem. I assure the honourable member for Glen
Waverley that I have already arranged appointments of
an additional full-time planning member and six
additional sessional members. In March the
government advertised for more members, and I
anticipate that we will shortly appoint another three
full-time members and another nine sessional members.
In addition, I have opened 17 new hearing rooms; a
shop-front counter; a restructured registry; and better
accommodation for the members.
The VCAT has had the initiative to introduce new
cash-flow management techniques; fast-tracking for
urgent cases; and a commercial list. It is also carrying
out an audit of all matters that have not yet been set
down for hearing. So I anticipate that the delays that
have been the subject of some comment, which are
occurring at the moment although not to the extent that
they were back in 1990, will be dealt with relatively
quickly.
The honourable member for Pascoe Vale raised an
interesting matter with me, and that was the comments
by the Chief Justice about the battered woman
syndrome. I read the reports in the Age and the Age
editorial. I would hesitate to correct the Chief Justice of
Victoria, Mr Speaker, but I feel that he must have been
misreported. He was reported as saying that
provocation applied in battered woman cases only
where there had been a recent incident involving
violence against the woman who had subsequently
pleaded provocation. That is not the case.
It is possible for the court to take into account a history
of violence when considering whether provocation is
relevant in a particular case. There is a problem. I have
been interested in the issue of provocation. I think there
has been a bias in perceiving provocation in
circumstances where men claim to have been provoked
It has not been quite the same when women have
claimed to have been provoked because of the fact that
until recently all our judges were male and perhaps did
not understand the circumstances that might provoke a
woman and the different life experiences of women
compared with those of men. The better solution is the
one that has been put - The SPEAKER - Order! I should caution the
Attorney-General. One of the rules of Parliament is that
it does not criticise the judiciary.
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Mrs WADE - No, I was certainly not criticising
the judiciary. I was saying that perhaps there had been a
misreporting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Attorney-General
was saying that because in the past all judges had been
men their judgments were perhaps not what they oUght
to have been.
Mrs WADE - It was just an observation,
Mr Speaker. I am inclined to prefer the solution that has
been put forward by the model criminal code officers
committee, which is that we should think about whether
provocation should be abolished altogether and the
particular circumstances taken into account when
sentencing occurs. However, no decision has been
made about that and it will require further consideration
by the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General.
The honourable member for Geelong North raised a
very important issue relating to the importation of
uncooked Canadian salmon following an appeal by
Canada to the World Trade Organisation. He explained
that Canadian salmon was subject to whirling disease.
Through a viewing window I have observed Canadian
salmon going up river and I did not notice any whirling
at the time. However, I have no reason to believe the
honourable member for Geelong North is leading us
astray. It is certainly an important issue and I will refer
it to the minister.
The honourable member for BaHarat West raised a
matter for the Minister for Conservation and Land
Management relating to beekeepers and particularly
their access to state forests and introduced honey bees.
He pointed out that the pollination of certain European
trees requires the presence of introduced honey bees. I
will take the matter up with the minister.
The honourable member for Footscray asked that the
Minister for Industry, Science and Technology in
another place instruct his department to list the amounts
of grants to industry. He referred to a Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal decision that appeared to
be contrary to his views, but nevertheless he wants to
pursue the issue contrary to the VCAT decision, which
is not the usual way the opposition reacts to VCAT
decisions. At question time today I thought the
Treasurer gave a very good explanation on why those
amounts were not listed I can only assume the
honourable member for Footscray did not understand
that explanation. He might like to write to the minister
about it.
The honourable member for Bentleigh raised a matter
for the Minister for Roads and Ports in another place
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about the intersection of a major road in her electorate.
She asked him to investigate the feasibility of a left-turn
lane. I will refer the matter to the minister.

However, I will refer the matter to the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services for additional
information.

The honourable member for Niddrie made some claims
about a Mr MacKinlay leaping to certain conclusions
and not dealing appropriately with matters of dispute
between employers and employees. He seems to have
the same disability that he complains of in that he
seems to have leapt to conclusions about that person. I
will refer his comments to the minister responsible for
Workcover.

Motion agreed to.

The honourable member for Tullamarine raised for the
Minister for Education a matter of funds for a school
gymnasium. I will refer that matter to the Minister for
Education.
The honourable member for Ivanhoe said he had been
approached by a member of the public from Eltham
regarding funding for the Austin and Repatriation
Medical Centre. It seems that person considers the
service provided at the Austin is excellent, but he
objects to it being provided by staffreferred to as 'bank
nurses'. I do not know how old that member of the
public is. As I recall, nurses used to live in nurses'
homes next to the hospitals, but times have changed
and nurses do not necessarily want that form of lifestyle
now. Maybe it is more difficult for hospitals to employ
nurses on the same conditions as in the past.
The honourable member for Prahran said that trains
scheduled to leave Balaclava station at 7.50 and
8.00 a.m. were being cancelled due to vandalism
overnight. She asked for an investigation of the number
of trains at that time in the morning. I will refer that
matter to the Minister for Transport.
The honourable member for Broadmeadows raised the
very important issue of suicide, particularly among
males in country areas. He acknowledged that the
Premier has been concerned about the matter and has
instituted a number of initiatives and asked for an
update on information, particularly about older men. I
will pass that matter on to the Minister for Health.
The honourable member for Mooroolbark referred to an
incident at Flinders Street railway station affecting one
of her constituents who was assaulted by a young
woman when she refused to meet her demands for
money. She asked me to refer the matter to the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services. I can advise the
honourable member that I understand that the
restructuring in the police force is partly directed at
ensuring there will be a response to such incidents
where there is an ongoing problem in a particular area.

House adjourned 7.32 p.m.
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Airports (See individual airport names)
AJbury-Wodonga

Business of the house, 843, 1165, 1349, 1431
Catchment management authorities: levy, 79
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Ambulance services (See Intergraph and Rural Ambulance
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Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bil~ 1266
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Auditor-General

Beekeeping

Appointment, q 1444

State forests, 1487, 1492

Ministerial portfolios, q 1243, q 1245, q 1354, q 1445
Prisons, q 1353
Audrey Brooks Preschool, 1330, 1331
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 262, 267, 295, 668,
891,900,1079, q 1151,1158,1219,1421,1490,1493

Begging, 1491, 1493
Bendigo
AnsettCup, 1414,1419
Railway workshops, 54, 60
Berwick community hospital, 665, 668

Australian Broadcasting Corporation

Economic Development Committee report, 1221

Better Roads Victoria (See Roads)
Bilateral agreements (See Commonwealth treaty documents)

Australian constitution

Preamble. q 296

Blackbum Bingo Centre, 284, 602, 608

Australian Football League
Blackbum High School, 901

Bendigo Ansett Cup matches, 1414, 1419
Waverley Park closure, 1214, 1218,1333
Australian Heritage Society, 824, 827
Australian Institute of Archaeology, 395, 399

Blackbum South school site, 450, 456
BLF Custodian

Reports, 1I
Bridges

Australian Labor Party

Deep Creek, Bulla, 57, 60

BentJeigh candidate, 824, 825

Echuca-Moama, 136, 141
Macedon Street, Sunbury, 57, 60
River Murray, 1073. 1078

Branch stacking, 271
Shadow ministry, 1
Austrian Club, Heidelberg, 346, 353
Automatic ticketing (See Public transport)

Swing bridge, Sale, 1416, 1419
Broadford

Juvenile justice, 1422

Avalon Airport

Building industry

Qantas investment, q 924

Payment security, 748, 753
Perfonnance, q 101 7

B
Ballarat

Leannouth-Sturt street intersection, 1140, 1143
Banks

Charges, q 835
Banyule, City of

Unions. 138. 141
Bulla

Deep Creek bridge, 57.60
Sunbury Road, 57, 60
Tip, 1329. 1332
Buses (See School buses)
Business of the house (See Parliament)

Bellfield, 144, 145
Banyule Community Health Service, 1418, 1419

c

Batman's Hill (See Docklands)
Battered woman syndrome, 1491, 1492

Camp Reefton, Warburton, 751, 754

Bayside, City of

Canadian salmon, 1487, 1492

Planning

Capital punishment, 545,1421

overlays, 891, 897
permit, 665, 669

Caravan parks
Rosebud, 289
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Casey, City of

Credit cards

Premier's visit, 56, 58

Authorisation, q 110 1

Road funding, 448, 457

Misuse, q 834

Casino (See Gaming)
Catchment management authorities

Crime
Victim compensation, 1329, 1332
(See also Police)

Levy, 9, 61, 143, 144,222,531,541, 755, 836
(See also Water industry and individual authority names)

Cut flower industry, q 379

Cemeteries and crematoria, 409, 619, 1422

D

Central Gippsland Institute of TAFE, q 833, 1212, 1216
Child care (See Preschools and individual preschool names)
Child deaths, protection and care
Annual report, 1333
Children
Protection
family conferencing, q 615
initiatives, q 70 I
report on deaths, 1333

Dairy industry
Brand names, q 1154
Deregulation, q 402
Growing Horizons program, q 835
Dandenong
Melbourne's second city, 261, 264
Daylesford
Vincent Street bus stop, 453, 458

Sexual assault. 145
(See also Director of Public Prosecutions and Family
services)
Cit) Link

E-tags. q 380. q 381, q 484, q 570, q 782, q 783, q1016, 1074,
1076,1078
Key structtJres. q 483
Project delays. 822. 826, q 831, q 832
Tolls. q 613,1139,1143

Deer hunting
Buffalo Dam, 1328, 1332
VVafburton,751,754
Dental services
VV angaratta, 1158
Dingley bypass, 198, 203
Director of Public Prosecutions

Clerks

Child abuse case, 280

Appointments. I. 829
Disability services
Coastal management
Inioatives,q 1015
Commonwealth treat)' documents, 409

Funding, 259, 266, 1137, 1142
Futures for Young Adults program, q 1104
Respite care, Wonthaggi, 892, 900, q 1153
South Morang, 135, 140,545

Computers (See Information technology)
Consultants

Tenders, 986, 990
Transport allowances, 823, 827

VVarragul, 531, 536

Government costs, q 215
Disaster plan, 534, 541
Council of Magistrates
Annual report, I I
Country Fire Authority
Growth corridor services, q 783

Volunteers, 54, 58
County Court judges

Distinguished visitors (See Parliament)
Docklands
Batman's Hill, q 216, q 927
Investment, q 381
Roads, 533, 537
Trams, q 1245

Annual report, 222

(See also Planning)
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Dorf Industries

Epping

Proposed quarry, 823, 826

Closure, q 171

Doutta Galla Community Health Service, 290

Everton Upper Primary School site, 262, 265

Drivers

F

Licence testing, 137, 141
Drugs
Family services

Disposal advice, 1141, 1143
Federal funding, q 3

Central Highlands-Grampians region, 55, 60

Focus on the Family Australia, 1213,1217

Support, 449, 453

Heroin,293

FederaJ--State Relations Committee

Rehabilitation and detox places, 260, 267

Support services, q 7

Federalism and the role of the states report., 991
Register of specific purpose payments report, 1159

Western suburbs, 1215, 1217

Film and television industry

E

Training, q 781
FIShing industry

East Gippsland (See Gippsland)

Pipis,61
Professional netters, 618, 664, 670

Eastern Freeway
Tolls, q 779, q 781, q 925
Tullamarine Freeway link, q 829, q 833, q 834
Eastmoor Primary School site, 1074, 1077

Flemington
Church demolition, 57, 60, 144
Floods
North-eastem Victoria, 195,201

Economic Development Committee
Government-funded national broadcasting report, 1221
Education

Focus on the Family Australia, 1213, 1217
Food

Government policies, 673

Canadian salmon, 1487, 1492

Speech therapists. 1075, 1078

Yarra Ranges shire regulation, 532, 535

Stale system, q 4,836,901

(See also Schools and colleges and Tertiary education and
training)

Forest industry

East Gippsland logging machinery vandalism, 54, 59
Initiatives, q 616

Education, Department of
Tender process, q 1248

Wongungarra 604, 608
Forestry Victoria, q 1448

Education Week, q 1355
Fort Queenscliff, 605, 609
Edward Street Nursing Home, Ferntree Gully
Frankston Freeway
Privatisation, 220
Upgrade, 666, 670
Electricity industry
Freedom of information
Privatisation, q 1103
(See also individual company names)
Eltham
School crossings, 135, 140
Employment
Government policies, q 214
Manufacturing, 282

Government contracts, q 1243
Freeways (See Roads and individual freeway names)
Freeza program, 890, 894, q 1445
Fulham Correctional Centre
Staffing, 349, 353
Vietnamese prisoners, 752

Youth, q 87
Futures for Young Adults, q 1104
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G

Asperger's syndrome, 607, 609
Government policies, 673
Prostate-specific antigen testing, 261,267

Gaming

(See also Hospitals)

Bingo, 602, 608
Casino bidding process, q I 156

Heidelberg

Govenunent policies, 673

Austrian Club, 346, 353

Problem gambling: govenunent assistance, q 90, 1415, 1419

Police

Venue security, 1327, 1332

complex, 1141, 1144
stations, 1220, 1422

Gas industry

Helping Hand Association, Whittlesea, 135, 140

Ethane supply, q 829
Longford explosion, q 829, q 926, q 1151
Privatisation, q 1103

High Street Road

Upgrade, 1215, 1218

Winter supply, q 829, q 830

Highways (See Roads and individual highway names)

Gippsland
Logging machinery vandalism, 54, 59
Gippsland Lakes, 9, 221, 355, 408, 618
Gladstone Park Secondary College, 198, 202

Home loan schemes (See Hoosing)
Homelessness, q 1152
Hospitals

Gladstone Views Primary School, 1489, 1493

Staffing, q 615

Glenelg Water Authority

(See also Health and individual hospital, network and health
service names)

Financial administration manager, q 831

Housing

Goolbum Ovens Institute of T AFE, 138, 140

Assistance for women, q 614

Government

Building program, q 486
Emergency, 1076, 1078

Contracts: Auditor-General's report, q 1354

Government policies, 673

Economic management, q 2

Home loan schemes, 221, 408, 619, 836, 1158

Expenditure, q 698

Maintenance, 464

Policies, 673

North Shepparton estate, 263, 265
Payment of subcontractors, 1215, 1218

Greater Dandenong, City of

Prahran, 394, 398

Parks contract, 1138, 1142

Regional estates, q 1449

Greensborougb-Lower Plenty-Rosanna roads
Safety audit, 825, 827

Traffic management, 259, 267

Human Services, Department of
Child-care officer, 821, 826
Community education, 1415, 14 I 9

Grievances, 269

I

GroUo tower, q 216, q 927
Growing Horizons, q 835

Immigration, q 40 1

H
Handweavers and Spinners Guild of Victoria, 1076, 1078

Indonesia
Aid, q 170
Information technology
Investment, q 568

Harness racing
Driver licences, 667, 669

Inquiries into child deaths: protection and care
Annual report, 1333

Health
Acquired brain injury, 394, 399
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Intergraph

Leannoutb-Sturt street intersection, BaHarat, 1140, 1143

Ambulance contract, q 700, q 835
International Fibre Centre, q 378

Liberal Party

Membership, 1326, 1332, q 1446

Intravenous gammaglobulin, 1417, 14 J9

Liquorland outlet, Mount Waverley, 673

Investing in Innovation, q 697

LocaJ government

Elections, q 7

J
J.andN. TangasPtyLtd, 1215, 1218

Services, q 299
(See also Planning and individual city and shire council names)
Longford (See Gas industry)

Jirrahlinga Koala and Wildlife Sanctuary, 668, 670

M

Joint sittings of Parliament (See Parliament)
Juvenile justice

McDonalds

Broadford centre, q 218, 1422
Newstead centre, 750, 754
Privatisation, q 218, 269

Diamond Creek franchise, 837
Portland franchise, 984, 988
Main Road, Eltham

School crossings., 135, 140

K

Maribyrnong River

Pollution, 261, 265

Keilor-Melton Road

Meadowglen Primary School, 1328, 1331

Noise controls, 1220
Kindergartens (See Preschools)

Medical Practitioners Board

Registration, 276

Kingston, City of

Cheltenham property, 397, 398

Melbourne-Geelong road

Upgrade, 825, 827, 901, 916, q 1017

Knox
Community health service, 750, 754,1415,1419
Hospital, 451,455, q 485, q 486
Koorlong Tennis Club, Mildura, 55, 59
Kosovar refugees, q I 10 I, 1328, 1331

Wenibee exit, 53,60

Members

Albert Park: naming, 1358
Niddrie: naming, 174
Northcote: conduct. 143, 1327, 1330
(See also Ministers and Personal explanations)

Kydaco Painting, 451, 457

Metro Craft Centre, 1416, 1419

L

Mildura

Koorlong Tennis Club, 55, 59
Land tax

Family trusts, 1216, 1218
Land titles register, q 486
~rpens,450,456

Late-term abortions, 143,355
Law Refonn Committee

Criminal liability and self-induced intoxication report, 1220
Technology and the law report, 1422

Ministers

Attorney-General: absence, 213
Auditor-General's report on ministerial portfolios, q 1243,
q 1245,q 1354,q 1445
Business interests, q 219, q 381
Education: absence, 213, 568
Police and Emergency Services: retirement, 406
Tertiary Education and Training: absence, 377
Youth and Community Services: absence, 568
Minyip sewerage scheme, 61
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Notices of motion

Mitcbam

Whitehorse Road restoration, 55, 60
Mitchell Community Health Services, 348, 353
Moonee Valley, City of

Building (Amendment) Bill, 1334
Equal Opportunity (Same Sex Relationships) Bill, 1334
Liquor Control Reform (Amendment) Bill, 1160
Numurkah Secondary CoUege, 347, 350

Road funding, 985, 989
Nursing homes (See Aged care and individual nursing home
names)

Moorabbin Airport
Market site, 1417, 1419
Noise, 892, 899

o

Pilot training, 56, 59
Moorabbin East

Oakleigh

South--Warrigal road intersection, 1488, 1492
Momington Peninsula

Police sites, 196, 200
PTC land, 1213, 1215

Sewerage, 987, 990
Weeds, 345, 349

Opposition (See Australian Labor Party)

Momington Peninsula Freeway

Orbital transport corridor (See Roads)

Noise controls, 137, 141

p

Momington Peninsula-Tasmania ferry service, 393, 398
Mount Baw Baw

Parliament

Tourist road, 751, 754

Business of the house

Multimedia (See Information technology)

N
l\ational Crime Authority
Annual report, 10
National parks (See individual park names)
National Reconciliation Week, q 1153
National Water Sports Centre, 893, 898
Native bird culling, 396. 400
Natural Resources and Environment, Department of
Foresight Group, q 217
Neighbourhood houses
Funding, 749, 754
Newham Primary School, q 569
Newstead
luvenile justice centre, 750, 754

absence of minister, 1102
adjournment, 1423
correction of bill titles, 15
grievances, 15
orders of the day, 633
program, 16,223,410,633,839, 1160,1344
sessional orders, I 160
sitting hours, 1105
televising and broadcasting of proceedings, 1334
Distinguished visitors, I, 116, 175,295,298,371,374,483,
650,915,924,1013,1399, 1449
Joint sitting: Victorian Health Promotion Foundation 410 438
543,545
'
,
,
Shadow ministry, I
Payrol~

tax, q 696

Peninsula Health Care Network
Kosovar refugees, 1328, 1331
Personal explanations

Members
Keilor,488
Mitcham,16
Oakleigh, 1359

North Central Catchment Management Authority, 531, 541

Pines Preschool Centre, 194, 198,664, 669

Northern Pacific sea5tar, 1211, 1218

Planning
Bayside variations, 891, 897
Epping quarry, 823, 826
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Hedgeley Dene precinct, 1139, 1143
Keysborough green wedge. 1220

Powercor

Kyneton depot, 143

Ministerial intervention, 79
Municipal schemes, 1072, 1078
Nillumbik scheme, 987, 989
OakIeigh police sites, 196, 200
Point King Beach, Portsea, q 299, q 300
Review, 1219,1421

Poynton's nursery, Essendon, 261, 265
Premier

Defamation action, q 699
Prescbools

Sandringham foreshore, 1213, 1216

Aboriginals, q 487

Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal delays, 1491

Funding, \0

Wren report, q 1447

(See also individual preschool and child-care centre names)

(See also Docklands)

Point King Beach, Portsea, q 299, q 300

Preston and Northcote Community Hospital site, 263, 267,
287, 1159

Point Nepean Road

Princes Highway

Traffic, 1415, 1419
Police

Hallam bypass, 606, 609
Prisons

Bacchus Marsh station, 749, 752

Auditor-General's report, q 1353

Bendigo, 533, 540

Contracts, 1154

Capital works, 346, 354

Performance, ) 138, 1143

Central Victoria, 344, 353

Suicides and self-hann report, 837

DrysdaJe station, 837

(See also Juvenile justice and individual prison names)

Endeavour Hills station, 195, 200
Government advertising, q 401
Heidelberg

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee

Annual reporting, 1080

complex, 1141, 1144

Budget estimates report, 11

stations, 1220, 1422

Membership, 464

Lang Lang station, 269
Legal costs, q 298
Mildura, 533, 540
Mount Evelyn station, q 88, q 90, 837

Public sector

Debt, 918
Senior executive service, q 6
Trainees and apprentices, q \73

Oakleigh station, 452, 457
Regions, q 483

Public transport

Review. q 295

Anzac Day services, 667, 670

Stations, q 614

Automatic ticketing, 393, 397, 1221

Strength,q 86, q 169,q 213, q 215, q 216, q 217, 278, 393, 395,
399, q 402, q 403, q 405, q 487, q 567,606,609, q 611, q 612

Graffiti. 821, 826

Political advertising, q 1357

Disability access, q 611
Privatisation, 1221
(See also Rail, School buses and Trams)

Port PbiUip. City of

East St Kilda property, 396, 398

Public Transport Corporation

Oakleigh land. 1213, 1218
Port PhiUip Bay

Beach Watch, q 571

Q

Pollution, q 57)
Werribee sewage treatment plant, q 1151
Qantas
Port Phillip Prison

Firearms, 197, 201

Avalon Airport, q 924

Perfonnance, q 1356
Portsea

R

Point King Beach, q 299, q 300
Racial discrimination, 619,755
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Bills

Rail

Balaclava station, 1490, 1493
Bendigo workshops, 54, 60
Boronia station, 1075, 1076
Gippsland line, 346, 352
Privatisation, q 1155

declared public, 163
first-reading explanations, 94
Chair

addressing, 5, 17,37,77,124,172,215,216,278,280,287,
288,352,379,421,423,470,487,510,511,591,605,682,
691,819,896,898,968,1141 1142, 1156, 1178, 1246,

South-western Victoria, q 1155

ID~I_I~~12~lml~~I~~I~~I~~

Sunbury service, 605, 608

1401,1445
not to be drawn into debate, 71 1, 1293

Sydenham

respect for, 1~7

line, 397
station, 988, 989
TuIlamarine link., 138, 141, 143, 144,221
(See also Public Transport Corporation)

Computers: use in chamber, 872, 1188, 1371
Debate
anticipation, 676, 678, 680, 1100,1429
order of call, 666, 667

Rawson Primary School, 348, 351
Respite care (See Disability services)

scope, 62, 590, 591, 622, 691, 800. 801, 803, 816, 817, 818,

819,820,1301,1302,1303,1304,1305,1306,1337,1339
Debates of same session, 164, 1045, 1100
Documents

Retail industl1'
Growth, q 780

availability, 173, 363,451,469, 589, 622, 1283
identification, 506, 881, I 118

Road safet)'

tabling, 1050

Schools, 135, 140,894,896
Utility trucks. 984. 989
Roads
Better Roads fundmg. q 830, q 831, q 926, q 927
Cattle underpasses. 1~ I~. 1~ 18
Docklands. 533. 537
Funding. 4411, 4S"'. 985. 989
Mount Ba" Ba". :51. 754
Orbital tran.."PO" comdor. 61
(See also tnd1\ Idual freeway, highway, road and street names)

Rosanna fire Station Communit)' House, 534, 535
Rosebud

Caravan park.

~89

Royall\1elboume Hospital. q 1013. q 1014
Rulings by the Chair

Accuracy of remarks. 35, 279, 283, 1097, 1164
Adjourrunent
matter must relate to government administration, 605, 606,
1326, 1328
matter must seek action, 136, 450, 451, 605, 607, 1141, 1142,
1214
matter to be directed to appropriate minister, 607, 1141
ministers' responses, 199,200,827
only one matter to be raised, 56, 196, 1330
time limits, 665
Admissibility
motions, 9, 143,459,463.464, 1333
points of order, 464, 900, 1034
questions without notice, 7, 217.297,484,1017, 1102
reasoned amendment. 1058

Hansard: incorporations, 319, 765
Intetjections,48,58, 76,88,133,148,155,170,171,172,173,
197,199,262,278,283,284,286,350,353,354,374,377,
379,381,403,404,405,406,420,425,432,444,447,463.
468,471,474,492,504,506,509,513,514,520,537,538,
569,570,612,616,650,676,696.697,698,715,717,736,
764, 769, 770, 780, 818, 824,825, 830, 832, 833, 834. 841,
844,892, 896, 905, 906, 926, 928, 929, 930. 979, 995, 1008.
1010,1013,1015,1016,1037,1049,1065,1096,1098,1100,
1101,1102,1105,1106, 1107,1144, 1I57, 1158, 1194, 1243,
1244,1246,1247,1269, 1278,1279. 1280, 1281, 1282, 1283,
1302,1308, 1335, 1~6, 1353,1354,1357,1397,1398,1400,
1401,1425,1432,1443, 1445,1446, 1451

Members
applause, 633, 772
audible conversations, 122, 217, 351, 650. 720, 739, 979,
1052, 1056, 1395
conduct, 403, 404, 405, 528, 586, 605, 766, 1333, 1347
correct titles, 41, 68, 169,605,734,868,964, 1010, 1430
mi~resentation, 722
naming, 174, 1358
pecuniary interests, 164, 167
retlectionson, 272, 273,706,823,1077,1121,1163,1347,
1363
Motions
admissibility,9, 143,459,463,464, 1333
notice, 9
that the question be now put, 803, 1307, 1431
Pagers and mobile telephones, 872, 1188
Personal explanations, 16, 488
Points of order
admissibility, 464, 900, I O~
fiivolous, 608, 621, 1~ 7
Pre-empting of report, 1143
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Sandringham

Public gallery
interjections, 420
members not to refer to, 572
Questions without notice
admissibility, 7, 217, 297, 484, 1017, 1102

Foreshoredeveloprnent, 1213, 1216
School buses

Special school, 603, 608
Yam Valley, 837

answers

length, 4.5,87,89,90,215,216,298,377,613,699,782,
1156, 1245, 1447

relevance, 6
debating, 402, 406, 407,569,613,699, 1358

Schools and colJeges
Airconditioning, 1142, 1144
Class sizes, q 697,893,895

frivolous, 90

Eltham school crossing, 135, 140

may be put in writing, 216

Information technology, q 405, q 617

not to contain lengthy quotations, 1017

Maintenance, q 172, q 1014

not to contain statements, 831, 1356

Overseas students, q 617
Road safety, 894, 896

Reading

(See also Students, Teachers and individual school and college

newspapers, 1139

names)

speeches, 1284
Reasoned amendments

Science, engineering and technology

admissibility, 1058

Investing in lMovation program, q 697

circulation, 505
Reflections on judiciary, 40, 1492
Relevance, 52,65,66,67,70,74,75,79,81,167,174,214,
218,220, 228, 229,231,250,253, 257, 258, 313, 338, 339,
380,403,426,432,447,454,457,462,465,476,485,487,
489,495,496,505,507,512,538,549,554,571,573,616,
638,646, 664, 684,685,688,689, 692, 701, 722, 780, 781,
831,879,883,888,890,903,907,914,924,926,1016, 1018,
1036,1057,1085,1165,1167,1168,1169,1176,1177,1178,
1179,1180,1247,1270,1295, 1298, 1327, 1387, 1398, 1424,
1425,1426, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1433, 1471

Remarks
accw-acy, 35,279,283,1097, 1164
to be in English, 570, 571
Scope of debate, 62. 590, 591, 622, 691, 800, 801, 803, 816.
817,818,819,820,1301,1302,1303,1304.1305.1306.
1337, 1339
Sub judice rule, 1034
Tedious repetition, 1294, 1306
Timing of speeches, 170, 171
UnparliamentaIy and offensive remarks. 381,465,484,485.
487, 508, 513,605, 770, 873, 1099, I 177, 1302, 1344, 1365,
1366
Rural Ambulance Victoria, 452,455
Rural Victoria

Scoresby freeway
Tolls,q 924
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Alert Digest, 11,222,409,620,1159,1423

Annual report, 1159
Right to silence report, 11
Subordinate legislation report, I 159
Serrated tussock, 894, 899
Sewerage
Minyip,61
Momington Peninsula, 987, 990
Shadow ministry, I
Small business
Government policies, q 1444
Smith Family, q 1356
Soldiers Hill Steam Train Society, 749, 754
South Morang

Community development scheme. 9

Disability services unit, 135, 140

Fuel prices, 9
Housing estates, q 1449
Population, q 613

Soutb Road, Moorabbin East

Suicide, 1490, 1493
Young Rural Ambassadors, q 1447

Soutbmoor Primary School, 449, 456

Warrigal Road intersection, 1488, 1492

Spear thistle, 144, 197,202, 545

s
Sale
Swing bridge, 1416, 1419

Sport
Young athletes, 195,202
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Tertiary education and training

Springvale
Westall Road upgrade, 535, 541
Stamp duty

Aboriginals, q 174, 603, 608
Access, q 1247
Apprenticeships, q 570

Concession. 986, 990
State Development., Department of

Industry grants, q 1448, 1488, 1492
State Emergency Service

Middle East mission. q 300
Rural telecommunications, q 783
Student union fees, 136, 139
youth initiatives, q 700
(See also individual university and institute names)

Volunteers, 54, 58

Timbarra, 260, 264

State forests

Timber industry (See Forest industry)

Beekeeping, 1487, 1492
Camp Reefton, Warburton, 751, 754

Torres Strait Islanders (See Aboriginals)

Strzelecki State Forest, 144

Trains (See Rail)

Students

Trams

Teacher suitability reports, 345, 350

Union fees, 136, 139

City Circle, q 407
Disability access, q 299

Suicides and self-harm in Victorian prisons

DockIands, q 1245
Privatisation and automatic ticketing, 1221

Report, 837

Transport Accident Commission

Sunbury
Macedon Street bridge, 57, 60

Traffic flow, 986, 989

Advertising, q 89
Treasury and Finance, Department of

Water supply, 1073, 1078

Energy Projects Division, q 6, q 215

Sun bury Community Health Centre, 822, 826

TuUamarine Freeway

Eastern Freeway link, q 829, q 833, q 834

Sun bury Road, Bulla, 57, 60
Sunraysia Rural Water Authority

u

Credit cards, 1073, 1078
Superannuation

Unemployment (See Employment)

Commutation scheme, 666, 670
Portability, 347, 353

Universities (See individual university names)

Swimming pools

v

Funding, q 485
Swing bridge, Sale, 1416, 1419

Victims Referral and Assistance Service, q 1157

T

Victoria University of Technology
Credit cards, q 1102, q 1104

T AFE (See Tertiary education and training)

Email, 532, 536
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal

Tasmania

Delays, 1491

Ferry service, 393,398
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 410, 438,543,545
Teachers

Contracts, 196, 202, 1416, 1419
Shortage, 1140, 1143
Terrick Terrick National Park, q 380

Victorian Workcover Authority (See Workcover)
Vincent Street., Daylesford

Bus stop, 453, 458
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w
Wangaratta

Dental services, 1158
Everton Upper Primary School site, 262, 265
Wangaratta District Base Hospital, 748, 753

Government initiatives, q 219
Housing assistance, q 614
IntelVention orders, 604, 608

Women on the Move, q 404
Wonthaggi

Respite care, 892, 900, q 1153
Workoover

Warragul

Disability setVices, 531, 536
Warrigal Road, Moorabbin East

South Road intersection, 1488, 1492

Advertising, q 89
Chief executive officer, 275
Common-law rights, 273
Conciliator, 1489, 1493
Urpayments, q I, q 3, q 4

Water industry

Catchment management authorities levy, 9, 61, 143, 144,222,
531,541,755,836
Rural infrastructure, q 1354
Sunbmy supply, 1073, 1078
(See also individual water authority names)
Waverley Park

Closure, 1214, 1218, 1333

Safety inspectors, q 5
Wren report, q 1447

y
Yarra, City of

Fairfield Park Boathouse, 10

Weeds
Yarra Ranges, Shire of

Momington Peninsula, 345, 349
Serrated tussock, 894, 899
Spearthistle, 144, 197,202,545
Werribee

Community health centre, 1417, 1419
Sewage treatment plant, q 1151
WestalJ Road, SpringvaJe

Upgrade, 535, 541

Food regulation, 532, 535
Yarra vaUey Hockey Oub, 453, 457
Young Rural Ambassadors, q 1447
Youth

Employment, q 87
Training initiatives, q 700

Western Region Environment Group, 890, 898

PETITIONS

Whitehorse, City of

Blackbum Bingo Centre, 284
Residential tenancies, 985, 989
Whitehorse Road. Mitcham

Reswfacing, 55, 60

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 1079, I 158, 1219,

1421
Banyule: BeJJfield, 144, 145
Blackburn High School, 90 I

WhittJesea

Helping Hand Association, 135, 140
Wodonga, Rural City of

Capital punishment, 545,1421
Catchment management authorities: levy, 9, 61, 143, 144, 222,

755,836

Albury amalgamation, 750, 752, 985, 989
Satisfaction survey, 750, 752
Wodonga Learning, Education and Play Centre, 1418, 1419
Wodonga Regional Health Service, 1072, 1078
Women

Action plan, q 404
Battered woman syndrome, 1491, 1492

Cemeteries and crematoria, 409, 619, 1422
Children: sexual assault, 145
Disability services: South Morang, 545

Education: state system, 836, 901
Edward Street Nursing Home, Ferntree Gully, 220
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REPORTS

Fishing industry: pipis, 61
Fishing industry: professional netters, 618
BLF Custodian
F1emington church demolition, 144

41st and 42nd reports, 11

Gippsland Lakes, 9, 221, 355, 408, 618

Commonwealth treaty documents, 409

Home loan schemes, 221,408, 619, 836, 1158

Council of Magistrates

Juvenile justice: Broadford, 1422

Annual report, 11
County Court judges

Keilor-Melton Road: noise controls, 1220
Late-term abortions, 143,355
Liquorland outlet, Mount Waverley, 673
McDonalds franchise, Diamond Creek, 837

Annual report, 222
Economic Development Committee

Government-funded national broOOcasting, 1221
Federal--State Relations Committee

Federalism and the role of the states, 991
Minyip sewerage scheme, 61
Orbital transport corridor, 61
P ANCH site, 1159

Register of specific purpose payments, 1159
Inquiries into child deaths: protection and care
Annual report, 1333
Law Reform Committee

Planning: Keysborougb green wedge, 1220
Planning: review, 1219, 1421
Police: Drysdale station, 837

Criminal liability and self-induced intoxication, 1220
Technology and the law, 1422
National Crime Authority
Annual report, 10

Police: Heidelberg stations, 1220, 1422
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Police: Lang Lang station, 269
Poli~e:

Mount Evelyn station, 837

Po~ercor:

Kyneton depot, 143

Preschools: funding, 10
Racial discrimination, 619,755

Annual reporting, 1080

Budget estimates, I I
Membership, 464
Review of suicides and self-harm in Victorian prisons

Report, 837
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
Alert Digest, 11,222,409,620,1159,1423

Rail: Tullamarine link, 143, 144,221

School buses: Yarra Valley, 837

Annual report, 1159

Right to silence, 11
Subordinate legislation, 1159

Spear thistle, 144,545
Strzelecki State Forest. 144
Wangaratta: dental services, 1158
Waverley Park: closure, 1333
Yarra: management, 10

SUBSTANTIVE MOTIONS
Auditor-General: prisons, 1333
Catchment management authorities: levy, 61
Government policies, 673
Housing: maintenance, 464
Melbourne--Geelong road: upgrade, 901, 916
Member for Northcote: conduct, 143
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Planning: ministerial intervention, 79

Questions without notice

Dairy industry: brand names, 1154

Police: strength, 459

Film and television industry: training, 781
Tertiary education: Middle East mission, 300

Public sector debt, 918
Public transport: privatisation and automatic ticketing, 1221

ASHLEY, Mr (Bayswater)
Rural Victoria: community development scheme, 9
Adjournment
Rural Victoria: fuel prices, 9

Austrian Club, Heidelberg, 346
Bills

MEMBERS

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 1114
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 581
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 740

ANDRlANOPOULOS, Mr (Mill Park)
Adjournment

City Link: tolls, 1139
Disability services: South Morang, 135
Bills

Questions without notice

CF A: growth corridor services, 783
Local government: services, 299
Victims Referral and Assistance Service, 1157

BAKER, Mr(Sunshine)

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 1131
Petitions

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 1079
Disability services: South Morang, 545
Questions without notice

City Link: e-tags, 570
Rulings, 313, 319, 496,504,505, \077, 1176, 1177, 1178, 1179,
1180
(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

ANDRlGHETIO, Mr(Narracan)
Adjournment

Disability services: Warragul, 531
Mount Baw Baw road, 751
Rawson Primary School, 348

Bills

Appropriation (parliament 199912000) Bill, 1081
AustraIia Acts (Request) Bill, 1317
Food (Amendment) Bill, 802
Government Superannuation Bill, 429
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 106
Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 644
Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 760

BATCHELOR, Mr(Thomastown)
Adjournment

City Link
e-tags, 1074
project delays, 822
Dingley bypass, 198
PTC: Oakleigh land, 1213
Public transport: automatic ticketing, 393

Bills

Land (Reservations and Other Matters) BiJJ, 1060

Bills

Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 98

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 621, 622, 1006

Police Regulation and Firearms (Amendment) BiJJ, 1041
Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 574
Surveillance Devices Bill, 560

Appropriation (Parliament 1999/2000) Bil1, 1080

Law Refonn Committee

Criminal liability and self-induced intoxication, 1220
Points of order, 352, 573

Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 929
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 1320
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bil1, 1441,
1449
Transport Acts (Further Amendment) Bil1, 93, 247
Year 2000 Infonnation Disclosure Bill, 333
Business of the house

Program, 840, 1162, 1344
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Government-funded national broadcasting, 1221
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Melboume--Geelong road: upgrade, \0\7
Minister for Police and Emergency Services: retirement, 406
Payroll tax, 696

Points of order, 171, 173, 174,217,250,253,296,297,380,
465,469,571,924,1016, 1165,1214,1344,1347
Police: strength, 462
Public transport: privatisation and automatic ticketing, 1221
Questions without notice

City Link
e-tags, 380, 381, 484, 782, 783, 1016
project delays, 831, 832
Rail: privatisation, 1155

Police
DunoIly station, 377
government advertising, 401
Mount Evelyn station, 88, 90
regions, 483
review,295
stations, 614
strength, 86,169,213,215,379,402,403,567,611,612
Royal Melbourne Hospital, 1013, 1014

Scoresby freeway, 924
State Development: industry grants, 1448
Workcover: co-payments, 1,3,4

BRACKS, Mr (Williamstown) (Leader of the Opposition)

Shadow ministry, 1

BiDs

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 763

BRUMBY, Mr (Broadmeadows)

Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 1308
Freedom ofInformation (Amendment) Bill, 1376
Government Superannuation Bill, 417
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bi11, 488,
877
Police Regulation and Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 1046
Public Sector Reform (further Amendments) Bi11, 127
Rural Fmance (Amendment) Bill, 301
State Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 301
Business of the house

Adjournment, 1423
Program,1161
Grie,,'ances

Employment: manufacturing, 282
Joint sitting of Parliament

Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 543
Melbourne--Geelong road: upgrade, 901

Adjournment

Rural Victoria: suicide, 1490
Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 940
Appropriation (parliament 199912000) Bill, 1085
Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 1315
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 164
Dental Practice Bill, 976
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 512
Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 885
Food (Amendment) Bill, 801, 1296, 1300
Freedom of Information (Amendment) Bill, 818,1396,1400
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 1065
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1476
Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 634
State Taxation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1186
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 494
Government policies, 673

Points of order, 220, 296, 406, 464, 569, 780,906
Housing: maintenance, 478
Police: strength, 459
Petitions
Questions without notice

Gippsland Lakes, 618

Auditor-General
appointment, 1444
ministerial portfolios, 1243, 1245, 1354, 1445
prisons, 1353
Credit cards: authorisation, 110 I

Points of order, 163, 166, 167,496, 504,513, 637, 676, 678,
680,688,691,914,1302,1398

BURKE, Ms (Prahran)

Dorf Industries closure, I 71
Eastern Freeway: tolls, 779, 781, 925
Gas

Adjournment

Disaster plan, 534

ethane supply, 829

Drugs: disposal advice, 1141

Longford explosion, 926, 1151

Housing: Prahran, 394
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Public uansport: graffiti, 821
Rail: Balaclava station, 1490

Bills

Local Government (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill, 7 I8

Bills
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 955
Children and Young Persons (Corrective Services)
(Amendment) Bill, 79
Food (Amendment) Bill, 1303
Freedom ofInformation (Amendment) Bill, 1405

CAMERON, Mr (Bendigo West)

Guardianship and Administration (Amendment) Bill, 1068
Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 1205

Adjournment

Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 131

Bendigo: Ansett Cup, 14 I4
Education: speech therapists, 1075
Newstead youth training centre, 750
North Central Catchment Management Authority, 531
Police: central Victoria, 344
Rail: Bendigo workshops, 54

Bills
ApPrOPriation (1999/2000) Bill, 844
Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 391
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 1258
Legal Practice (Practising Certificates) Bill, 343
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 42
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 736
Surveillance Devices Bill, 557
TranspOrt Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 234
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 446
Catchment management authorities: levy, 69

Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 567, 572
Grievances

Juvenile justice: privatisation, 269
Petitions

Cemeteries and crematoria, 409, 619, 1422
Juvenile justice: Broadford, 1422
Preschools: funding, 10
Points of order, 199,200, 218, 454, 573, 605
Questions without notice

Juvenile justice centre: privatisation, 218

CARL!, Mr (Coburg)

Bills
Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 991
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 1261

Petitions

Catchment management authorities: levy, 9,836
Points of order, 40

Government Superannuation Bill, 435
Interactive Gaming (Player Protection) Bill, 1273
Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 1059
Local Government (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill. 724
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 34

CAMP8ELL, Ms (pascoe Vale)

Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) BilL 1472

Adjournment

Year 2000 Information Disclosure BiB, 302

Surveillance Devices BiB, 559
Battered woman syndrome, 1491

Points of order, 35

DIsability services
funding, 1137
tenders, 986

Family services
Central Highlands-Grampians, 55

support, 449
Helping Hand Association, Whittlesea, 135

Human Services
child-care officer, 821
community education, 1415

CLARK, Mr (Box Hill)

Bills
Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 772
Commonwealth Places (Mirror Taxes Administration) Bill,
1352
Government Superannuation Bill, 414
Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 1456

Mitchell Community Health Services, 348
Neighbourhood houses: funding, 749

Office of the Regulator-GeneraJ (Amendment) Bill, 367

Pines Preschool Centre, 194, 664

Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 745

Auditor-General: prisons, 1333

Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 640
State Taxation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1184
Tattersall Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 226
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 234
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Points of order, 362, 637

Public transport: privamation and automatic ticketing, 1227

Public sector debt, 918

Questions without notice
Public transport: disability access, 611

COLE, Mr(Melbowne)

Rail
privatisation, 1155
south-western Victoria, 1155

BiDs
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 101

Trams
City Circle, 407
disability access, 299

COLEMAN, Mr (Bennettswood)

Docklands, 1245

BiDs
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 492
Petitions
Liquorland outlet, Mount Waverley, 673

COOPER. Mr (Mornington) (Minister for Transport)
Adjournment

CUNNlNGHAM, Mr (Melton)

Adjournment

Rail: Sydenham line, 397
Rulings, 81,148, 155,476,549,554,638,646,676,678,680,
682,684,685,844,1269,1270,1344, 1346, 1347, 1443
(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

Casey: road funding, 457
High Street Road: upgrade, 1218

DAVIES, Ms (Gippsland West)

J. and N. Tangas Pty Ltd, 1218
Kydaco Painting, 457

Adjournment

Land tax: family trusts, 1218

Respite care: Wonthaggi, 892

Moonee Valley: road funding, 989

Spear thistle, 197

Northern Pacific seastar, 1218

PTC: Oakleigh land, 1218

Bills

Public transport: automatic ticketing, 397

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 1089

Rail

Freedom ofInformation (Amendment) Bill, 1390

Boroflla station, 1076
Glppsland line, 352

Government Superannuation Bill, 423
Catchment management authorities: levy, 76

Sydenham Ime, 397
Sydenham station, 989
Rawson Primary School, 351

Petitions
Catchment management authorities: levy, 144

Road safety: utility trucks, 989

Police: Lang Lang station, 269

Roads: cattle underpasses, 1218

Spear thistle, 144, 545

Sunbury: traffic flow, 989

Strzelecki State Forest, 144

Vincent Street, Daylesforrl: bus stop, 458
Waverley Park: closure, 1218

Yarra Valley Hockey Club, 457

Bills
Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 1319

Points of order, 78,403, 900
Questions without notice
Dail)' industry: deregulation, 402

Wonthaggi: respite care, 1153

Marine (Amendment) Bill, 877, 970,1324
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 701,

796
Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 795
T ranspon Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 93, 184,258

DEAN, Dr(Berwick)
Adjournment
Princes Highway: Hallam bypass, 606

Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 181

Melbourne-Geelong road: upgrade, 906

Bills
Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 938

Points of order, 250, 257, 906

Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 386
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Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill,
655
Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 888

DIXON, Mr (Dromana)

Adjournment

Freedom ofInfonnation (Amendment) Bill, 1380

Momington Peninsula: sewerage, 987

Legal Practice (Practising Certificates) Bill, 342
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 30,119,121,123,125

Momington Peninsula Freeway: noise controls, 137
Momington Peninsula-Tasmania feny service, 393

Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 1198

Point Nepean RoOO: traffic, 1415

Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 565

Bills
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 951

DELAHUNTY, Ms (Northcote)
Adjournment
Aspendale Gardens primary school, 892

Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 581
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 149
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 240

Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 326

Blackbum South school site, 450
Camp Reefion. 751
Handweavers and Spinners Guild of Victoria, 1076

Metro Craft Centre, 1416
School buses: special school, 603

Grievances
Caravan parks: Rosebud, 289
Questions without notice

Students: teacher suitability reports, 345

Aboriginals: preschools,487

Teachers
contracts, 196

Building industty: perfonnance, 101 7
Local government: elections, 7

shortage, 1140

Bills
Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 934

DOLUS, Mr (Riclunond)

Planning: ministerial intervention, 79

Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 1311
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 93, 502

Points of order, 81

Freedom oflnfonnation (Amendment) Bill, 1386

Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 324
DOYLE, Mr (Malvern)

Business of the house
Adjournment., 1429
Points of order, 504, 508

Adjournment
Planning: Hedgeley Dene precinct, 1139
Bills

Questions without notice

Drugs: supp<Xt services, 7
Education: [~er process, 1248
Gas: winter supply, 830
Newham Pnmary School, 569
Schools
class sizes. 697
information technology, 617

Ambulance Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 1170
Dental Practice Bill, 974
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 733
Points of order, 1282

ELDER, Mr (Ripon)

Bills
DEPUTY SPEAKER, The (Hon. J. F. McGrath)

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 966
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 508

Distinguished visitors, 650
Rulings, 136.231,465,537,538,650,769,770,772,1096,1097,
1098,1099.1100,1101,1121,1214,1347,1363,1365,1366,
1371
(See also McGRATH, MrJ. F. (Warmambool)and Rulings by
the Chair in GENERAL)

Petitions
Catchment management authorities: levy, 222
Points of order, 676
Questions without notice
Schools: infonnation technology, 405

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
ELLIOTI, Mn (MooroolbaIk)

Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 93, 1055

Adjournment

Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 755

Royal Park Land Bill, 1335, 1432
Begging, 1491

Laser pens, 450

Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 92,440
Catchment management authorities: levy, 61

Bills

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 930

Petitions

Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bi\I, 1202

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 1079, 1158, 1421

Transpo!t Accident (Fwther Amendment) Bill, 241

Catchment management authorities: levy, 61, 143
Fishing industry: pipis, 61

Petitions

Minyip sewerage scheme, 61

Gippsland Lakes, 222, 618
Points of order, 67, 68, 75,606,1057,1121,1339
FINN, Mr (Tullamarine)

Questions without notice

Point King Beach, Ponsea, 299, 300
Adjournment

Bulla tip, 1329
Gladstone Park Secondary College, 198

GILLEIT, Ms (Werribee)

Gladstone Views Primary School, 1489
Health: prostate-specific antigen testing, 261

Adjournment

Rai I: Sunbury service, 605

Drugs: western suburbs, 1215

Sunbury: traffic flow, 986

Princes Freeway: upgrade, 825

Sunbury Community Health Centre, 822

Werribee community health centre, 141 7

Sunbury Road, Bulla, 57

Western Region Environment Group, 890

Bills
Food (Amendment) Bill, 1302
Local Government (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill, 721

BiDs

Ambulance Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 1180
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 1125
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 1263

Business of the house

Program. 1347
Government policies. 690
Member for Northcote: conduct, 143
Points of order, 450, 606, 607, 678, 688, 689, 690, 691, 823,
1121.1347
Questions without notice

Kosovar refugees, 1I 0 I
Public transport: disability access, 611
Victoria: economic management, 2

Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 48
Police Regulation and Fireanns (Amendment) Bill, 1042
Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 1207
Melbourne-Geelong road: upgrade, 916
Points of order, 1178

GUDE, Mr (Hawthorn) (Minister for Education)

Adjournment

Aspendale Gardens primary school, 895
Audrey Brooks Preschool, 1331
Blackburn South school site, 456

GARBUTI, Ms (Bundoora)

Bridges: River Murray, 1078
Bulla tip, 1332

Adjournment

City Link: e-tags, 1078

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 262, 668, 891

Crime: victim compensation, 1332

Fon Queenscliff, 605

Deer hunters, 1332

Native bird culling, 396

Education: speech therapists, 1078

Northern Pacific seastar, 1211
Water: Sunbury supply, 1073

Fiemington church demolition, 60

Bills

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 1118
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 146

Gaming: venue security, 1332
Handweavers and Spinners Guild of Victoria, 1078
Housing: emergency, 1078
Kosovar refugees, 1331
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Liberal Party: membership, 1332
Meadowglen Primary School, 1331
Member for Northcote, 1330

Port Phillip Prison: firearms, 197
Prisons: performance, 1138
Auditor-General: prisons, 1333

Planning: munictpal schemes, 1078
Schools
class sizes, 89.5
road safety, 896
Southmoor Primary School, 456
Sunraysia Rural Water Authority: credit cards, 1078

Water: SWlbwy supply, 1078
Wodonga Regional Health Service, 1078
Bills

Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 93, 183
Food (Amendment) Bill, 1307
Public Correctional Setvices Authority Bill, 145
Business of the hOUse

Correction ofbill titles, 15
Grievances, 15
Orders of the chty, 633
Program, 16,410,633,839,1160, 1344
Televising and broadcasting ofprocee.dings, 1334
Joint sitting of parliament

Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 410
Naming of member, 174, 1358

Bills
Ambulance Services (F\ll'ther Amendment) Bill, 1175
Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 864
Food (Amendment) Bill, 1305
Police Regulation and Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 489, 589,
838, 1019,1051, 1052, 1053
Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 1200
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 312
Business of the house

Program, 842
Grievances

Police: strength, 278
Notices of motion

Liquor Control Reform (Amendment) Bill, 1160
Petitions

Education: state system, 836
McDonaJds franchise, Diamond Creek, 837
Police
Drysdale station, 837
Mount Evelyn station, 837
School buses: Yarra Valley, 837

Points of order, 16
Public Account- and Estimates Committee

Membership, 464
Questions ,,·ithoDt notice

Education
state system, 4
tender proc~s, 1248
Education Week. 1355
Gas: winter supply, 831
Schools
class sizes, 698
information lechnology, 405, 617

Points of order, 313,451,457, 607, 826, 1033, 1036, 1050,
1142,1176,1178,1180,1306
Questions without notice

Police
legal costs, 298
strength, 217,405,487
Port Phillip Prison: performance, 1356
Prisons: contracts, I 154

HAMIL TON, Mr (Morwell)
Adjournment

maintenance, 172, 1014

McDonalds franchise, Portland, 984

overseas students, 617

Rail: Gippsland line, 346
Bills

HAERMEYEJt. Mr(Yan Yean)
Adjournment

MeadowgIen Primary School, 1328
Planning
Epping quart)', 823
Nillumbik s.;heme, 987
Police
Oakleigh S(3rion, 452
strength, 395, 606

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 999
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 580
Electricity Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1413
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 372
Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 641

Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 236
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 491
Catchment management authorities: levy, 72
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Petitions
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Housing

Catchment management authorities: levy, 755

building program, 486

Racial discrimination, 619, 755

regional estates, 1449
National Reconciliation Week, 1154

Points of order, 638

Women: housing assistance, 614

Rural Victoria: fuel prices, 9

HENDERSON, Mrs (Geelong) (Minister for Housing and

HONEYWOOD,Mr(Warrandyte)(MinistetrforTertiary
Education and Training and Minister assistir-Ig the Premier on
Multicultural Affairs)

Minister responsible for Aboriginal Affairs)
Adjournment
Adjournment

Central Gippsland Institute ofTAFE, 1216

Aboriginals: employment and training, 608

Goulbum Ovens Institute ofTAFE, 140

Asperger's syndrome, 609

Nwnurkah Secondary College, 350

Australian Heritage Society, 827

Students: teacher suitability reports, 350

City Link: project delays, 826

Tertiary education: student union fees, 139

Disability services: transport allowances, 827

Victoria University ofTechnology: email, 5.36

Eastmoor Primary School site, 1077
Fishing industry: professional netters, 670

Bills

Forest industry: Wongungarra, 608

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, I 100, 11 06

Fort Queenscliff, 609

Constitution (Requests) Bill, 1457

Frankston Freeway: upgrade, 670

Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, I()6.8

Gaming: bingo, 608

New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bin, 1067

Greensborougtr-Lower Plenty-Rosanna roads: safety audit, 827

Business of the house

Housing
North Sheppanon estate, 265
Prahran,398
Human Services: child-care officer, 826

Program, 1165
Joint sitting of Parliament

Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 54~

Intervention orders, 608
Jirrahlinga Koala and Wildlife Sanctuary, 670
Planning: Epping quarry, 826

Points of order, 279, 637, 1097, 1164
Questions without notice

Police: strength, 609
Princes Freeway: upgrade, 827
Princes Highway: Hallam bypass, 609
Public transport
Anzac Day services, 670

graffiti, 826
Rail: Sunbwy service, 608
School buses: special school, 608
Sunbury Community Health Centre, 826

Apprenticeships: programs, 570
Central Gippsland Institute ofTAFE, 833
Public sector. trainees and apprentices, 173
Tertiary education
access, 1247

Middle East mission, 300
rural telecommunications, 783
youth: training initiatives, 700

Superannuation: commutation scheme, 670
Bills
Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 798
State Taxation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1191
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 247
Housing: maintenance, 482
Melbourne-{;eelong road: upgrade, 910

HULLS, Mr (Niddrie)
Adjournment

Intervention orders, 604
Liberal Party: membership, 1326
Workcover: conciliator, 1489
Bills
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 1096

Points of order, 475,826
Questions without notice

Aboriginals: employment and training, 174

Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 382
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 1249
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 150
Fair Trading Bill, 523
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Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill,
652
Freedom of Information (Amendment) Bill, 703,816,1359
Guardianship and Administration (Amendment) Bill, 489, 979
Interactive Gaming (player Protection) Bill, 1266

Legal Practice (Practising Certificates) Bill, 340
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 16, 116, 121, 122, 124
Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 702,1191
Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 94, 561
SlDVeillance Devices BilI, 93, 546
Tattersall Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 91, 223
The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 301, 663,
706
Year 2000 Information Disclosure BilI, 328
Business of tbe bouse

Program, 1346
Government policies, 682

Rulings, 167,272, 273, 278, 279, 280, 420, 421, 423, 425, 426,
586,589,590,591,605,606,607,608,800,801,803,816,817,
818,819,820,823,824,825,827,968,1045,1049,1303,1304,
1305, 1306, 1307, 1308
(See also Rulings by tbe Cbair in GENERAL)

JENKINS, Mr (Ballarat West)
Adjournment
Beekeeping: state forests, 1487
CFA and SES volunteers, 54

LeannoutlrSturt street intersection, Ballarat, 1140
Soldiers Hill Steam Train Society, 749

Bills
Mental Health (Amendment) BiII, 737
Police Regulation and Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 1047
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) BiII, 1479

Grievances

Points of order, 283

Workcover
CEO,275
common-law rights, 273
Points of order, 220, 272,549,605,664,684,816,817,818,
1358, 1363, 1366
Questions without notice

Casino: bidding process, 1156
Credit cards: misuse, 834
Liberal Party: membership, 1446

Questions witbout notice

Rural Victoria: population, 613
Trams: disability access, 299

JOHN, Mr (Bendigo East)
Adjournment
Police: Bendigo, 533
Schools: class sizes, 893

Ministers: business interests, 219, 381
Political advertising, 1357
Premier. defamation action, 699
Victoria University ofTeclmology: credit cards, 1102
Workcover: safety inspectors, 5

JASPER, Mr (Murray Valley)

Adjournment
Bridges: River Murray, 1073
Deer hunters, 1328
Everton Upper Primary School site, 262
Floods: north-eastern Victoria, 195

Bills
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 109
TattersaJl Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 230
Federal-State Relations Committee

Federalism and the role of the states, 991
Register of specific pwpose payments, 1159
Questions without notice

Tenick Tenick National Park, 380

KENNEIT, Mr (Burwood) (premier, Minister for Multicultural
Affairs and Minister for the Arts)

Schools: airconditioning, 1142
Wangaratta District Base Hospital, 748

Bills
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1470
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 499
Questions witbout notice

Better Roads Victoria, 926
Youth: training initiatives, 700

Adjournment
Casey: Premier's visit, 58
Dandenong: Melbourne's second city, 264
Family services: support, 453

Bills
Australia Acts (Request) Bill, 702
Constitution (Requests) Bill, 1248
Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 929
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 488
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Commonwealth treaty documents, 409
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Royal Melbourne Hospital, 1013, 1014
Scoresby freeway, 924

Points of order, 296, 298, 380, 406, 454, 571, IOI6
Questions without notice

Auditor-General
appointment, 1444
ministerial portfolios, 1243, 1246, 1355, 1445
prisons, 1353
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 1152
Australian constitution: preamble, 297
Avalon Airport: investment, 924
Banks: charges, 835
Better Roads Victoria, 830, 832, 926, 927
Casino: bidding process, 1157
City Link
e-tags, 380, 381,484, 570, 1016
key structures, 483
project delays, 832
tolls, 613
Credit cards: authorisation, 110 1
Docklands: Grollo tower, 928

Victoria: economic managernent, 2
Victoria University ofTechnology: credit cards, 1102, 1104
Workcover: co-payments, I, 3, 4
Youth: employment, 87

KD..GOUR, Mr (Shepparton)

Adjournment

Goulburn Ovens Institute ofTAFE, 138
Harness racing: driver licences, 667
Housing: North Shepparton estate, 263
Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 1133
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 168

Food (Amendment) Bill, 803
Tattersall Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 232
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 236
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 498

DorfIndustries closure, 171

Catchment management authorities: levy, 77

Drugs
federal funding, 3

Points of order, 496, 667

support services, 8

Questions without notice

Eastern Freeway: tolls, 779, 781, 925
Eastern-Tullamarine freeway link, 829, 833, 834
Employment: government policies, 214
Gas
ethane supply, 829
Longford explosion, 927, I 151
Immigration. 401
Indonesia: aid, 170
Intergraph: ambulance contract., 700, 835
International Fibre Centre, 378
Investing in Innovation, 697
Kosovar refugees, I I0 I
Melboume-Geelong road: upgrade, 1017
Minister for Police and Emergency Services: retirement, 406
Ministers: business interests, 220
Newham Primary School, 569
Parliament: sitting hours, 11 05
Police
Dunolly station, 377

Eastern-Tullamarine freeway link, 833
Information technology: investment, 568

KOSKY, Ms (Altona)
Adjournment

Central Gippsland Institute ofTAFE, 1212
Police: Bacchus Marsh station, 749
Teachers: contracts, 1416
Tertiary education: student union fees, 136
Victoria University ofTechnology: email, 532
BHIs

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 788
Freedom ofInforrnation (Amendment) Bill, 1382
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 746
Transport Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 256
Business of the house

government advertising, 40 I

Program, 841,1164

Mount Evelyn station, 88

Sessional orders, 1160

regions, 483
review, 295
stations, 614
strength. 86,169,213,215,216,379,402,404,567,611,612
Political advertising, 1357, 1359
Premier: defamation action, 699
Retail industry: growth, 781

Government policies, 693
Melbourne-Geelong road: upgrade, 911
Points of order, 689, 690
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Questions without notice

Central Gippsland Institute ofTAFE, 833
Parliament sitting hours, 1105
Public sector: trainees and apprentices, 173
Victoria University of Technology: credit cards, 1104

LEIGH, Mr (Mordialloc)
Adjournment

Greater Dandenong: parks contract, I 138
Kingston: Cheltenham property, 397
Moorabbin Airport
market site, 1417

LANGDON, Mr (lvanhoe)
Adjournment
Audrey Brooks Preschool, 1330
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 1490
Banyule Community Health Service, 1418
Greensborough-Lower Plenty-Rosanna roads
safety audit, 825
traffic management, 259
Police: Heidelberg complex. 1141
Rosanna Fire Station Community House, 534
Schools: road safety, 894
Yarra Valley Hockey Club, 453
Bills
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, % I
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 376
The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 713
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 237

noise,892
pilot training, 56
Bills

Tattersall Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 231
Business of the house
Program, 1163
Grievances
ALP: branch stacking, 27 I
Housing: maintenance, 464
Petitions
Planning: Keysborough green wedge, 1220
Points of order, 56, 231,465,469, 1283
Questions without notice
Consultants: government costs, 215

Grievances
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 295
Housing: maintenance, 472
Petitions
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 1079, 1219, 1421
Banyule: Bellfield, 144, 145
Planning: review, 1219, 1421
Police: Heidelberg stations, 1220, 1422
Points of order, 476, 137)

LEIGHTON, Mr (preston)
Adjournment
PANCH site, 263
Bills
Appropriation (parliament 199912000) Bill, 1088
Guardianship and Administration (Amendment) Bill, 1069
Interactive Gaming (player Protection) Bill, 1277
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 731
Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 1208

Year 2000 Infonnation Disclosure Bill, 319
LEAN, Mr (Carrum)
Petitions
BiDs

PANCH site, 1159

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 862
Government policies, 696

LIM, Mr (Clayton)

Housing: maintenance, 480

Adjournment

Points of order, 684
Questions without notice
Australian constitution: preamble, 296
Futures for Young Adults, I 104
Investing in Innovation, 697

Fulham Correctional Centre
staffing, 349
Vietnamese prisoners, 752

WestaIl Road: upgrade, 535
Bills
Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 1135
Police Regulation and Fireanns (Amendment) Bill, 1048

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
LONEY, Mr (Geelong North)

McARTHUR, Mr (Monbulk)

Adjournment

Bills

Canadian salmon. 1487
Melboume--Geelong road: Werribee exit, 53

Bills
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 948
Electricity Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1410
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 154
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Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 868
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 159

Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 1063
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, I11
Royal Park Land Bill, 1339, 1434
Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 757
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 314

Gas Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 702, 1405
Government Superannuation Bill, 432

Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 1061
Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 1452, 1456
Marine (Amendment) Bill, 1323
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 879
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 92, 359
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 315
Business of the house
Adjournment. 1427

Points of order, 196,313,816, 1057, 1100, 1306, 1339
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
Budget estimates, II
Questions without notice
Cut flower industry, 379
Eastern-Tullamarine freeway link, 834
Smith Family, 1356

Melbourne-Geelong road: upgrade, 908

Rulings, 65, 66, 67, 68, 70, 74, 75, 76, 77, 79, 338, 339, 506, 507,
508.509,510,511,512,513,514,664,665,666,667,879,881,
1034, 1036, 1037, 1\07, 1118, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1330, 1387

Petitions

(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

Catchment management authorities: levy, 61
Questions without notice

McCALL, Ms (Frankston)

Gas: winter supply. 829
Adjournment
Lt;PTOi\. Mr (Knox)

Weeds: Momington Peninsula, 345

Bills
Adjournment

Focus on the FaITIlly AustraIia, 1213

Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill,

660

Food: Yana Ranges regulation, 532

Freedom of lnfonnation (Amendment) Bill, 1385

Knox community health service, 750, 1415

Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 52,94

Rail: Boroma statIon, 1075

Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 1206

Bills
AppropriaIton ( 199<);'2000) Bill. 855
Government Superannuation Bill, 424
Police Regulation and Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 1044
Surveillance Devices Bill, 559
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 322

Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 747
Points of order, 1177
Questions without notice
Coastal management initiatives, I 015

Public sector: senior executive service, 6
Women: action plan, 404

Questions without notice
Better Roads Victoria, 831
Education: state system, 4
Tertiary education: access, 1247
Rural Victoria: community development scheme, 9

McGILL, Mrs (Oakleigh)
Adjournment
Australian Institute of Archaeology, 395
Oakleigh police sites, 196

Bills
Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 388
Fair Trading Bill, 527
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PersonaJ explanations, 1359
Petitions

Children: sexual assault, 145
Points of order, (:1.)7
Questions without notice

Government expenditure, 698
Land titles register, 486
Youth: employment, 87

Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 991
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 597
Police Regulation and Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 489, 587,
589,591,1048,1052,1053,1054
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 747
State Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 652
The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 301,358
Business of the house

Adjournment, 1423
Program, 223
National Crime Authority

McGRATH, MrJ. F. (Wannambool)
Bills

Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 728

Annual report, 10
Points of order, 1425
Police: strength, 4(:1.)

(See also DEPUTY SPEAKER, The (Hon. J. F. McGrath»
Questions without notice

CFA: growth corridor services, 783
McGRArn, Mr W. D. (Wimmera) (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services and Minister for Corrections)
Adjournment

ALP: Bentleigh candidate, 825

Police
legal costs, 298
strength, 217, 405, 487
Port Phillip Prison: performance, 1356
Prisons: contracts, 1154

Austrian Club, Heidelberg, 353
CF A and SES volunteers, 58
Disaster plan, 541
East Gippsland: logging machinery vandalism. 59
Freeza, 894
Fulham Correctional Centre
staffing, 353
Vietnamese prisoners, 752
Laser pens, 456
Mitchell Community Health Services, 353
Momington Peninsula: sewerage, 990
Oakleigh police sites, 200
Police
Bacchus Marsh station, 752
Bendigo, 540
capital works, 354
central Victoria, 353

Review of suicides and self-harm in Victorian prisons

Report, 837

McLELLAN, Mr (Frankston East)
Adjournment

Frankston Freeway: upgrade, 666
Kosovar refugees, 1328
Bills

Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 1208
Grievances

DPP: child abuse case, 280
Petitions

Capital punishment, 545

Endeavour Hills station, 200
Mildura, 540
Oakleigh station, 457
Port Phillip Prison: firearms, 20 I

Questions without notice

City Link: tolls, 613
Drugs: federal funding, 3

Stamp duty: concession, 990
Superannuation: portability, 353
Bills
Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill,
301,357
Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 5%
Interactive Gaming (player Protection) Bill, 1278
Legal Practice (prac.tising Certificates) Bill, 344

MACLELLAN, Mr (pakenham) (Minister for Planning and

Local Government)
Adjournment

Albury-Wodonga: amalgamation, 989
Bayside
planning, 897
planning permit, 669
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City Link: tolls, 1143
Disability services: funding, 1142

BiDs

Food (Amendment) Bill, 702

Drugs: disposal advice, 1143

Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 356

Gladstone Park Secondary College, 202

Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 92, 500

Greater Dandenong: parks contract, 1142
Koorlong Tennis Club, Mildura, 59
Leannoutlr-Sturt street intersection, Ballarat, 1143
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Catchment management authorities: levy, 66
Government policies, 679

Moorabbin Airport
market site, 1419
pilot training, 59
Planning

Points of order, 680
Questions without notice

Hedgeley Dene precinct, 1143

Agriculture: scientific research, 217

Nillumbik scheme, 989

Cut flower industry, 379

Police: Heidelberg complex, 1144

Dairy industry

Prisons: performance, 1143

brand names, 1154

Roads: Docklands,537

deregulation, 402

Sandringham foreshore development, 1216

Forest industry: initiatives, 616

Schools: airconditioning, 1144

Glenelg Water Authority: financial administration manager, 831

Teachers: shortage, 1143

Growing Horizons program, 835

Timbarra, 264

Water: rural infrastructure, 1354

Whitehorse: residential tenancies, 989

Werribee sewage treatment plant, 1151

Wodonga: satisfaction survey, 752

Young Rural Ambassadors, 1447

Bills

Local Government (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill, 489,
587,725
New Tax System Price Exploitation Code (Victoria) Bill, 585
Stale Trustees (Stale Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 356

MADDIGAN, Mrs (Essendon)
Adjournment
Flemington church demolition, 57

Land tax: family trusts, 1216
Business of the house

Program,843
Points of order, 81, 538, 577, 872, 1033, 1179

Maribymong River: pollution, 261
Moonee Valley: road funding, 985
Planning: municipal schemes, 1072
Rail: Tullamarine link, 138

Questions without notice

Buildmg industry: performance, IOI7
City Link
e-tags, 782
project delays, 831
Docklands
Batman's Hill, 216
investment, 381
LocaJ government

elections, 7
services, 299
Planning: Wren report, 1447
Rural Victoria: population, 613

Bills
Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 858
Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 390
Government Superannuation Bill, 425

Local Government (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill, 719
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 369
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 132
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1467
Transport Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 253

Business of the house

Program, 1345
Grievances
Doutta Galla Community Health Service, 290

McNAMARA, Mr (Benalla) (Deputy Premier and Minister for
Agriculture and Resources)

Adjournment

Petitions
F1emington church demolition, 144
Rail: Tullamarine link, 143, 144,221

Floods: north-eastern Victoria, 201

Points of order, 257,258,722
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MAUGHAN, Mr (Rodney)

NAPTHINE, Dr (portland) (Minister for Youth and Community
Services)

Adjournment

Bridges: Echuca-Moama, 136
Disability services: transport allowances, 823
1. and N. Tangas Pty Ltd, 1215
Bills

Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 243
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 448, 490
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 332
Distinguished visitors, 116

Grievances
Medical Practitioners Board: registration, 276
Questions without notice

Water. rural infrastructure, 1354
Rulings, 253, 257, 258, 262, 283, 284, 363, 722, 1065, 1295,
1296, 1298, 1299, 1301, 1302
(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

MICALLEF, Mr (Springvale)
Bills
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 95

Mll..DENHALL, Mr (Footscray)
Adjournment

Crime: victim compensation, 1329
Numurlcah Secondary College, 347
State Development: industry grants, 1488

Superannuation: commutation scheme, 666
Bills
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 776, 784
Commonwealth Places (Mirror Taxes Administration) Bill,
1351
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 577
Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 881
Freedom of Information (Amendment) Bill, 1403
Government Superannuation Bill, 92, 410
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 128
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 743
State Taxation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1182
State Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 650,
651
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 127
Superannuation Acts (Fwther Amendment) Bill, 92, 439
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 234
Points of order, 231, 883

Adjournment

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 267, 668
Australian Institute of Archaeology, 399
Berwick commWlity hospital, 668
Bridges: Echuca-Moama, 141
Building industry: unions, 141
Disability services
commonwealth funding, 266
South Morang, 140
tenders, 990
Warragul,536
Driver licences: testing, 141
Drugs
rehabilitation and detox places, 267
western suburbs, 1217
Focus on the Family Australia, 1217
Food: Yarra Ranges regulation, 535
Greensborough-Lower Plenty-Rosanna roads: traffic
management, 267
Health
acquired brain injury, 399
prostate-specific antigen testing, 267
Helping Hand Association, Whittlesea, 140
Kingston: Cheltenham property, 398
Knox hospital, 455
Main Road, Eltham: school crossings, 140
Momington Peninsula Freeway: noise controls, 141
Momington Peninsul~Tasmania ferry service, 398
Native bird culling, 400
PANCH site, 267
Pines Preschool Centre, 198, 669
Police: strength, 399
Port Phillip: East St Kilda property, 398
Rail: Tullamarine link, 141
Rosanna Fire Station Community House, 535
RW"al Ambulance Victoria, 455
Bills

Ambulance Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 663, 703, 1181
Chinese Medicine Registration Bill, 1249, 1462

Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 392
Dental Practice Bill, 490, 978
Food (Amendment) Bill, 799, 801
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 490, 741
Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 134
Inquiries into child deaths: protection and care
Annual report, 1333

Points of order, 1167, 1176, 1177, 1178, 1424
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Questions without notice

Aboriginals: preschools, 487
Child protection services
family conferencing, 615
initiatives, 701
Freeza, 1445
Futures for Young Adults, 1104
Gaming: problem gambling, 90
Homelessness, 1152
Juvenile justice centre: privatisation, 218
Knox hospital, 486
Smith Family, 1356
Wonthaggi: respite care, 1153

PANDAZOPOULOS, Mr (Dandenong)
Adjournment

(33)

Melboume-Geelong road: upgrade, 917
Questions without notice

Avalon Airport: investment, 924
Banks: charges, 835
Indonesia: aid, 170
International Fibre Centre, 378
Rail: south-western Victoria, 1155
Tertiary education: rural telecommunications, 783

PERRIN, Mr (Bulleen)
Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 945
Environment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 152
Distinguished visitors, 374

Berwick community hospital, 665
Ca.sey
Premier's visit, 56

Questioos without notice

road funding, 448
Dandenong: Melbourne's second city, 261
National Water Sports Centre, 893
Police
Endeavour Hills station, 195
strength, 393
Waverley Park closure, 1214

Rulings, 286,287,288,374,444,447, 715, 717, 720, 883, 888,
890, 892, 896, 898, 900, 1008, 10 10, 10 13

Better Roads Victoria, 830

(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

PERTON, Mr (Doncaster)
Bills

Bills

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 872
EnVIronment Protection (Amendment) Bill, 157
Freedom oflnformation (Amendment) Bill, 1400
Royal Park Land Bill, 1337, 1437
Business of the house

Program, 1348
Petitions

Education: state system, 90 1
Waverley Park: closure, 1333

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 1123
Appropriation (parliament 199912000) Bill, 1084
Fair Trading Bill, 530
Freedom oflnformatioo (Amendment) Bill, 820, 1370
Interactive Gaming (player Protection) Bill, 1274
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 38
Surveillance Devices Bill, 554
The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 714
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 308
Law Refonn Committee

Technology and the law, 1422
Points of order, 872
Petitions

Gippsland Lakes, 9
PATERSON, Mr (South Barwon)
Adjournment

Disability services: commonwealth funding, 259
Jirrahlinga Koala and Wildlife Sanctuary, 668
Rural Ambulance Victoria, 452
Serrated tussock, 894

BiUs

Points of order, 35,450, 513, 549,817, 1099,1121,1141,1142,
1344, 1363, 1371
Questions without notice

Eastern-Tullamarine freeway link, 829
Housing: building program, 486
Rulings, 520, 711, 734, 736, 739, 868, 872, 873,964,1050, 1188,
1194,1288, 1293, 1294,1471

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 996
Freedom of Information (Amendment) Bill, 1389

(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)
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PEULICH, Mn (BentJeigh)
Adjournment
ALP: Bentleigh candidate, 824

Bills
Ambulance Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 1179
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 848
Appropriation (Parliament 199912(00) Bill, 1087

Eastmoor Primary School site, 1074

Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 175

Southmoor Primary School, 449

Office of the Regulator..(Jeneral (Amendment) Bill, 374

South-Warrigal road intersection. Moorabbin East, 1488

Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1474

Sport: young athletes, 195

Bills
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 1137

Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 517
Distinguished visitors, 1399
Grievances
Whitehorse: Blackbum Bingo Centre, 284

Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 643
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 239
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 497
Points of order, J66, 167, 217, 4%, 1178, 1326
Questions without notice
Agriculture: scientific research. 217
Forest industry: initiatives, 616
Young Rural Ambassadors. 1447

Points of order, 505, 823
Rulings, 196, 199,200, 350,351, 352, 353, 354, 995
Questions without notice
Retail industty: growth, 780

(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

Small business: government policies, 1444
Women: government initiatives, 219
Rulings, 48,52, 133,528,979, \056, \057, 1058, 1139, 1141,
1142,1143,1144,1278,1279,1280,1281,1282,1283,1284,
1395,1397,1398,1400,1401
(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

PLOWMAN, Mr S. J. (Evelyn) (See SPEAKER, The
(Hoo. S. J. Plowman»

REYNOLDS, Mr (Gisborne) (Minister for Sport and Minister
for Rural Development)
Adjournment

PHlLLlps, Mr (Eltham)

Dingley bypass, 203

Adjournment

Harness racing: driver licences, 669

Famiiy services: Central Highlands-Grampians, 60
Main Road, Eltham: school crossings, 135

Melboume-Geelong road: Werribee exit, 60

Stamp duty: concession, 986

National Water Sports Centre, 898

Superannuation: portability, 347
Petitions

Rail: Bendigo workshops, 60
Spear thistle, 202
Sport: young athletes, 202

Orbital transport corridor, 61
Yarra: management, 10
Questions without notice
Child protection services: family conferencing, 615
Education Week, 1355
Electricity and gas: privatisation, 1103
Schools: maintenance, 172

Sunbury Road, Bulla, 60
Teache~:contracts,202

Whitehorse Road, Mitcham: resurfacing, 60
Bills
The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 716
Questions without notice
Swimming pools: funding, 485

PLOWMAN, Mr A. F. (Benambra)
RlCHARDSON, Mr (Forest Hill)
Adjournment
Albury-Wodonga: amalgamation, 985
Forest industry: Wongungarra, 604
Wodonga: satisfaction survey, 750
Wodonga Learning, Education and Play Centre, 1418
Wodonga Regional Health Service, 1072

Bills
Tattersa11 Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 233
Business of the house

Program, 842
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Distinguished visitors, 915

Points of order, 1167

Petitions

Public transport: privatisation and automatic ticketing, 1242

Gippsland Lakes, 355
Points of order, 504
Rulings, 17, 122, 124,228,229,573,706,907,914,1163,1164,
1165,1167, 1168, 1169

(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

Questions without notice
Child protection services: initiatives, 70 I
Immigration, 40 I

RY AN, Mr (Gippsland South)
Adjournment

ROBIN SON, Mr (Mitcham)

Roads: cattle underpasses, 1212
Swing bridge, Sale, 1416

Adjournment
Australian Heritage Society, 824
Building industry: payment security, 748

Bills
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 1255

Driver licences: testing, 137

Interactive Gaming (player Protection) Bill, 1271

Drugs: rehabilitation and detox places, 260

Legal Practice (Practising Certificates) Bill, 344

Gaming

Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 44

bingo, 602

Police Regulation and Fireanns (Amendment) Bill, 1029

venue security, 1327

Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bi11, 238

Kydaco Painting, 451
Public transport: Anzac Day services, 667
Whitehorse: residential tenancies, 985
Whitehorse Road. Mitcham: resurfacing, 55
Bills

Business of the house
Adjournment, 1426
Catchment management authorities: levy, 70
Police: strength, 463

AppropnatlOn ( 1999/2000) Bill, 850
Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 388
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 521

Questions without notice
Apprenticeships: programs, 570

Fair Tradmg Bill. 529

Forestry Victoria, 1448

Frur T radmg (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill,
658

Growing Horizons program, 835

Government Superannuation Bill, 427
InteraCtlve Gammg (Player Protection) Bill, 1275

Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
Alert Digest, 11,222,409,620, 1159, 1423

Police Regulation and Fireanns (Amendment) Bill, 1038

Annual report, 1159

Public Sector Reform (Further Amendments) Bill, 131

Right to silence, 11

Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 759
Tattersall Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 227
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 338
Personal explanations, 16
Petitions
Blackbum High School, 901
Points of order, 426, 1302
Public transport: privatisation and automatic ticketing, 1238

SAV AGE, Mr (Mildura)
Adjournment
Koorlong Tennis Club, Mildura, 55
Police: Mildura, 533
Sunraysia RwaI Water Authority: credit cards, 1073
Bills
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 168
Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 1259
Police Regulation and Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 590, 1032

ROWE, Mr (Cranboume)

Bms
Rail Corporations and Transport Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1465
Royal Park Land Bi11, 1343
Transport Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 251

Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 1204
Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 442
Petitions
Latt>-term abortions, 355
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Questions without notice

Glenelg Water Authority: financial administration manager, 831
Police: strength, 216

Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 575
Food (Amendment) Bill, 802, [304
Freedom oflnfonnation (Amendment) Bill, 1395
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 112
Police Regulation and Fireanns (Amendment) Bill, 1036

SEITZ, Mr (Keilor)
Adjournment

Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 760
Tatt~1

Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 228

The Constitution Act Amendment (Amendment) Bill, 711
Rail: Sydenham station, 988
Bills
Government Superannuation Bill, 436
State Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 652
Personal explanations, 488
Petitions

Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 244
Business or the house

Adjournment, 1428
Program, 840, 1162, 1346
Government policies, 685
Housing: maintenance, 481

Keilor-MeIton Rood: noise conttoIs, 1220
Petitions
Points of order, 169,273,298,407

Capital punishment, [42[
Rulings, 35, 37, 432,450,451,454,457,468,469,470,471,474,
688,689,691,692

Points of order, 250, 589, 663, 680, 1036, 1429

(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

SMITH, Mr I. W. (polwarth)
SHARDEY, Mrs (CauIfield)

Bills
Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 784

Adjournment

Aboriginals: employment and training, 603
Housing: emergency, 1076

Catchment management authorities: levy, 74
Points oforder, 75

Inttavenous gamrnaglobulin, 1417
Port Phillip: East St Kilda property, 396
SPEAKER, The (Hon. S. J. Plowman)

Bills
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 10 10, 10 [8
Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 578
Envirorunent Protection (Amendment) Bill, 155
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 738
Questions without notice

Docklands: Batman's Hill, 216

Trams
City Circle, 407
Docklands, 1245
Women: housing assistance, 6 [4

Absence of ministers, 2[3, 377, 568,1102
Appointment or Assistant Clerk, 829
Appointment or Clerks, I

BtF Custodian

41 st and 42nd reports, I I
Distinguished visitors, I, [75,295,298,37[,483,924,1013,
[449
Joint sitting of Parliament

Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, 410, 545

SMITH, Mr E. R. (Glen Waverley)
Adjournment

Police: capital works, 346
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal: delays, 1491
Bills
Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 1108
Appropriation (parliament 199912(00) Bill, 1082

Naming of member, 174, 1358
Rulings, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9,16,40,41,56,58,62,87,88,89,90,94,
143,163,164,169,170,171, 172, 173, [74,197,214,215,216,
217,218,220,250,272.297,298,377,379,380,381,402,403,
404,405,406,407,459,462,463,464,484,485,487,488,489,
492, 495, 569, 570, 571, 572, 612, 613, 616, 621, 622, 633, 696,
697,698,699,701,764,765,766,780,781,782,830,83 \, 832,
833,834,841. 903, 905, 906, 924, 926, 928, 929,930, \015,
[016,1017,1018,1052, 1085, 1102, 1105, 1106, 1156, 1157,
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1158, 1243, 1244, 1245, 1246, 1247, 1333, 1335, 1337,1339,
1353, 1354,1356,1357,1358,1424,1425,1426,1428,1429,
1430,1431,1432,1433,1445,1446,1447,1451,1492
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STOCKDALE, Mr (Brighton) (Treasurer and Minister for
Information Technology and Multimedia)
Bills

Shadow ministry, I
(See also Rulings by the Chair in GENERAL)

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 621, 622, 623
Appropriation (parliament 199912000) Bill, 633, 1088
Commonwealth Places (Mirror Taxes Administration) Bill, 702,
803

SPRY, Mr (Bellarine)

Data Protection Bill, 1248, 1458
Dental Practice Bill, 599

Adjournment

Electricity Industry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 702, 806,
1249

Fishing industry: professional netters, 664
Member for Northcote, 1327
Bills
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 792
Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 884
Government Superannuation Bill, 420
Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 1058
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 371
Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 648
State Taxation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1189
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 237
Transport Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 254
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 317

Housing: maintenance, 476

Gas lndustry Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 702, 808, 1165,
1249
Government Superannuation Bill, 92, 179
Interactive Gaming (player Protection) Bill, 702, 809
Longford Royal Commission (Report) Bill, 1455
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill, 91,92, 178,
376
Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 30 I
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 490, 60 1
State Taxation Acts (Amendment) Bill, 702, 805
State Trustees (State Owned Company) (Amendment) Bill, 30 I
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 92, 178
TattersaJl Consultations (Amendment) Bill, 91, 175
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 91, 176
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 91, 176

\1e1bourne-{;ee1ong road: upgrade, 913

Points of order, 800

Petitions

Questions without notice

FIshing mdustry: professional netters, 618
Points of order, 426, 914
Questions without notice
Aboriginals: employment and training, 174
City Link: key structures, 483
Housing: regional estates, 1449

STEGGALL. Mr (Swan Hill)
BiOs

Consultants: government costs, 215
Electricity and gas: privatisation, 1103
Film and television industry: training, 782
Gas: winter supply, 830
Government expenditure, 698
Hospitals: staffing, 615
Information technology: investment, 568
Knox hospital, 485
Ministers: business interests, 381
Payroll tax, 696
Public sector: senior executive service, 6
Small business: government policies, 1444

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 1092

State Development: industry grants, 1448

Food (Amendment) Bill, 1300

W orkcover: safety inspectors, 6

Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 647

Workcover and TAC advertising, 89

Water Acts (Amendment) Bill, 443
Year 2000 Information Disclosure Bill, 336
Business of the house
Adjournment, 1431
Rural Victoria: community development scheme, 9

TEHAN, Mrs (Seymour) (Minister for Conservation and Land '
Management)

Adjournment
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 900
Everton Upper Primary School site, 265
McDonalds franchise, Portland, 988
Maribymong River: pollution, 265
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Moorabbin Airport: noise, 899
North Central Catchment Management Authority, 541
Respite care: Wonthaggi, 900
Serrated tussock, 899
Weeds: Momington Peninsula, 349
Westall Road: upgrade, 541
Western Region Environment Group, 898
Bills

Enviromnent Protection (Amendment) Bill, 160, 163
Gas Industry Acts (FlUther Amendment) Bill, 1410

Guardianship and Administration (Amendment) Bill, 593
Land (Reservations and Other Matters) Bill, 92, 93, 582
Royal Park Land Bill, 1249, 1334, 1335, 1337, 1439

TOW AITF.S, Mr (Albert Park)
Adjournment

Roads: Docklands, 533
Bills

Ambulance Services (Further Amendment) Bill, 1166
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 1110
Dental Practice Bill, 972
Food (Amendment) Bill, 799, 1278
Freedom of Infonnation (Amendment) Bill, 1393
Local Government (Melbourne City Council Rates) Bill, 717
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 725
Royal Park Land Bill, 1340

Rural Finance (Amendment) Bill, 649
Shrine of Remembrance (Amendment) Bill, 489, 592, 761

Government policies, 688

Water Industry (Amendment) Bill, 1249, 1461

Grievances

Questions without notice

Coastal management initiatives, 1015
Forestry Victoria, 1448
Land titles register, 486
Point King Beach, Portsea, 299, 300
Port Phillip Bay: Beach Watch, 571
Terrick Tenick National Park, 380

THOMPSON, Mr (Sandringham)
Adjournment

Bayside
planning
overlays, 891
pennit,665
Sandringham foreshore development, 1213
Bills
Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 958
Freedom of Information (Amendment) Bill, 1392

PANCH site, 287
Notices of motion
Building (Amendment) Bill, 1334
Equal Opportunity (Same Sex Relationships) Bill, 1334
Petitions

Edward Street Nursing Home, Femtree Gully, 220
Wangaratta: dental services, 1158
Points of order, 297, 464, 485, 487, 538, 616, 688, 924, 1167,
1283,1397
Police: strength, 460
Questions without notice

Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 1151
Docklands: Gro\lo tower, 927
Hospitals: staffing, 615
Intergraph: ambulance contract, 700, 835
Knox hospital, 485, 486
Planning: Wren report, 1447

Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 104
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 127
Transport Accident (Further Amendment) Bill, 245
Points of order, 770
Questions without notice

Docklands: investment, 381

TRA YNOR, Mr (BaIlarat East)
Adjournment

Road safety: utility trucks, 984
Vincent Street, Daylesford: bus stop, 453
Petitions

Port Phillip Bay: Beach Watch, 571

Gippsland Lakes, 408

Swimming pools: funding, 485
Wenibee sewage treatment plant, 1151

Lat~term abortions, 143
Powercor: Kyneton depot, 143

Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Subordinate legislation, 1159

Questions without notice

Employment: government policies, 214
Homelessness, 1152
Schools: maintenance, 10 14
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TREASURE, Mr (Gippsland East)

Fair Trading (Inspectors Powers and Other Amendments) Bill,
661,662,663

Adjournment

Financial Sector Reform (Victoria) Bill, 490

East Gippsland: logging machinery vandalism. 54

Freedom ofInformation (Amendment) Bill, 703, 815, 816, 818

Timbarra, 260

Guardianship and Administration (Amendment) Bill, 489, 1070

Bills

Appropriation (199912000) Bill, 1129
Petitions
Gippsland Lakes, 355
Questions without notice
Better Roads Victoria, 927
Gaming: problem gambling, 90
National Reconciliation Week, 1153

WADE, Mn (Kew) (Attorney-General, Minister for Fair Trading
and Minister for Women's Affairs)
Adjournment
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 1493
Banyule Community Health Service, 1419
Battered woman syndrome, 1492
Beekeepmg: state forests, 1492
Begging, 1493
Bendigo: Ansett Cup, 1419
Building mdustry: payment security, 753
Camp Reefton. 754
CanadIan salmon. 1492
Gladstone \'le'Ws Pnmary School, 1493

Juries Bill, 1080, 1349

Legal Practice (Practising Certificates) Bill, 93, 185
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Bill, 113,116,118,121,122,
123, 126, 127
Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill, 702, 810, 1209
Sentencing (Amendment) Bill, 94, 193
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 127
Smveillance Devices Bill, 93, 94, 191
Council of Magistrates

Armuai report, 11
County Court judges

Armuai report, 222
Points of order, 818, 883, 1365, 1366, 1398
Questions without notice
City Link: e-tags, 783
Credit cards: misuse, 834

Liberal Party: membership, 1446
Victims Referral and Assistance Service, 1157
Women
action plan, 404
government initiatives, 219

Human Ser\1ce5 community education, 1419
Intravenous gammaglobulin, 1419

WELLS, Mr (Wantima)

Knox community health service, 754,1419

Adjournment

Metro Craft Centre. 1419
Mount Baw Baw roaci 754

Building industry: unions, 138

'eighbourhood houses: funding, 754
Newstead youth training centre, 754

High Street Road: upgrade, 1215

Point Nepean Road: traffic, 1419

Knox hospital, 451

Rail: Balaclava station, 1493
Rural Victona suicide, 1493

Asperger's syndrome, 607
Freeza, 890

Bills

Soldiers Hill Steam Train Society, 754

Appropriation (1999/2000) Bill, 1002

South-Warrigal road intersection, Moorabbin Eas4 1492
State Development: industry grants, 1492

Education Acts (Amendment) Bill, 521

Swing bridge, Sale. 1419
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal: delays, 1491
Wangaratta District Base Hospital, 753

Grievances

Drugs: heroin, 293
Points of order, 45)

Werribee community health centre, 1419
Wodonga Learning, Education and Play Centre, 1419
Workcover: conciliator, 1493
BiOs

Coroners (Amendment) Bill, 93, 185

Public Accounts and Estimates Committee

Armuai reporting, 1080
Questions without notice

Freeza, )44 5

Crimes (Criminal Trials) Bill, 703, 812,1264

Schools: overseas students, 6) 7

Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill, 703, 814

Workcover and T AC advertising, 89

Fair Trading Bill, 93, 187, 191
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wasON, Mn (Dandenong North)

Dorf Industries closure, 171
Drugs

Adjournment
Health: acquired brain injury, 394

federal funding, 3
support services, 7

Eastern Freeway: tolls, 779, 781, 925

BiDs

Appropriation (parliament 199912(00) Bill, 1083
Petitions

Home loan schemes, 221,408,619, 836, 1158

Eastem-Tullamarine freeway link, 829, 833, 834
Education
state system, 4

tender process, 1248
Education Week, 1355

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

Electricity and gas: privatisation, 1103
Employment: government policies, 214

Aboriginals

Film and television industIy: training, 781

employment and training, 174

Forest industry: initiatives, 616

preschools, 487

Forestry Victoria, 1448

Agriculture: scientific research, 217

Freeza, 1445

Apprenticeships: programs, 570

Futures for Young Adults, 1104

Auditor-General

Gaming: problem gambling, 90

appointment, 1444
ministerial portfolios, 1243, 1245, 1354, 1445
prisons, 1353
Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre, 1151
Australian constitution: preamble, 296
Avalon Airport investment, 924
Banks: charges, 835
Better Roads Victoria, 830, 831, 926, 927
Building industry: performance, J017
Casino: bidding process, I 156

Central Gippsland Institute of TAFE, 833
CFA: growth corridor services, 783
Child protection services
family conferencing, 615
initiatives, 701
City Link
e-tags, 380, 381, 484, 570,782,783, 1016
key structures, 483
project delays, 83 J, 832
tolls, 613
Coastal management: initiatives, 1015
Consultants: government costs, 215
Credit cards
authorisation, 110 I
misuse, 834
Cut flower industry, 379
Dairy industry

Gas
ethane supply, 829

Longford explosion, 926, 1151
winter supply, 829, 830

Glenelg Water Authority: financial administration manager, 831
Government expenditure, 698
Growing Horizons program, 835
Homelessness, 1152
Hospitals: staffing, 615
Housing
building program, 486
regional estates, 1449
Immigration, 401
Indonesia: aid, J 70
Information technology: investment, 568
lntergraph: ambulance contract, 700, 835
International Fibre Centre, 378
Investing in Innovation, 697
Juvenile justice centre: privatisation, 218
Knox hospital, 485, 486
Kosovar refugees, 110 I
Land titles register, 486
Liberal Party: membership, J446
Local government
elections, 7
services, 299

brand names, 1154

Melboume-Geelong road: upgrade, 1017

deregulation, 402

Minister for Police and Emergency Services: retirement, 406

Docklands

Ministers: business interests, 219, 381

Batman's Hill, 216

National Reconciliation Week, 1153

Gro1\o tower, 927

Newham Primary School, 569

investment, 381

Parliament: sitting hours, 1105
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Payroll tax, 696

Water: rural infrastructure, 1354

Planning: Wren report, 1447

Werribee sewage treatment plant, 1151

Point King Beach, Portsea, 299, 300

Women

Police
Dunolly station, 377
government advertising, 40 I

action plan, 404

government initiatives, 219
housing assistance, 614

legal costs, 298

Wonthaggi: respite care, 1153

Mount Evelyn station, 88, 90

Workcover

regions, 483

~ents,

review, 295

safety inspectors, 5

1,3,4

stations, 614

Workcover and TAC advertising, 89

strength, 86, 169, 213, 215, 216, 217, 379,402,403,405,487,
567,611,612

YOlmg Rural Ambassadors, 1447
Youth

Political advertising, 1357, 1358

ernployment, 87

Port Phillip Bay: Beach Watch, 571

training initiatives, 700

Port Phillip Prison: perronnance, 1356
Premier: defamation action, 699
Prisons: contracts, 1154
Public sector
senior executive service, 6
trainees and apprentices, 173
Public transport: disability access, 611
Rail

privatisation. 1155
south-western Victoria, 1155
Retail industJy: growth, 780
Royal Melbourne Hospital, 1013, 1014
Rural Victona: population, 613
Schools
class sizes. 697

information technology, 405, 617
maintenance, I 71, 1014
overseas students. 617
Scoresby freeway, 924
Small business: government policies, 1444
Smith Family, 1356
State Development: industry grants, 1448
Swimming pools: funding, 485
Terrick Terrick National Park, 380
Tertiary education
access, 1247
Middle East mission, 300
ruraJ telecommunications, 783

Trams
City Circle, 407
disability access, 299
Docklands, 1245
Victims Referral and Assistance Service, 1157
Victoria: economic management, 2
Victoria University ofTechnology: credit cards, 1102, I 104
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Questions on notice answered during period covered by this index

IQn I Portfolio and subject matter
122
406
407
451
452
472
480
493
498
506
511
513
515
545
557
560
561
562
571
572
573
574

Tertiary Education and Training: university staff
Sport: official travel, Essendon Airport
Rmal Development: official travel, Essendon Airport
Sport: ABC racing broadcasts
Sport: race club meetings
Sport: state school sporting facilities
Sport: water safety strategy
Sport: anabolic steroids
Sport: MCGJDocklands Stadium
Tertiary Education and Training: university Sb.ldent services
Sport: Emergency Facility and Equipment Replacement Fund
Conservation and Land Management pastoral leases
Conservation and Land Management native title claims
Agriculture and Resources: DNRE Mildura staff
Tertiary Education and Training: vocational education and training
Agriculture and Resources: Murrayville ground water
Agriculture and Resources: Murrayville ground water
Agriculture and Resources: Coliban Water charges
Conservation and Land Management Patterson River medical waste
Conservation and Land Management: Patterson River medical waste
Conservation and Land Management Patterson River medical waste
Conservation and Land Management: Patterson River medical waste

I Askedby
MrHamilton
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrRobinson
MrSavage
MrHamilton
MrSavage
MrSavage
MrCameron
MsGarbutt
MsGarbutt
Ms Garbutt
MsGarbutt
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1146
1146
1147
1148
1148
1149
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207
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211
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212
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